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Winona County Board of Commissioners,
The Jail Advisory Committee (JAC) respectfully submits this document in the completion of the
tasks assigned to it by the Winona County Board of Commissioners. The JAC worked hard over
the past year, digging into the mountain of information required to be reviewed, discussing
community needs, researching and evaluating options to help the County Board make an
informed decision in their effort to move forward in addressing the jail dilemma.
Many people contributed to the process, but we want to acknowledge the leadership of Tom
Weber specifically. Tom kept us on track and enabled us to finish a project normally assigned to
an outside consultant at great expense. He also provided excellent advice, based on his
experience in other jurisdictions. Tom did a lot of the work on forecasting the size of jail needed
to meet the County’s projected needs, estimating staffing, and analyzing data.
Late in our work, we were joined by Bruce Schwartzman of BKV architects. He provided
important construction costs estimates and showed us how options could be sited using the
County’s existing land. Bruce also provided insight into how the existing jail space could be
reused and repurposed.
We appreciate the confidence the Board placed in us to undertake this important project. We
thank all committee members for their contributions and for lending us their unique
perspectives. We are especially grateful to Winona County Attorney, Karin Sonneman, Sheriff
Ron Ganrude, and his staff, and County Administrator, Ken Fritz for their work and leadership
throughout the process.

Justin Green
Jail Advisory Committee Chairperson
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Executive Summary
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On September 7, 2018, the Minnesota State Department of Corrections (DOC) ordered that the
Winona County Jail “sunset,” that is, close on September 30, 2021. The jail had already been
downgraded to a 90 day lock up. Previous inspections by the DOC had identified a long list of
structural and operating deficiencies in the jail which could not easily be corrected. It was clear
that simply remodeling the over 40-year-old facility would not meet the needs of the County nor
regulations of the DOC.
Previous to the DOC decision to sunset the jail, the County had already taken steps to begin
evaluating its options. In December 2017, the Winona County Board created the Jail Advisory
Committee. The committee began meeting in January of 2018. The Committee inspected the
Winona County Jail and, for comparison purposes, the Goodhue County Jail. It then began the
long process of securing data and other information. More importantly, the Committee also
considered other factors such as, programming to prevent inmates from returning to jail after
another offense. The Committee saw the jail as not only separation as punishment but a place
where many life-changing opportunities could be offered to inmates. Throughout its
deliberations, the Committee continued to emphasize the importance of reducing the cost by
reducing the number of inmates to be housed. The fact that inmates would be prepared for life in
the community as taxpayers, as well as positive residents, was very important to the Committee.
From the suggestions made by the Board when it formed the Committee, the JAC studied four
options for addressing the challenge. It rejected the first two options – transporting all arrestees
to an out of county jail or keeping arrestees in a holding facility until after their first appearance
before a judge and then transporting them. When staffing, transportation, and outside housing
costs were factored in options one (1) and two (2) while costing less up front, they cost about the
same as options three (3) and four (4) over twenty years. Transporting all prisoners outside the
County presented the most risk to the staff, prisoners, and community. Options one (1) and two
(2) also negatively impact the local economy by transferring County funds outside the County to
be spent and reinvested in areas outside of Winona County.
The Committee then considered the third option – building a Class II 90-day facility. Option
three (3) was less desirable because the construction cost is almost as much as Option four (4)
while still requiring inmates to be housed outside the County. Reducing capital investment by a
small amount up front while continuing to incur higher operating expenses with the continued
out of county housing policy did not seem to be the best course of action long term.
The clear, and unanimous, choice of the Committee was Option 4 – construct a Class III 365 day
facility that can house the County’s projected number of inmates over the next ten years and
minimize transportation. This option minimizes the liability associated with transporting
inmates, keeps economic activity in the County, allows community bonds and support to
continue, and is the safest option for employees and inmates.
The committee recognizes that within Option 4 there may be opportunities to include outside
counties in a hybrid form of the facility, to address other needs: juveniles, inmates transitioning
back to the Winona community from incarceration elsewhere and inmates experiencing mental
health issues. These other issues should be explored in the next stage of this project, with the
development of the Class III facility concept.
It is a shared opinion in the state’s region that a gap in service providers for youth and mentally
ill citizens is causing a crisis to the justice system and Minnesota communities with no solution
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in sight. While the Committee’s mission is to study the need for a jail, the County should be
aware of these needs and plan to address them in the recommended concept.





Juvenile detention and temporary housing
Mental health treatment and housing
Transitional housing
Building for the present jail bed needs while considering options for the
expanded need of jail beds by evolving populations over the next twenty
years. This may result in the continued use of secure or non-secure residential
placements out of Winona for some populations of those that may otherwise
find themselves in the Winona Jail.

Juveniles cannot be held in the current jail and must be transported as soon as possible. Even
with a new jail after their initial processing and a brief hold, many juveniles will continue to be
transported to other facilities. These facilities are expensive, and because the juvenile is
removed from their family and other support systems, they are not the best choice. Because the
Rochester facility is usually full, most Winona County juveniles are transported to facilities at
least several hours away. The cost of transportation back and forth from St. Cloud or other
facilities to Winona is substantial.
Similar to the issues with juveniles, there is no local facility to house inmates with mental health
issues that do not threaten life. The jail environment, even a new facility, will offer very little by
way of treatment or proper temporary housing. The Committee recognizes that the need exists
for a local facility for this population, not just in Winona but in Southeast Minnesota as a region.
The Jail Advisory Committee also recognizes the need for transitional housing for inmates
released from jail who have nowhere else to go. Transitioning back into the community without
a place to live makes the odds increase that the former inmate will call the County jail home
again. The Committee encourages the County to work with partners to address this problem.
The Committee also recognizes the needs and risks associated with managing inmates are ever
changing. A future jail should have the flexibility to meet these changes, and this may involve
the building of partnerships with regional partners to provide for the housing needs either in
Winona or in Southeast Minnesota. Short term, this may result in a plan to house some
populations out of Winona, perhaps those needing medical or mental health specialized care, or
perhaps other populations from the jail that may be identified during the concept development.
After a year studying the Winona County Jail and other jails, rules, and regulations, and Best
Practices, the Committee never lost sight of the fact that the inmates are our neighbors, and
sometimes our friends and relatives. It does not benefit the inmates or the community to take
them to another county and lock them away to serve their sentence. They will return, and they
certainly will not be any better for the experience. The Committee believes that a modern Class
III facility with space for recreation, physical and mental health services, and programming to
prepare inmates for life in the community, as well as space for juvenile detainees– is the best
way to address the challenges associated with the sunset order.
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Section 2
Introduction to the Project
and the
Jail Advisory Committee
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1. Introduction and Background to the Project
In October of 2016, the Minnesota Department of Corrections (DOC) reclassified the Winona
County Jail from a Class III facility to a Class II 90-day lock up. When justifying the action, the
DOC cited the inability of the facility to meet current jail standards.
The change in classification required the Sheriff to transport more prisoners to other facilities
when they approach the 90-day detention limit, at a significant cost to Winona County. At that
time, the DOC did not say how long the jail would be allowed to function as a Class II 90-day
lock up before classification would be downgraded again.
In December of 2017, to help the County understand the needs of the community as they relate to
the jail, the County Board appointed a Jail Advisory Committee (JAC). The committee was
created in response to the Department of Corrections indication it would progressively reduce the
classification of the jail until it could no longer operate if the County did not take corrective
action.
Under the threat of additional action that DOC could initiate, the county commissioners sought
an examination of the existing or possible justice system resources, and the impact these
resources could have on the need and design of a future jail. Examining the offender risk and
needs and comparing these to available resources was part of this task. The goal was to complete
a “Winona County Jail, and Justice System Needs Assessment” with recommendations to
provide for both program, and facility space needs.
The methodology to meet this goal led the Winona County Board of Commissioners to request
the participation of a volunteer Jail Advisory Committee (JAC) and retained the services of an
experienced justice system consultant to facilitate the work of the JAC in performing a Justice
System Needs Assessment. That group began to meet on January 23rd, of 2018. Meetings were
held monthly in the County Board Room at the Government Center building unless otherwise
noted. All committee meetings were open to the public.
While the JAC was going about their work, in September of 2018, the Minnesota DOC sent a
notice to Winona County authorities informing officials the Winona Jail would be de-certified
for use as a detention facility (or jail), effective September of 2021. This is known as “sun
setting” the facility for closure. See Appendix A. This action increased the importance of
completing this project swiftly and comprehensively, as the timeline to bring changes to the jail
had just been provided a deadline.

2. Jail Advisory Committee (JAC) Mission, Membership, and Structure
The Jail Advisory Committee’s mission is:
“To review alternatives to the current jail facility and related programs including doing nothing,
remodeling, continued reliance on regional partners, building a new facility or some combination
thereof and provide a written needs assessment as generally specified by the National Institute of
Corrections to the Winona County Board of Commissioners which can be used as a foundation
for facility program development.” https://www.co.winona.mn.us/page/hot_news/view/180
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The MN DOC notice on September 7, 2018, (attached as Appendix A) indicates it had issued a
“Sunset Authorization” and set the decertification date for the jail as of September 30, 2021. The
Department noted the “lack of adequate options” to address structural and other deficiencies that
had been noted in many prior inspections of the jail. While this development was not completely
unexpected, it still came as a surprise and required the Winona County Board to expedite and
focus its immediate attention on the task of addressing the jail facility shortcomings. The County
Board directed the JAC to explore several options. The JAC settled on four options for future
jail operations based on the Board’s original mission statement for the JAC. They are:
Option 1: Do nothing (meaning the jail operation would close, and all inmates would be
transferred for secure detention out of the county at the time of arrest).
Option 2: Create a 72 hour Holding, Booking, Intake, and Assessment Center.
Option 3: Construct a local jail facility limited to holding inmates up to 90 days in duration
(similar to the jail’s current status, a Class II facility).
Option 4: Construct a full-service facility able to hold inmates for local jail sentences up to
365 days (a class III facility).
JAC Membership and Structure
Justin Green, Public Member, JAC Chair
Karin Sonneman, County Attorney
Ron Ganrude, Sheriff
Ken Fritz, County Administrator
Steve Buswell, Jail Administrator
Heather Johnson, Community Services Director
Fatima Said, Executive Director of Project Fine
Michelle Alexander, Winona City Council Member
Paul Bostrack, Winona Chief of Police
District Judge Mary Leahy
Rena Patterson, District Director, Department of Corrections
Mike Kuehn, Public Defender
Madelyn Neldner, Public Member
Jeff Apse, Superintendent of Schools, St. Charles
Bill Spitzer, Public Member
Bill Rowecamp, Townships Representative
Julie Hanson, Executive Director of Hiawatha Mental Health Services
Anne Vande Berg, Winona State University
Ernie Culp, Township Representative
Leon Bowman, Township Representative
Pastor Joe McConkey
Wabasha County Sheriff, Rodney Bartsch
Tessa Krueger, Houston County Personnel Director
Other individuals that contributed to the process were:
Jeff Mueller, Chief Deputy Sheriff
David Glithero, Jail Program Coordinator
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Tom Weber, a justice system policy and program consultant was contracted to facilitate the
group meetings and assist in meeting the project mission. Bruce Schwartzman, an Architect with
BKV Architects, provided technical assistance in developing the information related to the
facility concepts for the four options considered.
During the first meeting of the JAC in January 2018, subcommittees were established to assist in
the achievement of various tasks and activities associated with the project. These subcommittees
would meet during each month to perform tasks assigned during the larger JAC monthly
meetings. As part of the project methodology, subcommittees would report monthly on their
completed tasks and report to the JAC on progress or setbacks experienced.
Subcommittees of the JAC
1. Community Profile Subcommittee- Chaired by Ken Fritz
Census Data –Members: Ken Fritz, Michelle Alexander, Tess Kruger
Resource Directory – Members: Ken Fritz, Heather Johnson, Julie Hanson
Task – Analyze Winona County general census and demographic data and apply the
learned information to the jail projections and the need for justice system services in
the future. Develop a Winona County Resource Directory to aid in the organization
and dissemination of information about program and resource providers in Winona
County for various populations in need.
2. Target Population Subcommittee- Chaired by Justin Green. Members: Mary
Leahy, Karin Sonneman, Paul Bostrack, Rena’ Patterson, Mike Kuehn
Task – Analyze the population of the Winona County Jail and determine which
populations are over-represented in the jail population. Consider which sub-sets of
the overall population would be appropriate for the development of additional
alternatives to incarceration programs. Also, consider which existing alternatives to
incarceration programs could be adapted to meet an expanded target population.
3. Jail Data Subcommittee– Chaired by Steve Buswell, Members: Tom Weber, Justin
Green, David Glithero
Task – Develop data collection and analytical processes to capture the information
needs for the project. Provide a preliminary assessment of the data and report to the
JAC on data impressions.
4. Community Outreach and Communication Subcommittee- Chaired by Karin
Sonneman– Members Justin Green, Fatima Said, and Ann Vande Berg. The
Community Outreach and Diversity Committee (COD) of the Winona County
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (CJCC) took on the duties of the JAC’s
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Community Outreach and Communication Subcommittee. JAC member Karin
Sonneman is chair of the CJCC and the COD.
Task – Develop strategies to share information about the project and secure
community input on the issues facing the Winona County Justice System.
Responsible for creating and writing the final Needs Assessment Report for this
project. Over the summer of 2018, the Subcommittee participated in multiple “Know
Your Neighbor Events,” community outreach events throughout the Winona County
community. In October 2018, the Subcommittee with the CJCC’s COD organized and
held a Community Collaboration Summit on the Jail Study. Included as Appendix H
is a summary of the results of the Community Survey conducted at the Summit.
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Section 3
Background of the
Winona County Jail
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1. The Jail – A Brief History
A. The Winona County Jail was opened in May 1978. The County Board at the time
realized the need for a new jail and understood that new standards for jails were soon
forthcoming from the Department of Corrections. The Board assured that construction
would start before the new standards would take effect, and consequently, the jail was
built to conform to the then existing standards, which were promulgated in 1910. The
record shows no use of consultants, nor does it show how the architect was engaged with
the community or jail staff and justice system stakeholders in design or planning. The
architect for the jail had limited experience in designing jails. The design is a linear one,
with a maximum of 35 inmates, is labor intensive with poor sightlines and outdated
infrastructure in need of major and expensive updates and maintenance. Some jail
support functions, such as the typical central control operations, are provided by the 911
Dispatch Operators located in the jail.
B. The jail annex was proposed several times, and the Department of Corrections approved
the redesign and adaptive use of the basement area of the jail for a minimum,
low/medium classification 48-bed male, direct supervision unit in 2006. When the annex
was considered, jail capacity was very limited, and the Sheriff sought to construct the
annex as a strategy to reduce the number of inmates who were transported to other county
jails so as to reduce operating costs and have space in the jail to incarcerate inmates at a
higher security level. This annex facility has been given many exemptions from current
DOC regulations to open and then operate.
Jailing female inmates posed an additional problem. The jail was constructed in such a
way that when a female was housed, a number of other cells became unavailable in order
to protect the female inmate’s privacy. Only other female inmates could be housed in
some cells, but the jail historically has housed relatively few female inmates. These cells
then would be vacant. Nearly all female inmates were transported to other county jails.
Female inmates were not housed in the annex. Thus they cannot participate in any of the
jail release programs in Winona County, such as Sentence to Service, Work Release or
release for education or counseling programs.
The goal of building the annex was to provide a place to house male inmates who were
classified at the lowest level of security at a much lower cost. They were housed in a
secure dormitory rather than cells and, with the court’s permission, could have the
privileges of release for authorized activities.
C. Currently, the facility can house up to 35 inmates in the more secure area of the first
floor. The entire facility is approved by DOC to hold up to 83 inmates by design, with
an operational capacity limit of 90% which drops the actual maximum population ceiling
to 75. Of the 83 beds, 48 beds are located in the basement area of the building, and it
houses lower risk pre-trial and post-sentence male inmates in an open bay dormitory-type
setting. The recent trend has been to provide classification overrides to house lower
classified inmates in the basement annex area to reduce the burden and cost of housing
inmates out of the county.
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D. On October 1, 2016, the Department of Corrections reclassified the jail as a Class II 90day facility. The letter repeated the findings of previous inspections that declared the jail
to be out of compliance with state jail standards as well as building and safety codes for
the housing of inmates. The Department concluded and reported that safety of the
community and the staff was at risk. The Department sought to encourage Winona
County to build a new jail or provide other means of housing inmates because the current
jail was unsafe for inmates, community, and staff. The letter was distributed to the
County Board which asked for additional studies.
E. On September 7, 2018, the Department of Corrections issued a letter announcing the
“sun setting of the jail” on September 30, 2021. See Appendix A. The letter noted that
“there has been little progress toward compliance with the Chapter 2911 rules,” since the
previous reclassification.” The letter included a list of deficiencies that are found in
many of the inspection reports. The Department concluded the deficiencies, “negatively
impact facility operations, the safety, and security of the facility, the staff, and the
citizens of Winona County.” Even though the Jail Annex has historically been viewed as
a “separate facility space,” DOC Jail Inspector Tim Thompson has informed Sheriff
Ganrude that the Annex is considered part of the jail and will be scheduled to close with
the sunset on September 30, 2021, as part of the one jail facility.

Statutory Authority and Requirements Regarding a County Jail: Appendix B. This
attachment provides the Minnesota Statutes that address County Jails, including the responsible
authorities, jail construction, and options. Minnesota Statute Chapter 641 is a primary statute in
that it covers County and Regional Jails.

2. A Brief History to Understand How We Got Here
A. 2007 Citizens Committee on the Jail.
In 2007, then Sheriff David Brand convened a citizens committee to address the pending
question of whether Winona County should join a consortium of nearby counties that
would build a regional jail to replace the Winona County Jail and other jails. This project
was part of a broader effort to focus the public and the County Board on the jail, to let all
parties know that the Department of Corrections had indicated that the jail failed to meet
standards, that sanctions would soon follow, and that action is required. The Committee
studied the regionalization proposal, inspected the jail and reviewed documents from the
Department. The Committee strongly recommended against a joint effort with other
counties to build a regional jail. It also noted the many deficiencies in the jail and urged
the County Board to move immediately to construct a new jail.
B. Establishment of the Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council.
As an alternative to building a new jail, the Committee, following the advice of the
National Institute of Corrections (NIC), recommended that the County Board establish a
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. The County Board did so in June 2007.
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Appendix C (attached) contains a detailed summary of the CJCC structure and the link to
the CJCC’s website which contains extensive information on the CJCC.
CJCC's Vision: CJCC brings together the participating agencies in the criminal justice
system with representatives of local governments and the public. CJCC seeks to assure
for Winona County a criminal justice system that is fair and just, that provides for the
public's safety, offers real opportunities for individuals to change the direction of their
lives through rehabilitation and makes the best use of the public's funds.
CJCC's Mission: To accomplish its vision, CJCC works systematically and cooperatively
to review the elements of the criminal justice system and take an innovative approach to
develop and evaluating proposals for change.
The CJCC has been a strong and active advocate for criminal justice reform measures
since its beginning. As was intended by the NIC’s recommendation, the CJCC was
designed and is operated as inclusive of all stakeholders in the Winona County justice
system, including policy-making representatives from the state, county, city, private
entities, public defense, and community. The CJCC has employed a collaborative,
system-focused approach in identifying and addressing justice-related issues to
accomplish its vision.
True to its vision and mission over the past 11 years of its existence, the CJCC has
achieved a culture of collaboration with a common purpose and shared vision at the
leadership level as well as the operational level of its members. Since starting the
Community Assessment and Reintegration (CARE) re-entry program in 2009, the CJCC
has worked continuously to establish and support collaborative early intervention,
prevention, diversion, and community re-entry and stabilization programs within Winona
County’s criminal justice system to benefit the community at large. Attached as
Appendix D is a PowerPoint presentation the CJCC made to the County Board in
February 2017 which gives a brief overview of Criminal Justice System Case Processing,
a case example, super-utilizer data, and programs and processes to decrease and avoid jail
usage.
Beginning with CARE, the CJCC has established criminal justice reform initiatives and
programs that have reduced recidivism and diverted persons from engaging the criminal
justice system at various entry points. This has reduced the jail population pressures and
has reduced recidivism. Besides the CARE program, the CJCC successfully sought
federal grant funding to plan for and implement a Substance Abuse Treatment Court that
has been operational since 2012. The County Attorney’s Office started a successful adult
misdemeanor diversion program, in collaboration with the DOC, in 2011. The County
Attorney’s Juvenile Diversion Program and the CJCC’s truancy early intervention
program operate in collaboration with the DOC and its Restorative Justice Program to
help youth stay in their homes and remain in school.
More recently, in 2016 the CJCC obtained federal grant funding for the Justice Mental
Health Collaborative Program which supports Crisis Intervention Training for law
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enforcement and other professionals in the criminal justice system. A companion
resource that, also funded by the grant, includes a Jail Intake Worker position that
handles bail evaluations and other tasks when persons are booked into the jail. These and
other programs, notably the creation of the Jail Annex unit within the jail, have helped to
reduce the pressures on the jail by incarcerating only those inmates whose life history and
current status indicate that they would be a threat to the community if not confined to the
jail. However, the County is now at a point where the programs are insufficient to
prevent a jail shutdown given the DOC letter sun setting the jail in September 2021 due
to the facility itself not meeting current DOC environmental and structural standards.
C. 2017 Grand Jury Report on Its Inspection and Tour of the Jail.
Minnesota law and Minnesota court rules provide for a grand jury with specific powers
and duties. In Minnesota, a grand jury is made up of not less than 16, but no more than 23
members who are citizens of the county in which they serve. They are selected at
random by the court to serve on the grand jury. Once called to serve, a grand jury serves
during the calendar year in which it is called. The county attorney is the legal advisor to
the grand jury pursuant to Minnesota law. Minn. Stat. Sections 388.051, Subd. 1 (4) and
628.63.
Upon being convened, a grand jury is informed by the court of its various duties,
responsibilities, and obligations under the law. Among the duties of a grand jury under
Minnesota law is to inquire into the condition and management of the public prisons in
the county. Minn. Stat. Section 628.61.
In 2016, the Grand Jury of Winona County was convened at the request of the County
Attorney, Karin Sonneman. Having been advised of their various statutory duties,
including the duty to inquire into the condition and management of the public prisons in
the county, the Grand Jury directed the County Attorney with the assistance of the Sheriff
to arrange an inspection and tour of the Winona County Jail pursuant to Minn. Stat.
Section 628.61 (2). That inspection tour was conducted on December 12, 2016, and the
Grand Jury met on the same day to prepare a report of their findings.
The Grand Jury requested that the Winona County District Court authorize the release of
its report on the Winona County Jail so that it could be presented to the Winona County
Board of Commissioners and disseminated to the public. On January 12, 2017, the
Foreperson and the Clerk of the 2016 Winona County Grand Jury, and Winona County
Attorney Karin Sonneman, as legal advisor to the Grand Jury, appeared before the
Honorable Jeffrey D. Thompson, Judge of District Court, to present to the Court the
“Report of 2016 Grand Jury Winona County Jail Inspection and Investigation Tour”
(hereinafter referred to as “the Report”) and make the Grand Jury’s request that the
Report be made public.
The Court granted the Grand Jury’s request, and directed the County Attorney, pursuant
to her duties to the Grand Jury, to make arrangements to have the Grand Jury’s Report
presented to the Winona County Board of Commissioners and disseminated to the public,
forthwith. The County Attorney presented the Grand Jury’s Report to the Winona
County Board on January 24, 2017. The County Board accepted the Report of the 2016
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Grand Jury Winona County Jail inspection and investigation tour. In its report, the
Grand Jury stated that it strongly believed that “the present [jail] facility is no longer
adequate both in structure and programming to meet the current and certainly not the
future needs of Winona County.” The Grand Jury encouraged the County Board “to
study and develop a long-range plan to address the current and future needs of the
Winona County Jail facility.” A copy of the Grand Jury’s Report is attached as Appendix
E.
D. County Board Actions Leading to the Establishment of the Jail Advisory
Committee.
In 2017, the County Board addressed the challenges posed by the jail in light of the
reclassification issued in 2016. First, it requested a study of the jail by the National
Institute of Corrections. A report was received and presented to the Board. It generally
found the same deficiencies as had been identified by inspectors from the Department of
Correction, and reaffirmed earlier work by NIC completed in 1999 and 2007.
The County Board then authorized a three-day training program offered in Winona by the
National Institute of Corrections. The Planning of New Institutions (PONI) training was
attended by approximately 20 people, most employed by the County. The objective of
the training program is to prepare a jurisdiction for the process and planning of jail
program and facility replacement.
In late 2017, the County Board formed the Jail Advisory Committee (JAC), appointed 24
members including some County department heads and several public members. The
Board asked that the JAC conduct a needs assessment consistent with the
recommendation of the National Institute of Corrections PONI training curriculum. The
Committee began to meet monthly in January 2018. This report of the JAC conforms to
the typical content of the needs assessment requested by the Board as well as an analysis
of the options the JAC has identified.
E. The County Board hired Tom Weber as a facilitator/consultant to assist the JAC
in carrying out its responsibilities.
Tom Weber has been a frequent Justice System Consultant to Winona County through
the years, many of these past projects funded by the support of NIC. His role was to
facilitate and support the effort of the members of the JAC who would be considered the
workforce for the Needs Assessment.
F. JAC tour of the Winona and Goodhue County’s Jail.
In the second month, the JAC toured the Winona County Jail and noted the deficiencies
that had been listed by the Department of Corrections (DOC) as well as other
shortcomings. Several months later, the Committee toured the Goodhue County Jail,
which was constructed approximately 20 years ago. It is a more modern facility designed
to provide direct supervision of inmates housed in pods. Its behavioral-based inmate
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management system is driven by a direct supervision philosophy and brings efficient staff
to inmate ratios in two major housing pods. Booking, intake and short-term holding areas
are more labor-intensive and less efficient with staff ratios. The tours exposed the JAC
members to different physical and operational means of managing inmates.
G. Technical Assistance of Bruce Schwartzman, AIA, BKV Architects.
BKV Architects was in an existing contract with Winona County to consider adaptive
space use in a consolidation effort for county administration offices. BKV Architect
Bruce Schwartzman participated in the study of general space needs, to be based on the
identified number of total jail beds forecast to be needed in Winona County in 2028. His
primary task was to determine whether space was available for a jail adjacent to the
current jail and court facilities structures. His effort resulted in “test fits” for approximate
square footage estimated on this possible site. As an experienced jail architect, he also
offered guidance as to the approximate square footage needs for each jail concept option,
and for the broad cost estimates associated with those concept square footages.
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Section 4
Historical Usage of the
Winona County Jail
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1. Background on the Jail Usage Analysis
The current project focused primarily on trying to establish a logical and defensible prediction
for the number of jail beds Winona County will need over the next ten years. Winona County
would use this information as part of the Needs Assessment process and in conceiving ideas for a
new jail design. The project began with a historical review of the use of the jail which would be
used to project the number of jail beds needed in the future. This is referred to as “baseline
information.” The scope of this current project required determining the data elements needed for
this historical view confirm the validity of the data with the JAC and then create data
spreadsheets and charts that can present a view of both the past and the predicted future of jail
bed usage. This section of the report will address the data collected and analyzed in establishing
the baseline information.

2. Methodology
Some of the primary considerations in attempting to project and then forecast the Winona
County Jail future populations revolve around some key questions. While no one can predict the
future with 100% certainty, the Committee sought to look into the future and draw some logical
and defensible conclusions based upon the information now known through the collection of
baseline data and information. The process for forecasting jail populations also calls for using
information about trends or events that are likely to occur or will occur in the future, and that it
will have an impact on certain subpopulations in the jail. All of this is done with the idea that a
new jail should, at a minimum, provide space to accommodate inmates for the next ten years.
All scenarios will use that ten-year timeline in forecasting and in setting the needs to be met,
along with budgeting information later used for staffing and facility concept analysis. To
develop forecasts, recent usage trends must be established by using some key indicators,
including how long a timeline should be used.
Taking a more global and historical view of the jail data, and then agreeing and setting the
standards for past local trends is key to the population forecasting exercise. For this Winona
County project, jail data has been collected for the baseline between 2008 and 2018. In using
that data, the critical issue in establishing trends is to determine what amount and age of the
historical data are relevant to current and future trends. This will become clearer throughout the
report. Special thanks to Sergeant Dave Glithero for all the effort he invested in the data
collection process.
The starting point in jail population data analysis is total jail populations, broken down to male
and female, then by maximum, medium, and minimum classifications. There are also special
populations to consider, such as inmates with mental health issues, suicide risks, discipline holds,
Huber inmates, and inmates who are dependent on drugs to name a few. All of these high risk
and high need populations cause operational issues for the jail and require specialized policies
and spaces to address the issues presented by the individual inmate.
When planning for jails, some inmates may be diverted from the county jail, while other inmate
types may add to the jail population. Many jurisdictions that build a new jail find the jail
population increases once the new jail opens. In Winona County, there has been a long history
of “suppressed usage” of the jail. Suppressed usage occurred when there were not always jail
beds available for the inmate population, so some inmates were either released early or not
incarcerated. When new or more jail beds become available, “suppressed usage” is lifted and
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the jail population rises. Measuring the level of suppressed usage is almost impossible.
Consequently, providing jail population projections where suppressed usage has been common
practice can become very difficult. This issue is present in Winona County.
Typically, jails are a reflection of whatever is happening in the local county in terms of social
problems (or crimes), combined with the philosophy of the local justice system principals. By
examining the jail population, the prevalence of the local crimes and the philosophy of the justice
system leaders become apparent. To better manage the jail population, the characteristics of the
inmates of the jail should be examined constantly, and not just when planning for new or
expanded jail beds. This is a task responsibility for the CJCC, and it is done regularly in Winona
through the CJCC.

3. Winona County Community Population Analysis
Considering the needs and growth in the community also supports population projections.
Conducting an economic and social assessment of the community organization and structure can
sometimes help in determining where jail populations are likely to come from in the future.
Some affluent neighborhoods are not likely to add residents from their community to the jail
while neighborhoods or communities with high poverty and unemployment rates are likely to
add to the jail numbers. Engaging in targeted crime prevention programs in these known areas
or these areas that may develop over time can help reduce future jail populations.
Following, are several years and decades of general census population figures that attempt to
provide some background on Winona County demographics. The reason to examine these data
is to attempt to determine what impact the general county population will have on the jail
population in the future. Communities undergoing rapid growth can also be subject to periods
of rapid growth in the number of jail inmates. Gathering the following statistical data helps
evaluate the potential impact the general population may have n the jail. The source of this
information is:
* Data Source is US Census Bureau
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/winonacountyminnesota/PST045216
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Table 4. 1: Winona County population statistics and projections, by age and gender and year

Winona

Winona

Total
0 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

Total
50,972
2,185
2,597
2,614
4,941
7,824
2,776
2,809
2,484
2,427
2,654
3,099
3,392
3,151
2,558
1,837
1,438
992
1,194

2015
Male
(25,181)
(1,146)
(1,292)
(1,377)
(2,263)
(3,875)
(1,444)
(1,452)
(1,283)
(1,256)
(1,334)
(1,523)
(1,712)
(1,599)
(1,267)
(896)
(687)
(413)
(362)

Female
25,791
1,039
1,305
1,237
2,678
3,949
1,332
1,357
1,201
1,171
1,320
1,576
1,680
1,552
1,291
941
751
579
832

Total
50,241
1,937
2,128
2,532
4,593
8,255
2,535
2,633
2,633
2,364
2,361
2,416
3,010
3,289
3,044
2,456
1,746
1,073
1,236

2020
Male
(24,789)
(1,016)
(1,058)
(1,334)
(2,104)
(4,089)
(1,319)
(1,361)
(1,360)
(1,223)
(1,187)
(1,187)
(1,519)
(1,669)
(1,508)
(1,198)
(835)
(447)
(375)

Female
25,452
921
1,070
1,198
2,489
4,166
1,216
1,272
1,273
1,141
1,174
1,229
1,491
1,620
1,536
1,258
911
626
861

Total
0 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

Total
49,380
1,936
1,886
2,074
4,461
7,828
3,081
2,400
2,464
2,509
2,299
2,134
2,345
2,919
3,177
2,922
2,333
1,301
1,311

2025
Male
(24,303)
(1,016)
(938)
(1,093)
(2,043)
(3,877)
(1,603)
(1,240)
(1,272)
(1,298)
(1,155)
(1,049)
(1,184)
(1,481)
(1,574)
(1,425)
(1,115)
(542)
(398)

Female
25,077
920
948
981
2,418
3,951
1,478
1,160
1,192
1,211
1,144
1,085
1,161
1,438
1,603
1,497
1,218
759
913

Total
48,431
1,974
1,889
1,842
3,971
7,629
2,795
2,938
2,244
2,351
2,445
2,082
2,076
2,279
2,824
3,055
2,780
1,742
1,515

2030
Male
(23,750)
(1,036)
(940)
(970)
(1,819)
(3,779)
(1,454)
(1,518)
(1,159)
(1,216)
(1,229)
(1,023)
(1,048)
(1,156)
(1,399)
(1,490)
(1,329)
(725)
(460)

Female
24,681
938
949
872
2,152
3,850
1,341
1,420
1,085
1,135
1,216
1,059
1,028
1,123
1,425
1,565
1,451
1,017
1,055
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Winona

Winona

Total
0 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

Total
0 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85+

Total
47,435
1,998
1,935
1,854
3,717
7,109
2,727
2,674
2,784
2,147
2,301
2,239
2,035
2,027
2,215
2,728
2,922
2,086
1,937

Total
45,368
1,740
1,887
1,971
3,796
6,887
2,143
2,253
2,527
2,488
2,688
1,957
2,105
2,190
1,980
1,952
2,099
2,006
2,699
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2035
Male
(23,152)
(1,048)
(962)
(977)
(1,702)
(3,521)
(1,419)
(1,382)
(1,438)
(1,111)
(1,156)
(1,100)
(1,027)
(1,029)
(1,097)
(1,330)
(1,397)
(868)
(588)

2045
Male
(21,988)
(913)
(939)
(1,038)
(1,739)
(3,411)
(1,115)
(1,164)
(1,305)
(1,287)
(1,351)
(962)
(1,063)
(1,111)
(981)
(952)
(1,003)
(835)
(819)

Female
24,283
950
973
877
2,015
3,588
1,308
1,292
1,346
1,036
1,145
1,139
1,008
998
1,118
1,398
1,525
1,218
1,349

Female
23,380
827
948
933
2,057
3,476
1,028
1,089
1,222
1,201
1,337
995
1,042
1,079
999
1,000
1,096
1,171
1,880

February 26, 2019

Total
46,409
1,895
1,976
1,916
3,725
6,859
2,327
2,631
2,549
2,701
2,121
2,119
2,207
2,004
1,987
2,159
2,632
2,210
2,391

Total
44,320
1,605
1,739
1,888
3,857
6,969
2,188
2,075
2,156
2,474
2,483
2,528
1,951
2,095
2,170
1,950
1,902
1,604
2,686

2040
Male
(22,552)
(994)
(983)
(1,009)
(1,706)
(3,397)
(1,211)
(1,360)
(1,316)
(1,397)
(1,066)
(1,041)
(1,114)
(1,017)
(984)
(1,053)
(1,258)
(920)
(726)

2050
Male
(21,480)
(842)
(865)
(995)
(1,767)
(3,452)
(1,138)
(1,072)
(1,113)
(1,280)
(1,248)
(1,242)
(985)
(1,063)
(1,075)
(951)
(909)
(668)
(815)

Female
23,857
901
993
907
2,019
3,462
1,116
1,271
1,233
1,304
1,055
1,078
1,093
987
1,003
1,106
1,374
1,290
1,665

Female
22,840
763
874
893
2,090
3,517
1,050
1,003
1,043
1,194
1,235
1,286
966
1,032
1,095
999
993
936
1,871
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Table 4.2: Maxfield Research Population Projections for Winona County, 2016
According to the 2016 City of Winona Housing study completed by Maxfield Research and
Consulting, Winona County’s population will grow to 56,136 by 2031. With a current estimated
population of 50,948 that represents an increase of 10.18% or .68% per year.
This projection varies from the US census data projections offered in Table 4.1. However, this
analysis completed by Maxfield Research was conducted specifically for Winona, and it used a
broader set of variables and considerations to complete the task.

In Winona County, the general population is not expanding greatly, but it has been steadily
increasing over the last almost twenty years. Employment opportunity is high, which not only
holds people in the county, but it also can draw people to the area. By 2031, the Maxfield
Research analysis expects the population to be nearly 56,000 people. With the anticipated 10%
increase from today’s population, a greater demand for jail beds in the future is likely. Increases
in jail populations do not necessarily mirror the same rate of increase or decrease as changes in
the general population, as there are many other variables to be added to the equation. However,
it is very likely that growth in the population will result in more use of the jail, the size of the
impact varying with other factors in the community.
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4. Jail Data Analysis
Two factors drive jail populations: how many are coming in (Bookings) and how long do they
stay (Average Length of Stay or ALOS). If the goal is to manage the jails Average Daily
Population (ADP), then both of these areas must be analyzed and managed to meet population
restraints or goals. These three areas are the primary areas to be studied in looking at past jail
usage levels and future projections. Within those main data categories, analysts examine the
same data by gender, classification, and timelines.
Objective Jail Classification systems assess inmates for risk and need and assign jail housing
based upon this security based behavioral assessment. Jail beds that are more secure
(Maximum, Administrative Segregation, Isolation, Protective Custody, Suicide Prevention,
Detox, etc.) are more expensive to build and operate than lower levels of security. It is
important to not only know how many jail beds are needed but also the type of beds needed. It
is also important to know when and how these more secure beds are used. They should only be
used in temporary circumstances and until the inmate is assessed as appropriate to return to the
general population.
“Bookings” brings the inmate into the jail and is typically the result of an arrest on a criminal
charge, a variety of warrants, the start of a sentence, or the result of a court appearance.
Bookings are usually driven by crime rates, i.e., the frequency of criminal behaviors. The
criminal offenders themselves, law enforcement agencies, probation agents and prosecuting
attorneys are the main agencies that determine and drive Booking rates. If using annual data
from 2008 forward, the Booking projection would show an expected small annual increase in
bookings for the future. If using the last four years of annual data (factoring the more dramatic
recent rise shown), the insertion of a standard trend line would demonstrate a far greater
expected annual increase in bookings, suggesting more jail bed space will be needed (these
future trend lines are not shown in Chart 4.3 but are shown in Section 5).
Examining the monthly data does not show a dramatic increase in peak booking numbers but
demonstrates a relatively small elevated monthly average, resulting in significantly more annual
bookings. Finding the balance between monthly and annual data points is important in forming
projections. “Finding the norm” can be difficult but typically, the most recent years of practices
are the ones most likely to be continued and replicated shortly. In this project, we will examine
multiple jail data sets to allow for defensible jail population projections.
The following charts, 4.3 through 4.6 all examine different elements of Bookings. As is the case
across the country, Male Bookings will represent by far, the greatest number of bookings.
Examining the booking ratios between male and females also helps assess if the females in
Winona are likely to represent between 20 and 25% of the jail population based upon the
percentage of bookings. It, in fact, does appear that in Winona, women do makeup roughly 20 to
25 % of all bookings as viewed in the monthly data. Because women do not currently makeup
20 to 25% of all the ADP, it is suspected that women are likely the inmate group that is receiving
benefit from suppressed usage of the jail. This occurs when ADPs are kept artificially low
because there are no beds available for a subset of the population. If local beds were to become
available, that restraint could be lifted, resulting in an increase in the ADP as a whole.
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Charts 4.3: Winona County Jail Bookings by Year

Chart 4.4: Winona County Jail Bookings by Month
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Chart 4.5: Winona County Jail Male Bookings by Month
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Chart 4.6: Winona County Jail Female Bookings by Month

The booking data shows a slow but steady increase in annual bookings since 2012. The
incremental increase is so slight that it is barely noticeable in the monthly bookings, but these
slight monthly increases add to a couple hundred more annual bookings between 2012 and 2018.
Next examined was the Average Length of Stay (ALOS). This data depicts how much time, on
average, every inmate booked into the jail serves in the Winona County Jail. This would include
all time served out of county under the Winona District Court order. In Winona County, the
ALOS has been less than 14 days each year, which is pretty low compared to many other jails
around the nation. However, in the last four years, it varied between about ten (10) days and
about 14 days, almost a 40% difference. This type of difference in ALOS can drive ADP by the
same 40% amount of variance. This kind of swing can have great impacts on how many jail
beds are needed, and it demonstrates why managing ALOS is so important in managing jail
populations.
Ideally, the jail database would be collecting the ALOS data of sentenced and unsentenced
inmates in such a way that the two could be separated for analysis, but the Winona County Jail
MIS does not differentiate between the two statuses of inmates. Inmates who have not been
sentenced can consume a majority of the jail bed days available if the court case flow is slow and
inefficient because of the lack of key staff posts being filled (like when a judge retires), or if
there is a change in the Judge, County Attorney or Public Defender. If caseloads for these key
roles are increasing, but staff levels do not increase, then ALOS will typically rise with the
resulting impact of an increase in ADP as well. This may happen soon in Winona as the County
Attorney’s Office has been opening more cases annually than they are closing, resulting in larger
caseloads per attorney and likely a longer time to disposition for pre-trial defendants. Chart 4.7
that follows displays the data.
New leadership in any of those three key justice system positions has a learning curve that
impacts the court case flow efficiencies and is reflected in longer ALOS for inmates who have
not been sentenced. These data analyses offer excellent performance measurements for court
management purposes and should be collected in the future if at all possible. With the recent
retirement of a Judge from the bench, and the post going without a full-time replacement,
Winona can expect to see longer ALOS for the population which is not sentenced.
Consequently, ADP will likely increase.
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The data in the following Chart 4.7 on case openings and closings show that in the last three
years, the County Attorney has opened 212 more criminal cases than the office has closed.
These unresolved cases and disproportionate level of case openings to case closings can cause an
excessive workload for the prosecutor without additional staff, which can slow the court case
flow process and increase the length of stay in jail for the pre-trial inmates, thus increasing ADP.
Chart 4.7: Winona County Attorney Rate of Criminal Case Openings verse Criminal Case Closings by
Year

Year
opened
closed

2012
1447
1457

2013
1418
1368

2014
1330
1339

2015
1550
1616

2016
1386
1327

2017
1511
1410

2018
1471
1419

The above chart and data table do not show the rest of the county attorney workload, such as
paternity, child support, other petitions, etc. It only displays the adult and juvenile criminal court
cases. It is concerning, from a jail population management strategy that the criminal filings have
been opening at a faster rate than they have been closing over the last three years. That results in
a greater number of cases per prosecutor and can have a compounding effect on the ability to
dispose of cases in an expedient fashion. If those cases with extended times to disposition are
unsentenced or pre-trial defendants held in custody, it adds time to their length of stay, and that
results in higher levels of the average daily population as a whole.
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Chart 4.8: Winona County Jail Average Length of Stay by Year

ADP is the result of ALOS combined with the impact of Bookings. ALOS is a factor in ADP
that can sometimes be managed more easily by a local justice system than Bookings. ALOS is
impacted by the length of time between court appearances for jail pre-sentence populations, the
length of sentences imposed post-conviction, the length of time before disposing of cases
involving probation violators, etc. If there is an expected increase in the ALOS, such as may
occur with more inmates receiving longer sentences in the county jail instead of being sent to
State prison, then the average number of jail beds needed will increase with the longer expected
ALOS.
Also, if there is an expected shortfall in key court positions that cause a delayed court case flow,
this too will result in longer time between court appearances for pre-trial or inmates who have
not been sentenced and an increase in ALOS for that group. As court caseloads increase and
staff positions are not added to the system, including judges, prosecutors or defense attorneys,
jail populations will increase. Managing the ALOS will manage the jail bed days consumed and
thus impact ADP and the need for jail beds in every classification and across both genders.
Having all the stakeholders of the justice system in sync improves efficiencies and can better
manage ALOS. The Winona CJCC has and should be responsible for justice system planning
and management in this way. However, they need the tools and resources such as the jail and
alternatives to incarceration to best manage the justice system outputs.
Another significant impact on ALOS is changes in State law or local policy. If the State passes a
law imposing minimum mandatory jail sentences that are longer than the county ALOS, then it
will also impact the county’s ALOS. This can also occur when a minimum mandatory penalty
exists, and incentives are established for enforcement, either by a new County Attorney or
Sheriff or through State incentives to ramp up prosecutions on certain offenses, such as; drunk
driving, drug possession, or domestic violence.
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The Booking and ALOS create the Average Daily Population (ADP), which tells how many
inmates on average, are held in the Winona County Jail each day. For managing purposes, ADP
is best measured in months instead of years. Every jail will have high and low population
averages, depending on the time of the year. December is typically a month with a lower ADP,
and the summer months or months with large festivals will show higher jail populations.
Averages are just that - an average. They do not indicate what the high populations are or what
the low populations were, but rather the average. The chart in 4.9 shows the annual ADP
followed by several charts showing monthly ADP data. The annual ADP line chart shows the
smoothing effect that occurs when averaged annually.
Chart 4.9: Winona County Jail Average Daily Population by Year
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Chart 4.10: Winona County Jail Average Daily Population by Month
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Chart 4.11: Winona County Jail Average Daily Population of Males by Month

Chart 4.12: Winona County Jail Average Daily Population of Females by Month

The charts demonstrating the monthly ADP of males, females and combined, present a different
view of the populations based on monthly swings in the population levels. The monthly
averages are elevated and demonstrate a higher need for jail beds than when compared to annual
averages. The monthly ADP data in Chart 4.10 shows some recent history with monthly
averages frequently over 50 inmates, and often over 60 inmates. The annual ADP does not show
that high of an average at all.
Jails need to have beds available when someone is booked into the jail, so Peak Populations are
another driver in establishing future bed needs. Just as with the annual ADP, the monthly ADP
does not show the individual highs and lows of that month. When an inmate is booked, they
require a cell or bed. Because of this, jails account for peaks in establishing the number of
available jail beds. These peaks can be accommodated in various ways.
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In Winona, it was easy to retrieve data on peak populations available between 2005 and 2013. A
review of those data sets showed a disparity between annual ADP and peak populations as high
as 30%. The monthly disparity between averages and peaks was often 20%. After 2013, and
through the present, the jail MIS did not provide for an efficient method of reporting on peak
population. A sampling of more recent jail data showed a high peak of 32% difference between
daily peaks and annual averages. While peak populations are short term in nature, the inmates
still need a place to be held, securely and safely, even though they may quickly leave the jail
under bond or other release conditions. Considering the peaking factor will inflate the demand
on the need for beds, but it is a necessary step in forecasting overall bed needs.
Chart 4.13: Winona County Jail TJBDC since 2008

Total Jail Bed Days Consumed (TJBDC) examines all the jail beds that were used in a year.
Chart 4.13 shows the TJBDC by each year. The high in 2015 of 21298, would equate to an
annual ADP of about 59 inmates, which is consistent with the presentation in Chart 4.9. TJBDC
helps validate the historical information presented in other views, to aid in eventually defending
numbers recommended for future jail beds.
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Section 5
Forecasting Future Jail Bed
Demand
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1. Projecting and Forecasting Jail Populations: Winona County Future Jail
Populations. Introduction to the methodology.
The Needs Assessment calls for the JAC to provide an estimate of future jail space needs,
services, and staff support. Before determining space needs, existing services and space usage
levels must be evaluated.
The process of setting “forecasts” for future program slots or for jail beds is the same. Three
major steps need to occur. They are;
1.) Setting the historical baseline using historical usage and trends (as was shown in
Section 4)
2.) Projecting the future based on the assumption that past established trends will repeat
themselves with no departures or deviations impacting future trend lines.
3.) Forecasting the future based on the projections, and applying known or suspected
variables (or defensible and logical assumptions) that could impact projections in either
increasing numbers or decreasing numbers.
Determining program slots and jail bed space, or residential treatment bed space, all utilize the
same general methodology to establish forecast numbers for the future. The key data point in
every case is “How many are coming in (Bookings)” and; “How long do they stay, (ALOS or
Average Length of Stay)?” When combined, the data provide information on what can be
expected for “Total Days” in Program/Jail/Juvenile Detention or whatever is being analyzed.
This allows for the determination of Average Daily Populations (ADP). Jail population levels
determine the need for space and staff in the future and allow for program planning and
budgeting to respond to the Needs Assessment goals. Knowing how many inmates and jail beds
will be required in the future allows for generalized square footage and cost estimates to be
formed.
The charts that follow represent the baseline data sets from the Winona County Jail, with data
provided by Sgt. Glithero who extracted the data from various jail information systems. This
sample data set does include the general jail total population, but it does not break it down into
specialized sub-sets of the population of inmates, such as; those needing detox, acute mental
health services, those unemployed or homeless, or showing other types of risks or needs.
Previous records did not collect those specific data elements, thus limiting the demographic data
available and analyzed.
The JAC discussed the patterns these datasets showed. The charts that follow show general
information, with several scenarios to consider in looking at the data, through the insertion of
the baseline data into trend lines setting projections using data from 2008 forward, and from
2013 forward. Future trend projection setting is based on how old or how much of the historical
baseline data was applied to the trend. There are subtle differences in some of these charts,
based upon the number of years used in defining and then establishing the trends.
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2. Projecting Jail ADP to 2028
Chart 5.1: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population by Year, using data
since 2008 to set the ten-year projection

Using annual data from 2008 forward, the ten-year straight line projection in chart 5.1 calls for a
base need of about 69 beds as a daily average by 2028.
Chart 5.2: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population by Year, using data
since 2008 to set the ten-year projection
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Using annual data from 2013 forward, the ten-year projection in chart 5.2 calls for a base need of
about 60 beds as a daily average by 2028.
Chart 5.3: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population of All Inmates by
Month, using data from 2008 to 2017, to set the ten-year projection.

This monthly chart projects a need for all inmate beds of about 69 on average per day by 2028,
which is consistent with the projections used based on Annual ADP.
Chart 5.4: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population of Male Inmates by
Month, using data from 2008 to set the ten-year projection
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The monthly data used in Chart 5.4, projects a need or about 52 male inmate beds per day by
2028.
Chart 5.5: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population of Males by Month,
using data from 2013 to set the ten-year projection.

This data analysis also projects a need for male inmate beds of about 52 on average per day by
2028, thereby taking away any potential concerns about choosing the older or more recent
timelines to set the expected trend line with male inmates, because they have the same endpoint.
Chart 5.6: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Average Daily Population of Female Inmates by
Month, using data from 2008 to set the ten-year projection.

This monthly chart projects a need for female inmate beds totaling about 15 on average per day
by 2028.
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3. Projecting Total Jail Bed Days Consumed (TJBDC) to 2028
Chart 5.7: Winona County Jail Historical Data on the Annual Total Jail Bed Days Consumed of Inmates
by Year, using data since 2008 to set the ten-year projection.

This chart also validates the other ADP projections, estimating a future need of about 69 beds on
a daily average by 2028. This does not account for any off-setting of jail beds that could be
provided by any additional alternative to incarceration programs, but to be true, it mandates that
current programs must remain in place. There must be agreed upon and maintained policies and
procedures to utilize alternatives to incarceration and ensure program continuance. At present, it
is assumed that if Winona County did construct a new Class III 365 day facility, then all out of
county housing of inmates would cease. All inmates held in custody would be in jail in Winona.
This too is a policy decision as a new facility could be designed for phasing or growth to absorb
the expanding population in the future.

4. Projecting Jail ADP by Classification
Lastly, classification levels of inmates were examined to allow for the projecting of specific bed
types that will be needed in the future. Once the overall number of jail beds is agreed upon, then
the results of the classification study that was conducted can be applied to overall bed numbers,
which then allows for the number and design of specific bed types based on classification.
What is critically important to understand, is that a jail is designed to offer beds under general
housing assignments by classification, and in addition, specialized beds to meet the needs of the
inmates and the jail operation. These specialized beds are not “counted” in the beds that are
needed on an everyday average of housing classification assignment.
As an example; temporary beds located in booking are needed to hold inmates at the time of
entry to the jail for intake. There may also be other beds near booking that are specialized for
transport to court, to another facility, or to medical appointments. As well, Administrative
Segregation or Discipline beds are for short term placements of inmates until their behavior
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improves enough to return to the general population. The same is true for specialized beds that
may exist for drug detoxification, suicide prevention, acute or sub-acute mental health and
medical beds. All of these beds are critical to providing for the care and management of the
inmate and for the safe and smooth operation of the jail. When inmates are cleared to return to
the general population, there must be an appropriately classified bed available for them.
Therefore, these specialized beds don’t “count” as permanent classified housing beds. Of
course, there is a real cost to these beds at the time of construction, so they must be planned for
carefully. They also need to be managed for the best location in the jail to minimize staffing
needs and bring some cost efficiency to the longer term operational costs.
A limit to the Winona County Jail database was that it did not collect classification data in any
manner that allows for a full assessment of aggregated classification data, over extended time
frames. Consequently, a broad set of data elements over the most recent five years was used for
sampling. Once the classification data was analyzed, it offered a clear picture of the percentage
of beds needed by each classification in the future. The results bring about a level of confidence
in offering the following conclusions for forecasting jail bed numbers by classification types.
The following tables provide the percentage of beds needed for classified and assigned housing,
under different scenarios. All begin with the foundation that whatever number is used in
projecting total classified bed needs, a percentage of classified beds based on the baseline data
will be assigned to each level of classification. The classification projection bed number will
then be calculated on the percentage of bed needs for each classification driven by the historical
percentages of use by each classification and gender. Female inmates are a growing population
nation-wide and typically consume between 20% and 25% of projected jail beds. Winona
County recent Bookings history is consistent with that male to female ratio, but the ALOS
projections for females are low compared to this nation-wide average range, so forecasts will
adjust for that difference and the expected growth in the female average daily population.
Females are likely to have been the group of inmates that have benefited most from suppressed
usage of the Winona jail in the past.
Table 5.8: Inmate Classification type by Percentage, at the time of Booking, less those inmates booked
and released (B&R).
year

Bookings
less B&R minimum

% of
total
medium

% of
total
max

% of
total

2014

1034

689

67

286

28

33

3

2015

1103

700

63

360

33

41

4

2016

1155

762

66

341

30

50

4

2017

1312

494

38

766

58

29

2

This data
shows the
classification
of those
inmates held
and
classified at
the time of
booking

Table 5.8 datasets show that, in most years, minimum classified inmates comprise about 66% of
all inmates booked into the jail. It is suspected that 2017 has an artificially low percentage of
minimums due to high rates of classification overrides used to assist with inmate housing
assignment needs (to reduce inmate transportation costs). Inmates who would be most likely
included in the minimum classification in Winona County Jail would be the: 1.) Minimum Male
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and Female Inmates, 2.) Male and Female Huber or release privileged inmates and, 3.) Jail Worker
or Trustee Inmates.
Medium classified inmates might include some with Huber and other release privileges, as well as
those in classified housing. These medium inmates are annually about 30% of the entire classified
population. This leaves maximum classified inmates at between 3% and 5% of the total annual
jail population.
Applying the percentages contained in Table 5.8 builds the foundation for the data contained in
the following two tables. If the entire jail population is to be served in Winona County and out of
county housing ceases, once the total number of facility beds is agreed upon then a percentage can
be applied to determine the number of beds needed by assigned housing classification. The
percentage needed by gender will be applied to the overall numbers as well. This methodology
leads to establishing crucial design decisions with the bed types to be incorporated into a new jail
design.
In Table 5.9 below, Huber continues to operate out of the Winona County Jail in this scenario.
The best and safest practices for managing Huber inmates who come and go from the jail daily is
to house these inmates apart from the rest of the classified housing units to prevent the
introduction of contraband into the secure envelope of the jail. For the same reason, inmate
workers should be housed separately from classified inmates and work release inmates, if space
permits. That is shown elsewhere.
Table 5.9: Inmate Classification type at the time of booking, by percentage.

Gender
Males
Females

Maximum Medium
4%
21%
1%
7%

Minimum

31%
8%

Huber
22%
6%

Percent
Totals
78%
22%

Gender
Males
Females

5. Forecasting Jail Bed Needs to 2028 by Classification
Operational practices and state DOC administrative code will influence the jail design and will
impact the exact number of beds constructed. For instance, minimum square footages are
required for housing inmates and day room or program space factors into this square footage
determination and the design as well. As common or shared facility spaces become defined, then
the exact number of beds will be determined by factors related to the overall footprint of the
facility which will set the number of cells early on in the design process. This project gives the
architects a starting point to establish those initial square footages.
Typically, jail design planning assumes between 400 and 500 square feet for every inmate. This
will provide for all facility functions, including; housing, day room, recreation space,
programming, kitchen, laundry, sally port, etc. This assumes two inmates per cell. Maximum,
medium and specialized beds will likely fall into this category. Minimum and Huber will not
likely fit into that number of configured cell structure, as they will be more open bunk and bay,
and consequently less expensive.
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The data analysis provided here offers many options to consider before finalizing a jail bed
projection into a forecast. Projections are based upon the assumption that there will be no
changes in the future so past trends will repeat themselves. This report clearly outlines those
projections. Forecasting engages the stakeholders from the justice system and community into a
dialogue about what the future jail and community-based programs should look like and
accomplish. This has been commonplace in the past with the Winona CJCC, and it is wise to
continue to engage in this forecasting dialogue and decision-making in an ongoing fashion.
The projections show a consistent occupancy level need for about 69 inmate beds within ten
years. To provide for this design bed need, there will be another bed adding the factor that is
described as bed needs based on “operational capacity.” The operational capacity is caused by
the impact of not always having the correct number of beds available that match the inmate
classification. The current Winona Jail is authorized by the Minnesota DOC to operate at 90%
of design capacity. This is not likely to change with a new jail.
As an example, when the maximum female unit is full at four (4) beds, adding a 5th inmate may
require taking another housing unit out of housing assignment rotation. This then makes open
beds unavailable for that other classification, leaving them empty. Courts also require some codefendants to “keep separate” which can also restrict the use of available beds. In most jails, the
operational capacity usually reduces the design capacity between 10% and 15%. To counter that
impact, 10% to 15% must be added into the projections to account for operational capacity issues
and to meet the true demand for beds.
After including the beds needed for Average Daily Population, Peak Populations, and
Operational Capacity, along with a projected impact caused by the removal of suppressed usage,
and potentially longer ALOS, current projections provide a range between 90 and 100 beds.
Specialized beds would be in addition to that range of beds, and a significant number of
additional specialized beds could be added for mental health and medical beds, if the County
Board decided to do so in the future. A decision must be made as to whether these medical and
mental health types of special beds will be more comprehensive and greater in number than
included here, or perhaps even be planned for regional use.
Within this range of jail beds, staffing patterns are not likely to be impacted by the swing of bed
numbers, assuming there is proper jail design and the Inmate Management Plan is for Direct
Observation of the housing units from a single point of Central Control. In any option that does
not include “Do Nothing,” the classified housing staffing pattern would consist of one (1)
Central Control Operator and one (1) Floor Rover along with a single (1) Booking Officer. That
would be a 24/7 staffing pattern with a total of 16.5 staff members expected for full annual
coverage. These three staff posts could conceivably monitor up to 120 inmates in classified
housing. If there were one (1) inmate or 120 inmates, the staff pattern would be unchanged and
the same.
If the Intake and Booking Assessment area is not connected directly to an area monitored by
Central Control, there would be additional staff in the booking area as well as the nearby Huber
Dorm, and specialized housing areas. Design and duties will drive the staffing patterns needed
outside of the classified housing areas. The likely result is a range of between one (1) and three
(3) more staff per shift, with one of these likely a working supervisor position, and perhaps not
all of them being 24/7. Until policy decisions on Huber and specialized beds is determined, and
until there is a concept facility design, staffing patterns outside of the classified housing units are
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pure conjecture. This is strictly a reasonable starting point and discussion guide at this stage of
planning.
Jail construction costs typically represent about 15 to 20% of the total cost of the jail over its
expected lifetime. An example; A jail that has a 10 million dollar construction cost, will have a
25 to the 30-year operational cost of between 80 and 100 million dollars. These are operational
expenses to include the costs of inmate care, food, energy, clothing and linens, office supplies,
and staff labor, among other things. Operational cost is primarily driven by the cost of staffing.
Planning the jail operations, through agreed-upon Policy, Procedures and Program plans made
before facility design will drive the staff patterns. Therefore, it is recommended that jail
operational plans be made as part of the next steps so that these policy, procedure and program
ideas can be conveyed to the architect for consideration of facility floor plans and design. This
might best occur under a Jail Master Planning effort where, among other things, a concept design
can be developed which will give greater detail to capital project cost estimating and the longerterm operational costs. Staffing needs will be part of that concept development and cost
estimating.
Table 5.10 on the next page, summarizes the jail bed forecasts by a number of beds needed for
various housing assignments and both genders. It should first generate discussion on the future
mission and services of the jail and, secondly, be used as the beginning point for facility concept
development. The most critical element of jail planning is to leave flexibility for the future.
Flexibility in design, for changing or additional programming, for unassigned space, for
additional expansion, and for constantly changing policies, laws, and needs of inmates. A
comprehensive Jail Master Planning project can ensure that flexibility is designed into the
facility development and this too should be part of the next steps. As part of this project, JAC
members had considered services that were more comprehensive and specialized to some of the
beds described here, to address populations that were confined with higher risk and needs than
assumed here. Examples of these include juveniles held in secure detention and adult inmates
who suffer from acute mental illness or have needs for medically supervised detoxification.
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Table 5.10: Jail Bed Forecasting Recommendations based upon 10-year projection.

Gender and
2028 Number of Inmates by
Classification Class, (ADP + Peak)
Male Max
4
Male Med
16
Male Min
16
Male Huber
18
Inmate Worker
8
Female Max
2
Female Med
4
Female Min
4
Female Huber
6

Total Beds
Projected

78

Beds for
Operational
Impact
2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
0

12

Beds for County
Growth and Removal Total Beds
of Suppressed Use of Forecasted
the Jail, Longer ALOS in 2028
0
6
2
20
2
20
2
22
0
8
0
2
0
6
2
8
0
6

8

98

*Projected Range of 90 to 100 Total Classified Beds, final number driven by footprint of
the jail design. These are in addition to Specilaized Beds.
Table 5.11 which follows, identifies the jail beds needed in and around a Booking and Release
Center, that requires more constant direct staff supervision and generates higher impacts to the
jail operation. These beds are not a permanent bed assignment, and inmates are held in these
beds until such time that they can safely be moved into a classified housing unit or discharged
from jail. These types of beds are in addition to the classified beds listed in Table 5.10. The 72hour Booking and Intake Center imagined in Option 2, would essentially accommodate these
beds described in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Specialized Jail Bed Forecasting Recommendations based upon 10-year projection.

Booking and Intake and Specilaized Beds
Booking Isolation
Booking Dorm Male Bunk
Booking Dorm Female Bunk
Detox
Suicide Prevention
Admin Seg/PC
Medical/MH

Total Beds
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Forecasting Conclusions:
Winona County is at the early point of jail planning. Unknown at this point is how the future
population growth of Winona may impact the jail population. There are conflicting projections
offered between Maxfield research and the US Census Bureau. This possible area of impact,
along with the removal of suppressed usage of the jail which will occur when a new jail and
adequate beds are provided, as well as the expected longer Average Length of Stays that will
probably occur for pre-trial cases with the recent loss of a judge, and an increasing caseload in
the prosecutor’s office, could well result in an increased number of jail beds needed that exceed
the forecasts provided here.
This project allowed for some early first steps and some discussions to occur about how the jail
will be planned to serve the community with an expected maximum jail design of just under 100
classified beds through 2028. Final bed count will be driven by policy decisions on how the jail
will operate and if current programs geared to reducing jail bed days are maintained. Huber and
Work Release Inmates, and Inmate Workers should ideally be supervised in their dedicated
housing areas and space. While there was significant discussion about adding more specialized
beds in a new facility, such as for juveniles, civil committed mental health holds, or others these
have not been analyzed or added into the current equation.
Further, jails operate at between 85% and 90% of their design capacity, and the capacity is
established by the Minnesota DOC. The current operational capacity of the existing jail is set at
90%. Assuming a new jail bed design suggested here for a Class III 365 day facility would be
130 total beds (Classified plus Booking and Specialized Beds), then 90% of the design capacity
is 117 maximum inmates. That level of inmates would allow for a highly efficient staff to
inmate ratio, assuming a Minnesota DOC approved staffing pattern of 40 inmates to 1 staff each
shift.
Given the ADP, the peaking factors, the operational cap restraint and expected increases in the
other mentioned areas, it is logical to plan for a facility with 100 classified beds, 30 specialized
beds with strong consideration to be given towards additional beds for more comprehensive
services related to addressing juveniles and the mental health crisis. During the year in which the
Committee met monthly, several other questions and topics arose. All are related to the function
of the jail, as well as to the cost of operating a jail and the compassionate treatment of inmates.
Juveniles
At present, the Winona County Jail cannot house a juvenile, so transportation to an approved
place of custody must be as immediate as possible. This situation exists because the jail in its
current configuration cannot provide sight and sound separation of juveniles from adult inmates.
Further, when comparing juvenile program delivery to adults (medical, education, recreation,
etc.), these are all required to be provided more immediately after custody than to adults. This
raises operational costs.
Consequently, the jail may hold a juvenile in a separate room while transportation is arranged but
no longer than what is needed to coordinate transfer. Current practice calls for a transportation
officer to bring the juvenile to the designated out of county facility and then book the juvenile.
The nearest facility is in Rochester but rarely is space available there. Often, the juvenile is
transported as far as St. Cloud.
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The juvenile generally must be returned to Winona on the next court day for the first appearance
before a judge. It is not uncommon for a transportation officer to bring a juvenile to St. Cloud,
complete the booking process, then on the following day travel to St. Cloud and return the
juvenile to Winona for the first appearance. If the judge orders the juvenile held, an officer then
again transports the juvenile to the designated place to be held in secure detention.
If the County Board agrees with the Committee’s recommendation and builds a new Class III
jail, the inclusion of space for detaining and holding juveniles should be considered. It would be
cheaper to build, for example, a 12-bed unit to house juveniles on the same campus setting at the
same time as the jail, while accommodating the regulations calling for sight and sound
separation. Critical support services such as laundry, kitchen, loading dock, sally port, medical
and mental health staff, and services, and others, can all be shared across adults and juveniles if
policies and procedures are designed for it.
The Committee noted the costs, both financial and human, of the current practice. Sometimes,
the family is a problem. Sometimes, the family is part of the solution. If the juvenile is
incarcerated four or more hours away, the family cannot generally play a significant role in the
interventions with a juvenile. A facility to house juveniles is badly needed in southeast
Minnesota, and beds can be made available to other counties when not in use by Winona County,
creating a potential revenue stream. This is worthy of further investigation.
Mental Health, Substance Abuse and Detoxification
The current jail has no facility for compassionate and medically sound incarceration of a person
with a mental illness or an active addiction to a substance. When necessary and available, such
inmates should be placed in an appropriately outfitted observation cell that prevents injury to the
inmate, other inmates, and the staff or the facility.
Similarly, it is not unusual for an inmate to be booked into jail after being medically cleared for
jail, but they remain under the strong influence of alcohol or drugs. They may require
detoxification away from the general population for extended periods.
The Committee recognized that a mental health and detox unit would be a great benefit to a new
jail. Again, it would be less expensive to incorporate it into the plans for the jail so that
resources can be shared than to build a free-standing facility elsewhere at a later date.
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Section 6
Managing the
Winona County Justice
System through the CJCC
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The Jail and CJCC Criminal Justice Reform Programming
The Sheriff, through the Jail Program Coordinator, offers inmates programs that were created in
or for the jail as well as programs offered by other County offices, and also programs offered by
or in collaboration with community-based agencies. CJCC also has developed programs that are
offered to inmates and those re-entering the community from jail and those placed on probation.
The CJCC has and continues to be the structure to help coordinate existing programs and
develop new programs in the Winona County criminal justice system for adults and juveniles.
Below is just a sampling of the primary programs currently up and running:










Treatment Court of Winona County-formerly known as Drug Court
Winona County Re-Entry Program (WRAP)-soon to be launched-see below- replacing
the Community Assessment and Reintegration (CARE)
County Attorney Adult Misdemeanor Diversion program (with DOC)
County Attorney Juvenile Diversion (with DOC Restorative Justice)
Early Intervention Truancy Programs (with DOC Restorative Justice)
Crisis Response Team-mental health response services at the initial incident
Booking- basic mental health screening
Jail Intake Worker-bail evaluation and basic mental health, chemical dependency, and
risk assessment screenings
Programs in the Jail for Inmates
o Life Skills
o Jail Nurse and Medical Services
o In Jail Substance Abuse Treatment
o Jail AA/NA
o Jail GED
o Sentencing to Service and day-for-day credit
o Huber Unit- allows inmates eligible for this unit to continue their employment and
education

Now retired Sheriff Brand and current Sheriff Ron Ganrude both appointed a deputy to serve as
Program Coordinator who is responsible for the management of programs in the jail, e.g., Bible
studies, AA, GED. The Program Coordinator began to create other programs designed to help
inmates prepare for release into the community, e.g., job seeking skills, job retention skills,
parenting, budgeting, and life skills.
The Program Coordinator worked closely with the Director of the now discontinued Winona
County Community Assessment and Reintegration (CARE), a jail re-entry program intended to
reduce recidivism while increasing public safety by reintroducing people who have been in
correctional facilities to the community with a support system that is designed to enable them to
succeed. Many existing programs were attractive to CARE participants, and new programs were
designed to meet other needs as they were identified. CARE, which had been established by
CJCC in 2009, had been funded by a grant from the State of Minnesota since its inception, but
the grant was scheduled to end in September 2018. The number of CARE participants decreased
steadily as the CARE Director prepared for the shutdown. Similarly, inmate interest in other
programs has waned.
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Through the efforts of a CJCC workgroup comprised of the Sheriff’s Office staff including the
Sheriff, the Chief Deputy, the Jail Administrator, the Jail Program Coordinator, the Jail Intake
Worker, the CJCC Executive Director, the Treatment Court Coordinator, a Community Service
Department representative and the County Attorney, a new reentry program is under
development. Named the Winona County Re-Entry Program (WRAP), the program will begin
reentry planning and services at the time a person is booked into the jail. The program will
address mental health issues, substance abuse, family issues, housing, education, and other areas.
WRAP will incorporate existing programs in its structure without the need for additional staff.
The CARE coordinator position is no longer needed under this model. Appendix F contains
details of WRAP as well as a helpful flowchart that explains the WRAP structure.
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Section 7
Offender Risk, Needs, and
Winona County
Justice System
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1.) Winona County Jail Inmates; Risk, Needs, and Available Resources
Just as the Treatment Court of Winona County was designed based on evidence-based, best
practices, to address the high risk/high needs offender population--- the most likely to succeed in
our treatment court model-- the same consideration of risks and needs of offender populations is
a critical piece of the jail needs assessment. Understanding the origins of risk behaviors and the
needs of the several subpopulations of inmates is the key to developing programs to prevent
recidivism.
An excerpt from a 2012 study by the National Center for State Courts entitled “Effective Justice
Strategies in Wisconsin: A Report of Findings and Recommendations,” provides essential
background information:
“The Risk‐Needs‐Responsivity (RNR) theory specifies how an offender’s criminogenic
characteristics should drive the selection and implementation of correctional services.
Criminogenic characteristics encompass both risks (i.e., those factors that predispose an
offender to re‐offend) and need (i.e., “to those disturbances in biopsychosocial
functioning that impinge on an individual’s ability to function stably in society” (Taxman
& Marlowe, 2006). The purpose of all risk assessment procedures is to predict the
future incidence of targeted “risk” behavior.
Assessment of treatment needs is done so that offenders with similar needs are classified
for correctional programming purposes, so they receive services appropriate for their
classification. Similar to risk assessment, the goal of needs assessment is to classify a
heterogeneous body of offenders into more homogenous subcategories based in this case
on their needs.
The RNR theory also incorporates the concept of offender responsivity, along with risk
and needs, to specify the treatment strategies that should be employed with offenders
based on the offender’s learning style and motivation to change. Collectively, the risk,
needs, and responsivity principles constitute the RNR model of correctional
programming: they tell us who to target, what to target, and how to target individuals.
Accumulating research attests to the power of the RNR approach to offender
rehabilitation to reduce the probability of re‐offending.
In an effort to explain this phenomenon, Lowenkamp and Latessa (2004) point out that the
strongest predictors of risk include antisocial attitudes, associates, personality, and a history of
antisocial behavior; the next tier of risk predictors includes substance abuse, family problems,
and problems with education and employment. Low‐risk offenders are likely to be fairly pro‐
social in their thinking, likely to have stable employment, and generally, have pro‐social
associates.
By definition, placing different categories of offenders together in treatment or supervision
groups will likely increase the low‐risk offenders’ risk factors by exposing them to a greater
number of anti‐social peers. Add to this the required attendance in an intensive treatment
intervention, which is likely to interfere with a person’s job and family life, and the intervention
has weakened the structure of the low‐risk person’s life. The needs principle stresses that
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assessing for and then focusing on those needs that relate most closely to illegal or criminal
behavior (criminogenic needs) will result in the greatest reductions of recidivism.
Examples of criminogenic needs include anti‐social associates, attitudes and personalities,
substance abuse, conduct disorder, lack of impulse control, lack of employment and poor family
relations. To most effectively impact criminal behavior, criminogenic needs should be addressed
according to the most significant needs, as indicated by an actuarial assessment (see Andrews &
Bonta, 1998; Elliott, Hatot & Sirovatka, 2001; Harland, 1996).”
The following samples of risk and needs are derived from several correctional service
publications reporting on risk and need assessment tools.
Commonly identified areas of criminogenic risks:
Criminal record, also a number of times on probation or parole and number of violations
or revocations from probation and parole
History of violence
Age at first conviction
Current age
The severity of the current offense
Antisocial attitude, behaviors, and friends
Substance Abuse history
Family stability and family criminal history
Low education levels
Low level of cognitive functioning
Low employment skills or unemployable
Rebellious relationships with authority, school or work officials
Commonly identified areas of criminogenic needs to break down into two categories: static and
dynamic.) Static factors cannot be changed or addressed by any program or therapy in the
prevention of future crimes. Examples of static factors include age at the time of the first arrest,
criminal history, being raised in a single-parent home, and so forth. Generally, these are
structural elements of a person's life that personally led them to commit a crime. In contrast,
dynamic factors could be lack of respect for authority, anti-social behavior, lack of literacy or job
skills, or other expressed nonconformist behaviors, values, and attitudes that are correlated with
criminal activity. These factors can be addressed by therapy, training, education, and targeted
programming and subsequently altered to result in more law-abiding behavior.
Commonly identified areas of criminogenic needs:
Age at first arrest
Criminal History
Dysfunctional family relationships
Currently unemployed but employable
Financial instability or hardship
Emotional instability
Mental Health concerns
Past victimization and trauma
Residential stability
Anger management issues
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Sexual behavior issues
Low self-control
Poor health
Criminal or anti-social thinking
Low motivation
Poor problem -solving skills
Poor marital relationship
Lack of positive leisure or recreational activities
National data show that, in just about every facility surveyed, a minimum of 75% of inmates
suffer from some form of mental illness, often in combination with chemical or alcohol abuse or
addiction. The Winona County Jail is no exception. Estimates by jail leadership indicate that at
least 75% and likely more, inmates have a mental illness. Nationally, acute and sub-acute
mentally ill often make up about 30% of the jail population, with less severely affected making
the overall number much higher.
As part of the booking process, all inmates undergo a brief screening for mental illness. When
Sheriff Brand brought Advanced Correctional Healthcare (ACH) into the jail to provide medical
services to inmates, the contract included a further screening of every inmate for mental illness
during the inmate’s second week in the jail. A physician visits the jail each week and prescribes
medications and therapy as necessary to meet the physical and mental illness needs of inmates.
Currently, mental health group therapy sessions for inmates are offered in jail. Attendance is
voluntary, and the program has begun to attract inmates interested in developing a healthier
lifestyle.
The jail has no specialized beds for inmates who have mental illness or experience a mental
health crisis while in jail. There is a designated cell to house inmates who are in danger of
hurting themselves or others, but this is not outfitted with many features consistent with modern
jail standards. The construction does not assist in preventing or deterring inmates desiring to
harm themselves while still being used as an anti-suicide observation area, under the supervision
of 911 Dispatch staff.
Upon discharge, inmates are provided with a 3-day supply of any medicines that have been
prescribed for them. Inmates are encouraged to visit the Community Services Department to
apply for Medical Assistance or other forms of paying for their treatment in the community. In
the opinion of jail staff, few inmates avail themselves of insurance opportunities and do not
continue their treatment after release.
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Chart 6.1: Number of Rule 20 Cases Opened Annually in Winona County, 2009 through 2018

Charts 6.1 and 6.2 displays the annual Rule 20 filings in Winona County. A Rule 20 filing begins
the process for an involuntary mental health commitment. The cause for the commitment
typically revolves around a serious concern for an individual’s ability to harm themselves or
others. The last six years of data show an increasing trend, and looking forward, the trend
presents a scenario where Rule 20 filings will be over 50 in number by 2028.
Chart 6.2: Number of Rule 20 Cases Opened Annually in Winona County since 2013, with
a trend line to 2028.
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These Rule 20 filings are particularly concerning of late. Rule 20 petitions are commonly filed
on individuals that have serious (i.e., suicidal) and chronic (i.e., paranoid schizophrenic) mental
health issues. When they engage in criminal behavior and are experiencing symptoms of mental
instability or illness, the individual could, until recently, be committed under court order to a
State of Minnesota Department of Human Services authorized facility for stabilization and
competency.
In December 2018, in a move that will have unknown, but likely adverse, effects on county jail
populations and cost increases, the Minnesota State Department of Human Services
Commissioner issued two DHS Bulletins declaring that patients who have been deemed mentally
incompetent to understand the legal proceeding in which they are criminal defendants but who
will not progress further in inpatient treatment by the DHS will be discharged to the local
community, once stabilized, even if they are not yet competent. If there are charges pending, the
individual will likely return to the county jail. Since there is no provision for further treatment in
the jail and it will be difficult to restore them to competency, they likely have a need for longterm treatment and programming, but the provider of that is not yet known. See appendix G.
The DHS made this decision with no input from counties, the government entity on which the
direct impact of the policy change will be felt through the county jails. Currently, like many of
its county sister agencies, Winona County Community Services does not provide services related
to civil commitment for inmates. It seems that DHS may be encouraging local human service
departments to get involved in these cases. There are no funds appropriated to cover the
additional costs to the county. This is an evolving situation, and changes are likely. The issue
and concerns have been brought to the attention of Governor Tim Walz.
Filling the gap that the DHS decision has created is just another potential role and hole for the
justice system to fill, and it should be looked at from a holistic perspective. Community Services
and the County don’t have the resources available to fill the gap. As noted by Jail Administrator
Buswell, in reaction to the DHS’s decision, “the biggest problem, even though, respectively,
these inmate classification numbers are low, they are high resource inmates who are costly while
in custody.”
For purposes of the JAC Report, this issue is relevant because it could impact the daily
population of the jail, limit the number of out of county jails who will accept such inmates and
impact the jail operational budget.
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Section 8
Physical Assessment of the
Winona County Jail
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1.) Assessment of the jail’s physical structure
Jails have an inherent risk in two areas, which if unmanaged, results in a constant threat of
litigation. The first risk area derives from the inadequacy of policies and procedures or the staff
failing to follow established policy and procedures. The second area of risk is the physical
environment where the jail operations function. Having a poor design, quality, materials or
maintenance of the jail contribute to the risk to the public, staff, and inmates.
While enhancements in one of these two areas can help offset deficiencies in the other, the two
areas must constantly be in tune with each other to reduce overall risk and liability concerns.
This report section attempts to identify and describe the conditions of the current Winona County
Jail.
As part of its work, the JAC was given an in-depth tour of the jail. After the tour of the Winona
County Jail, JAC members also toured the Goodhue County jail, a facility built approximately 20
years ago under different facility standards of design.
The JAC discussed its impressions of the Winona County Jail at its April 24, 2018 meeting.
Members were provided with a standard instrument provided by Tom Weber to evaluate the
structure and operation of jails. Many of these deficiencies have been noted in reports submitted
to the County by DOC after an inspection. Most of these deficiencies have been noted by the
Department in inspections going back for years or even decades.
A. Central Control/Dispatch: Central Control is mixed with Dispatch. DOC requires these
to be separate. Risk Factors created by this policy include the following:
a. Dispatch Watching Isolation Cell
b. Sightlines from Control are not good
c. Staff holding keys is a risk/no central control
d. Lack of secure vestibules at access points Entry and Exit
e. Dispatch has to monitor 60 cameras in addition to Dispatch duties
f. Not ADA accessible
g. No restroom facilities convenient for staff
h. Bad lighting in Dispatch
i. Window glaze obscures in and out the view from Dispatch
j. Dispatch has to monitor all phones and all law enforcement agency frequencies
B. Intake and Booking. Risks factor noted in this area were:
a. Only one way in and one way out
b. Cramped space
c. Staff exposed to risk
d. Limited ability to manage threats from inmate
e. Sharp counters
f. Limited space and exposure risk for maintaining inmate property
g. Booking is also inmate release area-not good to combine
h. Dignity/Privacy issues of an inmate during booking
i. Limited ability to book more than one person at a time
j. No waiting area
k. No standing area
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l. Mixing of serious offenders with low-level offenders
m. Limited space and processing area to:
i. Evaluate and assess for
1. Classification
2. Mental health
3. Substance abuse
4. Medical
5. Another diversion
C. Current Garage and Sally Port. Risk factors noted here:
a. Inmate delivery from Law Enforcement not secure
b. Lacks vestibule to provide a secure entry or risk escape
c. Booking Room lacks sufficient space so persons and Officers must wait in a
squad car in the garage when the booking room is occupied. DWI cases require
intoxilyzer testing which takes time and increases the wait time for arrestees
waiting to be booked.
d. Affects public safety because the Officer must wait to book prisoner and can’t be
on patrol. The Officer may also be at risk.
i. For example, a DWI comes in ahead of a serious felony arrest of an
agitated individual, the risk of a person being held in squad waiting to be
booked
e. When there is a back-up, facility’s limitations/staff limitations delay intake but
safety requires screening, so people have to wait, increasing the risk to inmate,
staff, officer, and community.
f. Intake room
i. Air flow problem
ii. The dank and dark environment
g. Can’t get multiple vehicles in the garage. Squad cars must line up on the street
while awaiting the opportunity to book an arrestee
h. Garage height prohibits entry of ambulance and larger SUVs
i. A triage area is located in the garage. This is a dangerous and problematic
situation because assessment can’t be done appropriately or safely because of the
lack of space and poor lighting.
j. The garage also is used for storage and loading dock. This presents a risk of
allowing, among other things, contraband access
k. Garage structure needs to support the operation
l. Garage Sally Port doesn’t have a staging area to deal with multiple inmates
m. Garage door height limits the ability to use larger transport vans within a secure
area to move inmates
n. This is a high-risk area, but because of space limitations, garage/sally port area is
also used as a storage area of food and equipment. Auto exhaust exacerbates risk.
o. Gun locker is used but should be more secure
p. Magnometer – not used, could find contraband but no space for the equipment
q. Cross traffic at confined and small sally port/intake includes
i. Booking
ii. Intake
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iii. Release
iv. Transport
v. Court Processing
D. Inmate Housing:
a. Upstairs Unit: Jail Original
b. Downstairs: Huber Annex
c. Gender Treatment is different
d. Females cannot be held in the Annex
e. Old doors in upstairs jail require personal individual release
f. The risk to a life of staff and inmates during an emergency evacuation
g. Lack of general storage
h. Linear block design (upstairs) has poor sight lines
i. Very labor intensive
j. Upstairs jail unit is cramped, dungeon-like
k. No ability for productive/positive interaction between staff and inmates
l. Upstairs jail unit has compliance concerns
m. In upstairs, inmates must be moved with staff accompanying them to program
parts of the jail
E. Medical, Library, Recreation
a. Inability to house by classification because all upstairs cells are essentially the
same
b. No remote communication ability from cell blocks to staff. Inmate emergency
would require pounding on metal cell
c. Upstairs cells not ADA compliant
d. Staff safety is compromised when they go into cell blocks upstairs
F. Physical facilities/infrastructure
a. plumbing, air intake/outflow, etc. are aged beyond current life cycles
b. Maintenance is difficult because of facility design
c. Maintenance costs will be high in case of system failure
d. The water system of the entire building is not zoned. Only one main shut off valve
e. Special inmate management housing is problematic
f. 28-inch doors are not current code compliant, requires separation of inmate and
officer, will not accommodate wheelchairs or stretchers
g. Halls are too narrow and don’t meet the current requirements
h. Lack of reliable communication within the facility
i. Inability to house and separate by classification
G. Visiting Areas:
a. Space limits the ability to provide visits
b. Delays and safety concerns
c. Two video visit spots and three face to face booths
d. Same space accommodates visits by family, attorney, clergy other professionals
e. Confidentiality concerns with Clergy, Attorney, and Professional visits
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f. During visits, conversations can be heard through windows and walls
g. Safety/Risk issues with the visiting person
H. Recreation, Library, and Commissary Center:
a. Outdoor Rec is non-existent
b. Indoor Rec, Library, and Commissary are all in the same multipurpose room
i. Extremely limited
ii. Sightline problems
iii. No toilet/water
iv. No communication access
Within the capabilities of jail staff and operating budget, the staff has made changes, as and
where possible over the years, to improve the jail. But, the most important changes require major
construction that is very costly and may not be possible within the existing structure.
The County is at risk. The chances of an injury to inmates are significant. Officers are
vulnerable to attacks by inmates and have few if any pathways to safety. An injured or ill inmate
on a stretcher cannot be moved through doorways and, once in the sally port, must be moved to
an ambulance parked in the driveway. This is unsafe and likely to result in delays and possibly
accidents when assisting inmates. The County likely is liable.
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Section 9
Four Future Jail Space
Facility and Structural
Support
Options Explored
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Background on the Four Facility Options to consider for future Justice
System support
After reviewing the history of the Winona County Jail, touring it and the Goodhue County Jail,
reviewing the inspection reports from the Department of Corrections and analyzing the data on
the jail population, the Committee examined the four options for consideration as suggested by
the Winona County Board of Commissioners. In this section of the report, the Committee will
present some general information and assumptions on each option, and then offer a review of the
strengths and weaknesses of each option. In the following report section, the Committee will
present its recommendation to the Board along with the logic that demonstrates it to be the best
way forward for Winona County.

Facility Option 1: “Doing Nothing.”
This option has been mentioned by several Commissioners and is one obvious choice – accept
the decision of the Department of Corrections that the jail will be closed in September 2021, and
find ways to house inmates other than building a jail. Considering it, however, requires a
preliminary decision: if there is to be no jail in Winona County and all inmates must be
transported to other counties, who and how will transportation be provided?
To respond to that need, a “Staging Area” should be considered that will provide a secure sally
port area, law enforcement workstation, and very short term holding cells where inmates can be
held awaiting transfer to and from jail and court appearances.
This option concept requires coordination of jail housing arrangements, and the delivery of the
arrestee to the jail identified as willing to accept the detained person. The transporting officer
must transport the newly arrested to an out of county jail, process the arrestee according to policy
required by the jail, then drive back to the “home” patrol territory. This likely will take a
minimum of 3 hours. If the arresting and transport officer is a member of a small police force,
e.g., Lewiston or St. Charles, there may be no other officer on patrol while the officer is involved
with the transport.
Even in the City of Winona, patrol levels could fall uncomfortably low if more than one
transportation must take place at the same time. Sheriff’s deputies can fill the patrol gap, but only
if they are not otherwise engaged in discharging their duties to the County. This can
compromise public safety and response times to emergency incidents, countywide.
In this scenario, the cost of transportation falls on the transport officer’s employer, including
operational costs of the vehicle, any increase in insurance premiums owing due to the additional
annual mileage and the cost of replacing the vehicle more often. Once the arrestee is booked,
then Winona County becomes responsible for room and board as well as for additional
transportation to and from the court or other obligations.
Minnesota Statute calls for a jail to be provided in the county seat. At least one local municipal
police chief, when hearing of this option, has informed Sheriff Ganrude his department will only
transfer arrestees to the Winona County seat, and not an out of county jail if this option is
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selected. Executing this option brings a strong likelihood of conflict with state statutes and
between Winona County and the municipalities in the county.
An alternative scenario for this option is to have the Winona Sheriff responsible for all
transportation. The Staging Area must meet the Department of Corrections standards. It must
conform to standards where inmates can be housed briefly (less than 12 hours), with appropriate
sight and sound separation of males and females, adults and juveniles, isolation cells for inmates
who are ill (mentally or physically), intoxicated, or a danger to themselves or others. Safety is a
primary concern, for the inmate, the staff and the general public, even in temporary holding cells.
This Staging Area is a possible retrofit option to the current jail to provide for the security
needed with such a considered facility. Since, as the report has previously indicated, the jail falls
short of many criteria for public buildings, i.e.: ADA and fire codes, life, safety and health codes,
as well as detention facility standards, significant structural modifications to the current jail will
be necessary to convert it for serving as a Staging Area. A secure Sally Port area would be a
critical function and space in this option. Holding cells would be located near the Sally Port and
allow the continued use of the secure tunnel to move inmates back and forth to court
appearances. Since the inmates are all processed or held there for a matter of hours, and the
expected number of inmates would not be great, the current jail structure itself would have the
capacity for remodeling, with the least amount of capital investment compared to any other
option. This is an advantage and a financial benefit to the county.
There are several disadvantages to this option.
(1) Either local municipal law enforcement will transport, or the Sheriff must assume the
responsibility of transportation, including all costs being incurred by the municipalities, unless
the Board instructs the Sheriff to undertake this responsibility. There may be legal questions to
be resolved in determining transport authority and responsibility.
(2) Capital expenditures will still be necessary to create a staging area;
(3) There also is a question as to whether space in nearby jails, Houston or Wabasha Counties,
will be available in the frequency and capacity this could demand. The sheriffs in those counties
have indicated a willingness to contract with Winona County for potentially up to 20 beds in
each facility. However, the data show that, on any given day, the Winona County Jail houses
more than 50 inmates and possibly nearly 100 by 2028. When jails other than those in Houston
and Wabasha Counties are used, the cost of transportation increases because of the additional
mileage and the additional time to transport the inmate. Winona County has no contract with
any other jail to accept inmates. To use other facilities, the County must be negotiated for this
option.
(4) Although Winona County would have a contractual agreement with neighboring counties to
house inmates, nothing in the contract would prohibit the neighboring counties from refusing to
accept a Winona County inmate(s). This poses a significant problem to Winona County because
it is still responsible for housing those inmates. If neither of the contracting counties will house a
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Winona County inmate, there may be no options or the option may involve substantial
transportation costs and increased room and board charges.
(5) Currently, inmates are transported after they have been in the Winona County Jail, observed
by the staff and evaluated for their risk to security. If the inmate is deemed a minimal risk to
security, licensed peace officers are not always involved in transportation; carefully trained
transportation officers currently provide most of the staff for transportation of such low-risk
inmates. Their compensation is less than that of a licensed peace officer and, since the position is
part-time and on call, there are few benefits that would inflate the cost. While not the best
approach, it suffices for now but may not in the future.
But, if inmates are arrested and transported within minutes or hours without time for jail staff to
classify them regarding security and to stabilize them, then licensed peace officers working in
pairs must provide transportation. The safety of the community is at stake when a dangerous
inmate is driven fifty or more miles by a single individual who is not a peace officer. Hence, the
cost of transportation will increase substantially not only because all arrestees must be
transported but also because more and better-qualified staff will be necessary. The chart in this
section offers estimates for the cost of transportation under this option.
(6) It is difficult to appreciate the amount of transportation that must take place. As the early
bookings chart showed, Winona County booked 1,724 inmates in 2017. The number of
bookings has increased each year over the last five years, and this amount is likely a minimum
number for the life of the transportation program. On average, 4 or 5 inmates must be
transported and booked every day of the year. The hours for this are unknown and coupled with
a court schedule that recently had as many as 18 inmate/defendants appearing on one court call,
the staffing need and expense becomes high.
The community could legitimately question whether it is acceptable to have that many inmates
on the public roads in addition to those being transported for court appearances, medical
appointments, and other reasons. More difficult driving conditions in the winter increase the
risk. Even if the weather is bad, transportation must be provided as soon as it is safe. Inmates
might be held in the staging area, if one is built, for as long as Department of Corrections’
standards permit, but it would not likely be over 12 hours. If there is no staging area, arrested
inmates must be held in squad cars until it is safe to bring them to jail. This arrangement would
present problems in dealing with the inmate’s immediate physical and psychological needs, as
well as officer safety and response times to other calls.
As an example of what can happen and the level and extent of impact when a felony level inmate
is held out of county immediately after arrest, can be found in an actual case in Winona District
Court just this January. A murder suspect from the state of South Carolina was apprehended in
St. Charles. Because the Winona County Jail was no longer certified to hold a person of that risk
classification, the individual was transported to Houston County Jail. Because of the winter
weather and to reduce the risks associated with transporting the defendant outside of a secured
and controlled environment, the individual’s first appearance was proposed to be held in Houston
County. To arrange that within established court protocols, the Winona County judge had to
authorize the counterpart in Houston County to conduct the detention hearing; the Winona
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County Attorney’s Office had to request and appoint the Houston County Attorney’s Office as a
Special Assistant Winona County Attorney, and the public defender’s office had to make
arrangements for legal representation in Houston. This took substantial coordination and time
investment from each impacted office, regardless of the other workload issues that needed to be
addressed. Time lost is the time cost. This situation could easily be repeated over and over again
with the added cost to Winona County if a new jail is not built. *Note: Please see Appendix J
for additional discussion offering the County Attorney’s legal opinion regarding some of the
issues related to the transportation of inmates.
Under this option, every inmate who is transported on the day of arrest must be brought back to
Winona for the first appearance before a judge. If 1,700 or more trips to another county jail are
made each year, the budget must also include an almost immediate return of all inmates to
Winona for the inmate’s first appearance before a judge. If the inmate then is ordered
incarcerated, another trip to an out of county jail is necessary. It is entirely possible that, on any
given Court day, there will be 4 or 5 newly arrested inmates on the road along with the 4 or 5
who were arrested the day before and are taken to their first appearance plus another unknown
number who then will be returned to jail. Each of the 1,724 inmates who were booked in 2017,
would under the “do nothing” option have two round trips and possibly a third trip to jail within
the first 24 - 72 hours after arrest. The option, especially when the weather is included as a
factor, may jeopardize inmate and community safety, and increase the liability risk to the county
with travel.
Per statute, although video arraignments may be an option, the inmate, the judge, attorneys for
prosecution and defense and possibly other personnel must agree to this appearance option, and
it only applies to the initial appearance. Currently, no other video options are available for
subsequent court appearances.
If video appearances are approved by all parties and the inmate is ordered released, Winona
County could be responsible for returning the inmate to Winona.
In moving forward in examining this option, the JAC assumed that Winona County would take
on the responsibility of the arrestee/inmate movement. In all regards, it is assumed this option
will result in a significant need for transportation officers to move inmates, in a 24/7, 365 day a
year fashion. Even if the municipalities transported at the time of arrest, Winona County would
still be in a constant state of movement for Huber inmates and inmates with court appearances,
or other appointments ordered by the court. While the capital investment for facility space is the
lowest of the four options, the intensity of staff labor brings this option as the most expensive to
operate long term. The staffing patterns that are proposed are based on several assumptions:
A.) Transport services will be 24/7, 365 days a year role and responsibility of Winona
County.
B.) For safety and security, it is assumed that all transport will occur with two
transportation staff on each transport. One of these officers will be a certified officer,
essentially credentialed in the same manner as a patrol officer. The County Attorney
provided a legal opinion (appendix J) which indicates that while the law does not
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specifically require a licensed peace officer for transport, the case law, the Sheriff’s
Association and experience of other agencies strongly supports using at least one armed
licensed peace officers. This is especially true in situations where the demeanor and
classification of the prisoner may not yet have been determined.
The cost of using at least one certified officer for each transport is more expensive but
may reduce the County’s liability exposure; this is demonstrated in the staffing analysis
that follows.
C.) Out of county housing will occur at a minimum of two host facilities and perhaps
many more. This will require multiple housing contracts and daily coordination of
placement planning, adding to the operational burden.
(7) Currently, about 14% of all inmates (412 in 2017) are booked and released; they never spend
a night in jail. If there is no place in Winona to hold them until they are booked, they must be
transported to another county jail. At that point, history shows that about 14% will be ordered
released and, again under a policy yet to be determined, Winona County would likely be
responsible for transportation back and forth.
(8) When Winona County contracts with another county to house inmates, the cost is kept to a
minimum, now $55 per night. According to the contract, the jail that houses inmates is required
only to provide a secure environment, meals, and treatment for any minor mental or physical
illness. If, after booking, an inmate requires care above basic needs, the inmate must be
transported back to Winona County thereby increasing operating costs.
(9) There are significant human costs to transportation policy. Relationships with residents of
Winona County are broken, or at least seriously disrupted, by housing inmates outside of the
county. Inmates who might be considered for work release, Sentence to Service or school
release cannot exercise that option as they do now in the Winona County Jail. If an inmate is
granted “Huber” privileges and has a job in Winona County, the county may also be responsible
for transporting the inmate back to Winona County and then return the inmate to the jail at the
end of the work shift. There is some case law precedence that impacts this policy and
transportation issue for Huber inmates. Families will find it difficult to visit and maintain
relationships with those incarcerated. Probation agent and defense counsel, including public
defenders, also will find it more difficult and more expensive to consult with their clients. These
human costs are very important in determining whether a person’s first arrest will be the only
arrest or simply the first in a long list of arrests and incarceration.
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9.1 Birdseye view: Option 1 Site Test Fit
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Table 9.2: Staffing analysis for Option 1
Do Nothing Option #1

Post Description Post title
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
#3
Holding Cell Guard
#4
Jail Administrator

Total
Weekly
Shift
Total
Hours by hours by
post
post

# posts

Total
Hours for
100%
annual
coverage # FTE

25%
Relief
factor
hours

Avg Cost
of
2019 Annual
Position Cost for Post

# of Days

Hours

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6 pm

4

60

240

60

300

7.5

$95,784

$718,380

Sun-Thurs

6pm to 6 am

4

60

240

60

300

7.5

$95,784

$718,380

Sat-Sun

6 am to 6 pm

2

48

96

24

120

3

$95,784

$287,352

Sat-Sun

6 pm to 6 am

2

48

96

24

120

3

$95,784

$287,352

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6 pm

3

60

180

45

225

5.625

$34,132

$191,993

Sun-Thurs

6pm to 6 am

3

60

180

45

225

5.625

$34,132

$191,993

Sat-Sun

6pm to 6 am

2

48

96

24

120

3

$34,132

$102,396

Sat-Sun
M-F
M-F

6pm to 6 am
6am-6pm
8am to 5 pm

2
1
1

48
60
40

96
60
40

24
15
0

120
75
40

3 $34,132
1.875 $80,059
1 $120,000

$102,396
$150,111
$120,000

Total FTE

41.125

$2,870,352

#1. Certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal appointments, court
appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Certified Officer and may be able to provide additional patrol or Law Enforcement
Duties when not transporting.
#2. Non-certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal appointments, court
appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Non-certified Officer will not be able to provide additional Law Enforcement
services but could provide for additional court security, or other court and SO support. Current Transport Officers do not utilize the employee benefit package
so the wage and benefit costs are likely low.
#3: Holding Cell Monitor/Guard: responsible for observation of those placed in the staging area awaiting transfer or transport, or awaiting court. No such
position description currently exists but the pay is set the same as current Detention Deputy pay scale. 12 hour coverage is offered M-F in anticipation of court
staging. During other hours, transport teams would likely be on shift and would monitor in custody inmates awaiting transport. This may not be sufficient.
#4. Jail Administrator will be the director of all in custody operations

Table 9.3: Total Option Cost Analysis for Option 1

Option 1: Do Nothing
Total Square Feet Required
Estimated Existing Jail Area Utilized
Estimated Construction Cost in 2020 dollars
Estimated Land Purchase and Development Cost
Total Option Project Cost
Estimated Transport Cost (Vehicle and Fuel)
OOC Housing Cost per Year (in year 2028, 80 to 85 inmates)
Jail/transport Staffing costs (FTE)
Estimated Yearly Staff Costs in 2018 dollars
Total Estimated Cost for Option 1
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5400 sq ft
$1,700,000
$0$
$2,074,000
$320,000 to $340,000
$1,606,000 to $1,706,375
41.125 FTE
$2,870,352
$6,870,352 to $6,990, 727
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Facility Option 2: “72 Hour Holding, Book, Release and Intake Assessment
Center.”
One way to avoid some of the operating costs generated by having only a staging area is to build
a facility that can house inmates for up to 72 hours. By the end of this period, the inmate will
have appeared in court and will have been determined to remain in custody or to be released,
typically under pre-trial conditions. The consultant employed by the County has computed
some of the basic specifications that this facility must have to meet the Department of
Corrections standards. Because of the requirement that males and female be separated and the
requirement of sight and sound separation for juveniles from adults, a minimum of four general
short term holding/housing areas must be constructed. Also, special cells are required for
arrestees who are:





physically incapacitated because of substantial alcohol or drug use and require
detoxification;
manifesting significant mental illness that would make them a threat to others;
best isolated for the safety of other inmates and staff;
suicide threats.

Based on projections of the inmate population over the next ten years, the Committee concluded
that a 72-hour holding facility must accommodate at least 30 inmates. To do so requires
significant new construction or renovation of the existing structure. Those costs are described
later in this section.
The advantages of such a facility are clear:
(1) Not all inmates must be transported to and from another county because the book and
release option are available, and initial court appearances should occur within 72 hours. In
2017 the availability of this option would save the cost of transporting at least 14% of the
arrestees.
(2) The jail staff will have had an opportunity to observe the inmates, and in some cases may
allow transportation officers who are not licensed peace officers to provide transportation.
Many of the disadvantages described in the discussion of Option 1 continue to apply.
(1) The capital cost will increase well beyond the cost of constructing a staging area. While
some of the transportation costs will be saved, for book and release and first appearances,
more detention staff will be required to supervise up to 30 inmates. There will be about
one less FTE than Option 1. The table that follows examines these specific cost areas.
As is the case with Option 1, the real possibility exists that inmates must be transported
beyond Wabasha or Houston Counties because of the availability of only 40 guaranteed
jail beds. Currently, the average daily population of jail is about 50 inmates. Under this
option, housing for at least ten inmates must be negotiated beyond the contracts that
could be secured long term.
(2) Winona will be in a very weak bargaining position if additional jail beds are needed.
Having already demolished the current facility or converted it into a structure that can
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only accommodate inmates for 72 hours, other counties know that Winona County has no
bargaining power in setting prices for the housing of Winona inmates. There will be no
structure in Winona that can be renovated for use as a jail. If transportation costs
continue to climb, a future County Board will face the question of whether to build a jail.
Under Options 1 and 2, the County will be in the role of a tenant with literally no
response options to increases in room and board costs as well as transportation costs.
There is real potential for predatory pricing, substantially increased costs of all types in
the future, as the certainty of jail bed availability in the neighboring counties is unknown.
9.4 Birdseye view: Option 2 Site Test Fit

**The bed number type and other background on the 30 secure beds needed
for this option is found under Option 3 and Option 4, as the “Booking and
Intake Center.”
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Table 9.5; Total Staffing Analysis for Option 2: 72 Hour Holding, Booking and Intake Center
72 hour Holding, Booking and Intake

Post Description Post title
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Certified Transport
#1
Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
Non-Certified
#2
Transport Officer
#4
Jail Administrator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
#6
Booking Officer
#6
Booking Officer

Total
Weekly
Shift
Total
Hours by hours by
post
post

# posts

Total
Hours for
100%
annual
coverage # FTE

25%
Relief
factor
hours

Avg Cost
of
2019 Annual
Position Cost for Post

# of Days

Hours

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6 pm

3

60

180

45

225

5.625

$95,784

$538,785

Sun-Thurs

6pm to 6 am

3

60

180

45

225

5.625

$95,784

$538,785

Sat-Sun

6 am to 6 pm

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$95,784

$71,838

Sat-Sun

6 pm to 6 am

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$95,784

$71,838

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6 pm

2

60

120

30

150

3.75

$34,132

$127,995

Sun-Thurs

6pm to 6 am

2

60

120

30

150

3.75

$34,132

$127,995

Sat-Sun

6pm to 6 am

1

48

48

12

60

1.5

$34,132

$51,198

Sat-Sun
Mon-Fri

6pm to 6 am
9 to 5

1
1

48
40

48
49

12

60

1.5 $34,132
1 $120,000

$51,198
$120,000

M-F

6am-6pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

M-F

6pm to 6 am

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

Sat-Sun

6am to 6 pm

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$80,059

$60,044

Sat-Sun
Sun to Sat
Sun to Sat

6am to 6 pm
24 hour
24 hour

1
1
1

24
24
24

24
168
168

6
42
42

30
210
210

0.75
5.25
5.25

$80,059
$80,059
$80,059

$60,044
$420,310
$420,310

Total FTE

40

$2,960,561

#1. Certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal appointments, court
appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Certified Officer and may be able to provide additional patrol or Law Enforcement
Duties when not transporting.
#2. Non-certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal appointments, court
appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Non-certified Officer will not be able to provide additional Law Enforcement
services but could provide for additional court security, or other court and SO support. Current Transport Officers do not utilize the employee benefit package
so the wage and benefit costs are likely low.
#4. Jail Administrator will be the director of all in custody operations
#5. Central Control currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be interchangeable
with Booking Officers, Housing Officers and Rovers
#6. Booking Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be interchangeable
with Central Control, Housing Officers and Rovers
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Table 9.6: Total Option Cost Analysis for Option 2: 72 Hour Holding, Book and Intake Center

Option 2: 72 Hour Holding, Book and Intake Center
Total Square Feet Required
Estimated Existing Jail Area Utilized
Estimated Construction Cost in 2020 dollars
Estimated Land Purchase and Development Cost
Total Option Project Cost
Estimated Transport Cost (Vehicle and Fuel)
OOC Housing Cost per Year (in year 2028, 50 to 55 inmates)
Jail/transport Staffing costs (FTE)
Estimated Yearly Staff Costs in 2018 dollars
Total Estimated Cost for Option 2

19305 sq. ft
8600 sq ft
$7,200,000
$0$
$8,784,000
$200,000, to $220,000
$1,003,750 to $1,104,125
40 FTE
$2,960,561
$12,948,311 to $13,068,686

Facility Option 3: “A 90 Day Class II Jail Facility.”
This is the classification under which the Winona County Jail has operated since October 1,
2016. This option contemplates a replacement of the current jail with a new jail that meets all
local building codes, all standards imposed by the Department of Corrections, and is large
enough to accommodate the anticipated growth in inmate numbers over the years. Option 3 is not
significantly different than Option 4, which follows. The primary difference is likely to be that
Option 3 inmates held locally will be a smaller number than Option 4 inmates, where all inmates
will be held in Winona.
The Committee expects any new jail to have an operating life of at least 30 years. Relying on
the length of time to retire a multi-million dollar debt and utilizing the maximum life expectancy
of the facility in planning, the Committee agreed to analyze and compare the options financial
costs against each other, in those distant time frames.
The principal advantage is:
(1) A reduction in the number of inmates, who must be transported, compared to the first
two options. The Committee adopted the recommendation of the consultant that a 90day facility should have about 90 classified beds to meet county needs until 2028. Again,
the Department of Corrections’ regulations requires a variety of accommodations to
provide sight and sound separation between male and female inmates as well as special
beds for the categories of inmates already noted.
(2) A facility of 100 beds likely will greatly reduce the need for transportation for some
years, depending upon how quickly the inmate population grows. The reduction in
transportation costs will offset some of the costs of building a new jail, as there is
actually a reduction in the needed FTEs in these options (27.5 FTE) compared to current
staff patterns of 31 FTE.
Considering a replacement jail raises the question of the continued use of the Annex, the
basement facility that houses minimum security inmates and permits Work Release, Sentenced to
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Serve, Education Release and similar programs. These and other programs have helped reduce
the cost of housing inmates by helping inmates to maintain at least some relationships in the
community and reduce the likelihood of recidivism. Additionally, inmates in the Annex are
housed dormitory style at lower space and staff costs. However, “sun setting” the jail includes
the closure of the Annex. When the new jail is constructed, the appropriate “Huber” space should
be included. Currently, only male inmates are housed in the Annex. Any future “Huber” space
certainly would be constructed to house female inmates as well.
Almost all inmates will eventually be released into the community and will need a place to live
and a job to support themselves and possibly a family. All will have future physical health and
likely mental health needs, but treatment can be initiated during their incarceration. With
sufficient staff and funding, inmates can leave the jail better prepared for life in the community.
The principal disadvantage of this option is that it does not make major steps toward eliminating
transportation expenses and the community safety concerns associated with transports. Even if
the jail could house an inmate for more than 90 days, the Department of Corrections’ standards
will impose a 90-day limit. Since many cases require more than 90 days to move through the
court, it is likely that out of county housing and transportation costs will be required in many
cases, although likely less than Option 1 and Option 2.
9.7 Birdseye view: Option 3 Site Test Fit
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Table 9.8: Total Staffing Analysis for Option 3: 90 Day Class II Facility

90 Day Facility

Post Description Post title
Certified
Transport
#1
Officer
Non-Certified
Transport
#2
Officer
Jail
#4
Administrator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
Central Control
#5
Operator
#6
#7
#8
#9

#10

# of Days Hours

Total
Weekly
Shift
Total
Hours by hours by
post
post

# posts

Total
Hours for
100%
annual
coverage # FTE

25%
Relief
factor
hours

Avg Cost
of
2019 Annual
Position Cost for Post

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6
pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$95,784

$179,595

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6
pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$34,132

$63,998

Mon-Fri

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1 $120,000

$120,000

M-F

6am-6pm
6pm to 6
am
6am to 6
pm
6am to 6
pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$80,059

$60,044

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$80,059

$60,044

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1

$95,000

$95,000

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1

$80,059

$80,059

M-F
Sat-Sun

Sat-Sun
Sun to
Booking Officer Sat
Sun to
Rover Officer Sat
Sun to
Housing officer Sat
Ast Jail
Administrator Mon-Fri
Classification/
Program
Coordinator
Mon-Fri

Total FTE

27.75

$2,219,891

#1. Certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal
appointments, court appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Certified Officer and may be able to
provide additional patrol or Law Enforcement Duties when not transporting.
#2. Non-certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal
appointments, court appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Non-certified Officer will not be able to
provide additional Law Enforcement services but could provide for additional court security, or other court and SO support. Current
Transport Officers do not utilize the employee benefit package so the wage and benefit costs are likely low.
#4. Jail Administrator will be the director of all in custody operations
#5. Central Control currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be
interchangeable with Booking Officers, Housing Officers and Rovers
#6. Booking Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be
interchangeable with Central Control, Housing Officers and Rovers
#7. Rover Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be
interchangeable with Central Control, Booking Officers, and Housing Officers.
#8. Housing Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will be
interchangeable with Central Control, Booking Officers and Rovers
#9. Assistant Jail Administrator currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of a grade between the Detention Deputy
and the Jail Administrator wage and benefit package.
#10. Classification/Program Coordinator currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention
Deputy.
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Table 9.9: Total Option Cost Analysis for Option 3: 90 Day Class II Facility

Option 3: 90 Day Class II Facility
Total Square Feet Required
Estimated Existing Jail Area Utilized
Estimated Construction Cost in 2020 dollars
Estimated Land Purchase and Development Cost
Total Option Project Cost
Estimated Transport Cost (Vehicle and Fuel)
OOC Housing Cost per Year (in year 2028, 10 to 20 inmates)
Jail/transport Staffing costs (FTE)
Estimated Yearly Staff Costs in 2018 dollars
Total Estimated Cost for Option 1

40365 sq. ft
8600 sq. ft
$15,600,000
$700,000
$19,732,000
$40,000 to $80,000
$200,750 to $401,500
27.75 FTE
$2,219,891
$22,192,641 to $22,433,391

Facility Option 4: “A 365 Day Class III Jail Facility.”
Until 2016, the Winona County Jail could house an inmate for up to a year. In October of 2016,
the Department of Corrections ruled that the jail is reduced to a 90-day facility. If the Board
considers Option 3, the Committee believes that it should also consider Option 4 and build a
replacement jail that is Class III certified to hold inmates as long as county jails are permitted to
hold them by law.
The most significant advantage of building a jail is that, for the next ten years;
(1) Transportation of inmates to another county will be substantially reduced. While the
charts that follow in this section show no costs for transportation, it is likely that some
transportation will continue but for purposes other than housing out of the county. This
will be at an almost invisible level cost compared to the other three options.
(2) The ability to build the facility to meet current and projected space needs. There
should be no need for modifications, etc. within at least the next decade. The new jail
will provide spaces and equipment that would be difficult to accomplish exclusively by
the periodic renovation.
The table that follows shows that the difference in the two, project capital costs, as well as most
operating costs, are mostly unchanged if the jail is built to standards that allow up to one-year
incarceration, rather than 90-days. If the Board declines Options 1 and 2, the obvious choice is
Option 4. The 90-day limit of Option 3 will result in maximum capital costs as well as
substantial costs related to housing inmates out of county which will likely continue.
It is true that a new jail will be expensive to build. But this option places the County in the role
of an owner, not a tenant. At the end of whatever period is required to pay for the jail, the county
will have the facility and can do with it as the Board wishes. But, if during the same period all or
most inmates are transported, all the county will have are receipts for room and board,
transportation costs and compensation records. The county will have no asset though it will have
spent a very large amount of money.
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Other than the upfront capital cost, there are no disadvantages to this option. The principal
disadvantage of Option 3 is that transportation will be reduced by the larger facility but not
eliminated. Option 4 comes as close as is practical to eliminating transportation and out of the
county costs for incarceration from the Sheriff’s operating budget.
9.10 Birdseye view: Option 4 Site Test Fit
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Table 9.11: Total Staffing Analysis for Option 4: 365 Day Class III Facility
365 Day Full Service Facility

Post
Description

#1

#2
#4

#5

#5

#5

#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

#10

Post title
Certified
Transport
Officer
Non-Certified
Transport
Officer
Jail
Administrator
Central
Control
Operator
Central
Control
Operator
Central
Control
Operator
Central
Control
Operator
Booking
Officer

# of Days Hours

Total
Weekly
Shift
Total
Hours by hours by
post
post

# posts

Total
Hours for
100%
annual
coverage # FTE

25%
Relief
factor
hours

Avg Cost
of Each 2019 Annual
Position Cost for Post

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6
pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$95,784

$179,595

Mon-Fri

6 am to 6
pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$34,132

$63,998

Mon-Fri

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1 $120,000

$120,000

M-F

6am-6pm

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

M-F

6pm to 6
am

1

60

60

15

75

1.875

$80,059

$150,111

Sat-Sun

6am to 6
pm

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$80,059

$60,044

6am to 6
pm

1

24

24

6

30

0.75

$80,059

$60,044

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

24 hour

1

24

168

42

210

5.25

$80,059

$420,310

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1

$95,000

$95,000

9 to 5

1

40

40

0

40

1

$80,059

$80,059

Sat-Sun
Sun to
Sat
Sun to
Rover Officer Sat
Housing
Sun to
officer
Sat
Ast Jail
Administrator Mon-Fri
Classification/
Program
Coordinator
Mon-Fri

Total FTE

27.75

$2,219,891

#1. Certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal
appointments, court appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Certified Officer and may be able to
provide additional patrol or Law Enforcement Duties when not transporting.
#2. Non-certified Transport Officer: Responsible for inmate/new arrestee movement to contracted facility, required medical or legal
appointments, court appearances. Processes all adult and juvenile inmates for secure transport. Non-certified Officer will not be able
to provide additional Law Enforcement services but could provide for additional court security, or other court and SO support. Current
Transport Officers do not utilize the employee benefit package so the wage and benefit costs are likely low.
#4. Jail Administrator will be the director of all in custody operations
#5. Central Control currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will
be interchangeable with Booking Officers, Housing Officers and Rovers
#6. Booking Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff
will be interchangeable with Central Control, Housing Officers and Rovers
#7. Rover Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff will
be interchangeable with Central Control, Booking Officers, and Housing Officers.
#8. Housing Officer currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention Deputy and the staff
will be interchangeable with Central Control, Booking Officers and Rovers
#9. Assistant Jail Administrator currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of a grade between the Detention
Deputy and the Jail Administrator wage and benefit package.
#10. Classification/Program Coordinator currently does not exist. The assumption is the position will be of similar grade as Detention
Deputy.
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Table 9.12: Total Cost Analysis for Option 4: 365 Day Class III Facility

Option 4: 365 Day Class III Facility
Total Square Feet Required
Estimated Existing Jail Area Utilized
Estimated Construction Cost in 2020 dollars
Estimated Land Purchase and Development Cost
Total Option Project Cost
Estimated Transport Cost (Vehicle and Fuel)
OOC Housing Cost per Year (in year 2028, 80 to 85 inmates)
Jail/transport Staffing costs (FTE)
Estimated Yearly Staff Costs in 2018 dollars
Total Estimated Cost for Option 1

44415 sq. ft
8600 sq. ft
$17,400, 000
$700,000
$21,928,000
$0$
$0$
27.75 FTE
$2,219,891
$24,147,891

Table 9.13: Cost Comparison of all Four Options:

Area of Cost

Option 2: 72 Hour Holding, Option 3: 90 Day
Option 1: Do Nothing Book and Intake Center
Class II Facility

Total Square Feet Required
5400 sq. ft
Estimated Existing Jail Area
Utilized
5400 sq ft
Estimated Construction Cost
in 2020 dollars
$1,700,000
Estimated Land Purchase
and Development Cost
$0$
Total Option Project Cost
$2,074,000
Estimated Transport Cost
(Vehicle and Fuel)
$320,000 to $340,000
OOC Housing Cost per Year
(in year 2028, 80 to 85
inmates)
$1,606,000 to $1,706,375
Jail/transport Staffing costs
(FTE)
41.125 FTE
Estimated Yearly Staff Costs
in 2018 dollars
$2,870,352
Total Estimated Cost for the
Option Listed
$6,870,352 to $6,990, 727

Option 4: 365 Day
Class III Facility

19305 sq. ft

40365 sq. ft

44415 sq. ft

8600 sq ft

8600 sq. ft

8600 sq. ft

$7,200,000

$15,600,000

$17,400, 000

$0$
$8,784,000

$700,000
$19,732,000

$700,000
$21,928,000

$200,000, to $220,000

$40,000 to $80,000

$0$

$1,003,750 to $1,104,125

$200,750 to $401,500

$0$

40 FTE

27.75 FTE

27.75 FTE

$2,960,561

$2,219,891

$2,219,891

$12,948,311 to $13,068,686

$22,192,641 to $22,433,391

$24,147,891

The consultants to the Committee assembled the preceding table 9.13 to estimate the costs
associated with the various options. The information requires some assumptions:





the information is very preliminary and will become better defined as a specific concept
is further developed;
a 10 to 20-year budget projection is the most useful for comparing and addressing the
cost comparison question before the Board;
no significant changes will occur in the next decade to substantially increase or decrease
the projection for the number of inmates who will be incarcerated;
the number of inmates who experience mental health issues or addiction issues will
remain in the current range;
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the best estimates of increases in construction costs as well as operating costs, e.g.,
increases in the price of gasoline and other vehicle maintenance factors, the cost of
purchasing and ensuring vehicles, and the cost of staff compensation have been estimated
according to procedures standard for this purpose.

Based on this simple analysis, Springsted Public Financial Services provided a general view of
the cost comparison and the impact of the debt on the local property taxpayers. taxpayers. This
analysis again is based upon some assumptions to be true, such as the timing of the debt
agreement and the final amount bonded.
Table 9.14: Springsted Public Financial Services Debt Retirement Comparison of all Four Options
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Because the County has limited ways to raise funds, the presumption is that the County will bond
for the cost of construction. The County does not need a referendum to finance jail construction.
The Winona County Attorney reviewed relevant statutes and provided an opinion which can be
found in Appendix I.
Jail construction projects in Minnesota are exempt from the requirement that a bond
referendum must be held for the purpose of issuing general obligation bonds for a capital
project if a municipality authorizes obligations issued under a capital improvement plan
under Minn. Stat. § 373.40.
Based on national data such as Construction Inflation Cost Index, construction cost has averaged
between 3.5% to 8% annual inflationary rates. Using 5% as an average, allows for possible
fluctuations in the economy and the construction industry, and will be used to demonstrate here,
the impact inflation will have on the cost of the proposed project cost.
Project cost will increase according to the existing inflation rate until construction is begun. At
that point, the interest rate will be frozen. As a very relevant example, the approximate cost
estimate provided by TSP Architects to Winona County in 2003 for what is essentially the same
size 45,000 square foot Class III facility proposed for Winona today, would have cost just under
12 million dollars in 2003. Today, that estimated cost is about twice that at 24 million. The
following chart provides a view of the possible impact of inflation on future costs if the project is
delayed.
Table 9.15: Construction Cost Inflation Rate Guide
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Table 9.16: Four Option total cost comparison over 20 years

Area of Cost

Option 1:
Do Nothing

Option 2: 72Hour Holding

Debt Service
$2,880,000
$12,040,000
Staffing
$79,441,256
$81,937,924
Staffing Overhead
$7,944,126
$8,193,792
Transit
$9,410,005
$6,088,827
Operating
$691,912
$1,383,824
Out of County
Housing
$47,226,463
$33,049,184
20 year Total
$100,367,299 $109,644,368
Initial
Construction Cost
(factored in debt
service)

$2,074,000

$8,784,000

Option 3: 90Day Facility

Option 4: 365Day Facility

$26,000,000

$29,960,000

$61,438,782

$61,438,782

$6,143,878

$6,143,878

$2,214,119

$0

$4,151,473

$4,151,473

$11,112,109

$0

$99,948,251 $101,694,133

$19,732,000

$21,928,000

Table 9.16 provides a summary of the economic analysis of the four options. Not factored into
this analysis is the difference in costs between training and equipping the staff that comprises the
suggested number of FTEs listed in the staffing analysis. As an example, Option 1 calls for
41.125 FTE and Option 4 has 27.5. The 2018 difference between the two options should include
about $20,000 annually for training about 14 more FTE’s as well as another approximate
$12,000 for uniform allowance for those 14 FTE. The total expense of about $32,000 in 2018
dollars added annually over the same 20 year period would add about another $700,000 to the
total for Option 1.
The difficulty in determining the actual expense with this line item is: 14 FTE’s may actually be
28 part-time staff, in which case the expenses would double, and; the training budget for sheriff
staff is not tracked as a dedicated line item so recent past training expenses have been estimated
at between $15,000 and $25,000 annually for about 25 staff. Because of this uncertainty, the
line item was left out of the analysis, but it should be noted as an escalating expense for both
Option 1 (41.125 FTE) and Option 2 (40 FTE), compared to Option 3 and Option 4 (both with
27.5 FTE).
Regardless of the addition of those staff related expense items, the comparison of the four
options in all matters shows a very close total cost at the end of what could be an expected 20year cycle of payments for debt retirement and funding of anticipated operational expenses.
Following is table 9.17 which demonstrates the Winona County Jail’s operating budget for 2017
and 2018, as it relates to all of the actual labor costs for FTEs, compared to an anticipated annual
operational budget for each of the four options. The comparison of options has some minor
inconsistencies and potential variable factors that make the exact calculations difficult to be
100% consistent with each other, but reasonable conclusions can be made from the exercise.
The primary difference is related to the current 2017 and 2018 expenses are based on 7 FTEs that
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are actually filled by part-time staff and this reduces the overall cost per FTE significantly. The
four options all use FTEs as if they were all full-time employees. The attempt is to bring as
much commonality to the comparison to make it insightful into future costs. The result shows a
significant cost difference between the current staff costs and Option 1 and Option 2 staff costs,
but not much difference between current years and Option 3 and Option 4.
Table 9.17: Operating budget staffing costs comparison between current years and proposed options

2017 31 FTE 2018 31 FTE
in existing
in existing Option 1 Option 2
jail
jail
41.125 FTE 40 FTE
staff related costs
and expense

$2,043,203

$2,072,230

$2,870,352

$2,960,561

Option 3
27.5 FTE

Option 4
27.5 FTE

$2,219,891 $2,219,891

The jail currently has 24 FTEs, which does include the Jail Administrator in the number of FTE.
In addition to that, there are part-time staff that when combined, account for another 7 FTE, for a
total 2018 staff number equivalent to 31 FTE. Option 1 calls for 41.125 FTE. Option 2, calls
for 40, and Option 3 and Option 4 outline a staffing plan for about 27.5 FTE.
Another area of financial impact, although it is on a smaller scale than the expenditures, is the
loss of revenue that will occur with the elimination of the jail. Yet to be determined, is if or will
these revenues somehow be recaptured either in Winona or in one of the inmates hosting out of
county jails. It is possible that through negotiations, these revenues could be captured by a
contracting host jail and applied to the fees for hosting the Winona County inmates in their jails.
Table 9.18 that follows identifies these revenue streams.
Table 9.18: Winona County Jail revenue line item totals 2017 and 2018

Revenue Line Item
2017 revenue 2018 revenue
$0.00
$230.00
Fees for service
$0.00
$9,955.00
MN DOC Work Program
$7,083.00
$7,577.80
Huber Prisoner Fees
$3,450.00
$7,085.00
Fingerprints
$941.40
$330.26
Booking Fees
Fees for Pay to Stay
$128,983.91
$77,981.91
Misc Revenues
$3,400.00
$2,476.00
Canteen Fund
$7,253.29
$6,217.67
Total
$151,111.60
$111,853.64
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Economic and Social Capital Analysis
Economic considerations beyond the actual cost of construction and staffing need to be
considered in any public works project like the jail. Injecting dollars into the local economy
creates a multiplier effect. The multiplier can be anywhere from 5 to 16 depending on historical
savings rates. For example, if $20 million is injected into the local economy by building a new
jail, and the multiplier is 5, the actual economic effect can generate $100 million into the local
economy (and this does not include jobs maintained or created by the new construction).
Conversely, closing the jail and taking dollars and jobs out of the local economy (and placing
them in other counties with transporting inmates to other counties) can have a downward or
reverse multiplier effect by taking money out of the locale.

The Multiplier Effect
Every time there is an injection of new demand into the circular flow of income there is likely to
be a multiplier effect. This is because an injection of extra income leads to more spending, which
creates more income, and so on. The multiplier effect refers to the increase in final income
arising from any new injection of spending.
The size of the multiplier depends upon a household’s marginal decisions to spend, called the
marginal propensity to consume (MPC), or to save called the marginal propensity to save (MPS).
It is important to remember that when income is spent, this spending becomes someone else’s
income, and so on.
The multiplier concept can be used in any situation where there is a new injection into an
economy. Examples of such situations include when the government funds the building of a new
road.

The Downward or 'Reverse' Multiplier Effect
A withdrawal of income from the circular flow will lead to a downward multiplier effect.
This multiplier discussion was quoted from
https://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Managing_the_economy/The_multiplier_effect.html

If a jail is built in Winona, we maintain and expand employment opportunities for our
community, maintain families, and in turn continue to support other community entities, our
schools, hospitals, other important public and private services, agencies and business.
If we move to a system that relies heavily on transporting inmates to adjacent counties and others
farther away, we risk disconnecting county residents from their families, let alone raise costs and
safety and liability risks in the transportation of all inmates. Our current criminal justice
programs that have worked to reduce the otherwise increase in recidivism rates will not work if
all inmates are housed out of the county. When we are outsourcing this economic opportunity,
we are triggering the downward multiplier effect on our local economy.

Social Capital
“Social capital is a concept in social science that involves the potential of individuals to secure
benefits and invent solutions to problems through membership in social networks. Social capital
revolves around three dimensions: interconnected networks of relationships between individuals
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and groups (social ties or social participation), levels of trust that characterize these ties, and
resources or benefits that are both gained and transferred by social ties and social participation.
A high degree of trust among network participants fosters a sense of mutual obligation and
permits them to be more effective in pursuing shared objectives. Social participation may take
place in political, civil, or religious arenas or even in the workplace. Additionally, scholars
assign great significance to building social capital through informal social ties such as
interactions with family, friends, and neighbors. Social capital is also enhanced through network
closure—when individuals know each other in several capacities, for example, as neighbors,
business partners, parents of same-age children, and so on.
Social capital has been shown to be of great importance for societal well-being. Studies have
found that levels of social capital are related to levels of employment in communities, academic
performance, individual physical health, economic growth, and immigrant and ethnic enterprise.
Also, it has been demonstrated that greater levels of social capital correspond to lower crime
rates in the community. Social disorganization theory is useful in helping explain the relationship
between social capital and crime. In brief, structural disadvantages like economic deprivation,
high residential mobility, and population heterogeneity hinder the ability of residents to be
proactive for the benefit of their community and exert effective social control. When
communities are socially fragmented, they are characterized by a low degree of social
participation and mutual trust. Truncated social networks are not conducive to formulating and
enforcing clear definitions and ideas about the values, problems, and needs of the community,
and they may, in fact, weaken supervision, guardianship, and other types of informal social
control.” Source: Britannica article Dec. 2018.

7.) Facility Option Discussion Conclusions
The Minnesota Department of Corrections forced Winona County to decide the future of the
county jail when, on September 7, 2018, it issued an order that the jail closes no later than
September 30, 2021.
Two years previously, the Department had reclassified the jail as a 90-day facility. No inmate
can be held in the jail for more than 90 days regardless of sentence or time spent awaiting trial.
This order came as no surprise. It had been signaled in inspection reports for more than a
decade. Several committees and a grand jury have called upon the County Board of
Commissioners to address the challenges in the jail. Inspectors from the Department of
Corrections long have identified factors that make the jail unsafe and risk the safety and security
of residents, jail staff and inmates. The reclassification to a 90-day facility was intended by the
Department to encourage the County Board to consider a change. The “sunset” order last year
simply brought the sequence of events to its logical conclusion.
The County Board in December of 2017 formed the Jail Advisory Committee and charged it
with conducting a needs assessment of the criminal justice system. The Committee evaluated
several options for how to proceed once the jail is closed.
The Jail Advisory Committee held its first meeting in January 2018 and has met every month
since. after that. It toured the Winona County Jail, as did members of other committees and the
grand jury, and reviewed the inspection reports issued by the Department of Corrections. The
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Committee also toured the Goodhue County Jail in Red Wing as an example of a more modern
approach to incarceration than what was evident in the Winona County Jail.
The Committee easily concluded that the Department of Corrections orders were justified. The
current jail, though it opened in 1978, is built to the standards originally issued in 1910. New
standards had already been approved when the County Board decided to open a new jail in 1978,
and were scheduled for implementation. But because construction on the jail began just before
the effective date of the new regulations, Winona County was accountable only to the 1910
standards. In effect, Winona County has a jail that is not quite 50 years old but was built to the
regulations first put into effect more than a century ago, in 1910. As a result, the jail is
outmoded in many respects and, as the Department of Corrections concluded, does not provide
safety and security for the residents of Winona County, the jail staff or the inmates. It is only
through excellent management and the dedication of jail staff to carry out policies and
procedures that the county has, so far, minimized the risks to the operation and avoided a major
problem.
Because the jail can only hold an inmate for 90 days, and it can take more than 90 days to bring a
case from the first arrest to the dispositional conclusion, the amount and cost of transportation to
nearby jails increased significantly in 2016. The county has contracts with the Sheriff’s
Department in Houston County and has negotiations with Wabasha County to hold Winona
County inmates in the future. Winona pays room and board charges of $55 per night per inmate
and is responsible for bringing the inmate to the out of county jail, bringing the inmate back and
forth to Winona County for court appearances and other business, and then back to Winona for
release. During recent contract negotiations, the Wabasha and Houston County Sheriffs
committed to accommodating up to 20 inmates in each of their facilities. This commitment
likely will not meet the average daily population demand for Winona, much less the peaks in jail
populations when they will occur.
The Jail Advisory Committee spent several months analyzing data and charting a course. Along
the way, the Committee took note of the many programs that divert people from jail and prepare
inmates for release into the community. As retired Judge Jeffrey Thompson told a committee in
2017, “some people just need to go to jail.” True, but it should be the right people, the people
who without a jail experience are unlikely to change their way of life and will continue to
endanger public safety. Hence, the various diversion programs offer an opportunity to make sure
that only the people who need jail are in jail.
Then, there is the question of recidivism. Across the country, more and more people have
realized that if jails do not provide programs to help inmates and additional programs to ease
their transition back into the community, they will eventually be housed again in the jail. As the
recently departed Judge Dennis Challeen wrote and spoke so often, why do we expect a few
months in jail to change a person’s life if we provide no programming and no support? The
Committee is an enthusiastic supporter of diversion and transitional programs and sees the
current move to the WRAP program as a major step forward in addressing recidivism.
The Committee examined four major facility options that will help the Board of Commissioners
decide the future of the Winona Jail.
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The first option considered was the oft mentioned “do nothing” option. All people arrested and
brought to jail would be brought to Wabasha or Houston County or, yet another county perhaps
further away. The data show that the amount to be spent on transportation, as well as room and
board, is substantial. The nearly 1,700 people arrested in 2018 all would have been taken at least
an hour away, then brought back the next court day for the first appearance before a judge then
returned to the out of county jail to await trial unless otherwise released. During the months
before trial, the inmate will be brought back to Winona to meet with prosecutors, defense
counsel, case managers, physicians, and other medical personnel. Transportation at this level not
only is expensive, but it also elevates risk for the community, inmate and the jail staff.
Whenever an inmate leaves the confines of jail, the risk of a security breach or other accident is
multiplied.
Under Option 1, an arrestee about whom the jail staff knows very little other than the charge is
taken on rural roads, sometimes in company with other inmates, and not always in the presence
of a licensed peace officer. The risk of unfortunate events is substantial. When the Committee
examined the pattern of expenditures under Option 1, it realized that at the end of 10 years, the
period for which it considered options, the County would have nothing but receipts. The County
would be a renter. Once the sunset date passed, and the current jail could no longer be used, the
County would be subject to “predatory pricing.” Since Winona County has no alternative other
than out of county jails, the sheriffs would be able to set their price at whatever level they
wished, and Winona County would have no alternatives. Further, there is a guaranteed cost
increase to transport inmates since the price of gasoline, oil, insurance, and wages always will go
up and not decline.
In Option 1, the County is still forced to address other cost issues such as maintaining an empty
jail facility, remodeling the space for adaptive reuse, or demolishing the facility. Option 1 would
best perform if a “Staging Area” is provided for arresting officers to transfer the newly arrested
person to a transport team, as well as holding inmates for a few hours while awaiting court
appearance, after transfer back to Winona District Court. The holding cells and required sally
port could easily be accommodated in an adaptively remodeled space using the existing building
– but at a cost.
Since in the opinion of the JAC, “do nothing,” does not appear to be the best way to spend
county funds long term, other options, including Option 2, were then examined. At a minimum,
Option 2 involves the County building a Staging Area as well as a facility to hold arrestees for up
to 72 hours, until their first appearance before a judge. Building a staging and holding facility
will cost money but it will eliminate the first trip out of county to be booked into jail and then
returned for the first appearance. Under this option, the defendant will stay in Winona until
ordered released or held by a judge. The Committee saw few advantages to this option.
Transportation costs will be high and will increase every year. It will also require many inmates
to make some trips back and forth from jail to Winona. The overall costs are substantial.
Building a 72-hour holding facility did not appreciably reduce the transportation costs and added
a significant capital expense. The Committee generally saw this option as a minimal
improvement over “do nothing,” but was not satisfied that this is the appropriate action.
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Option 3 essentially is the status quo – a 90-day holding facility. The capital cost is significant
since it must be able to house every person committed to it by a judge, as well as accommodate a
series of special populations, e.g., suicide risks, detoxification, mental illness, inmates classified
as maximum security and others. In spite of the cost and the size of the facility, it doesn’t solve
the problem caused by the 90-day limit on holding inmates. There may be empty beds in the
Winona County Jail on some days, but the 90-day limit may prevent the Sheriff from recalling
inmates from out of county jails if they have been in custody for 90 days already.
Option 4 is to build a facility to the standards required by the Department of Corrections for a
365-day jail, slightly more than Option 3. Transportation generally will not be necessary, though
the Sheriff and jail staff may choose to transport an inmate to an out of county jail to ensure
safety and security of the community, the jail staff, other inmates and the inmate who will be
transported, when necessary. If this concept option is pursued, it should be developed with the
idea that it must be flexible enough to meet changing future demand. That demand may be more
or fewer inmates and inmates with evolving risks and needs. In this option, the county will have
relatively few expenses for room and board and transportation to out-of-county jails. The
Committee also noted that the significant amount of money necessary to build and operate a jail
under this option keeps the taxpayer’s money in the community. A significant number of
construction jobs will fuel the local economy. The salaries and wages paid to jail staff will
further strengthen the local economy. The Committee saw no attraction to sending large
quantities of Winona County taxpayer money to another county.
The Report also discusses the role of programs in jail. The fact that Winona County offers
inmates some ways to improve their ability to live peaceably in the community was important to
the Committee. Neither the Wabasha County Jail nor the Houston County Jail would likely offer
the level of programming for Winona County residents that can provide seamless transition and
reentry back into their Winona County communities.
That realization raised the consideration of what might be called, “human costs or social costs.”
When an inmate is housed out of the county, virtually all relationships with individuals and
businesses in Winona County are lost for as long as the inmate is absent. Families will find it
more difficult to visit an inmate. Huber programs that enable a minimum-security inmate to
leave the jail for work or education are no longer an option. It does an inmate very little good to
build a work record in Wabasha County if the inmate is to be released in Winona County.
The sheriff is responsible for transporting Winona County inmates held elsewhere back to
Winona County for medical visits and treatments. Eliminating the need to transport an inmate
eliminates that cost. For the Committee, the benefits of housing inmates in a local jail that meets
all standards and protects the community, the jail staff, and the inmates, are significant. The
operational costs of doing so turn out to be no higher than transporting inmates to avoid
incarceration for more than 90-days. The Committee members recognize that the capital
investment costs of implementing Option 4 are significant. Nonetheless, the Committee is of the
opinion that, in the long run, Option 4 will cost less operationally and provide more inmates with
the opportunity to change the course of their lives and reduce or eliminate the possibility of their
returning to jail in the future.
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Jail Advisory Committee
Recommendations
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The JAC has with great thought and analysis, developed recommendations with the idea that if
followed, Winona County will better plan and manage the needs of the Winona County Justice
System in the future. The consensus of the JAC members was that decisions would be made by
the county board based upon the best information available. While much of this information is
quantifiable, such as project capital cost investment comparisons, other influences are difficult to
measure but should be considered as part of the decision-making process. It is recommended by
the JAC, that decision making should be based on the following considerations:
1.) The cost of public safety or the sense of safety.
2.) The impact on the quality of people’s lives, especially victims, offenders, and their
supportive families.
3.) The impact on the Winona County community regarding job creation, job retention,
the impact on the economic and social capital of a locally developed project versus an out
of county expenditure.
4.) Reduced risk and liability concerns and a safe facility for inmates, staff and the public.
5.) Local control over the future, with the ability to create and customize offender
programming consistent with the risk and needs of Winona County offenders.
6.) The impact on recidivism rates.
7.) Impact on successful offender reintegration into the Winona County community.
8.) A long-term stable solution.
9.) Resolving now, the political questions about when and how to spend tax payer’s
funds.
10.) Addressing the issues related to “Insurance and Assurance.” Managing liability and
risks that are part of operating a jail and addressing inmate movement, as well as assuring
that jail beds will be available for the Winona County justice system long term.
11.) Utilization of existing resources when at all possible, such as the current jail facility
and the secure inmate movement tunnel from the jail to the courthouse.
12.) Upfront capital investment cost and impact on the local taxpayer.
13.) Long term operational costs and creating the most efficient staff to inmate ratios.
14.) Opportunity for generating new revenues.
15.) Compliance with Minnesota State Statutes and rules.
16.) Compliance with the Minnesota DOC sunset order to close the current jail.
Recognizing the important roles that the Winona County Board of Commissioners have, as well
as key stakeholder groups such as the CJCC, law enforcement agencies that serve in Winona
County, other community members including victims, defendants, inmates, their families, and of
course, the impact on taxpayers, the Committee offers these recommendations. They are not
arranged in any order of importance or priority, because these are all viewed as critical points to
be addressed in moving forward.
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Recommendation: Pursue the development of a 365-day Class III facility as conceived as Option
4 of this report. The JAC membership unanimously agreed that this is the most appropriate
response to the immediate and long term need in Winona County.
Recommendation: Although “phasing” a 365-day facility is possible and would defer some
upfront capital cost investment, the JAC feels that the development of Option 4 should be in a
singular action. It will be a tough decision for the Board, but as the cost estimates over ten years
show, the cost of Option 4 is essentially the same as each of the other three Options, including
the Do Nothing Option 1. Phasing will require future Boards to address the jail issue all over
again, and it is unlikely that needs will change significantly in the future. Putting off part of the
solution today will lead to increased construction costs and tough decisions for a future County
Board.
Recommendation: Appoint a small Jail Planning Team (JPT) that will be tasked with carrying
out many of the recommendations in this report. This JPT should have membership from the
County Administration, Sheriff and members of the CJCC or the JAC. They will direct future
facility planning efforts and make recommendations to the County Board for further action.
Recommendation: Publish a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for Architectural firms to
advance the concept of the 365 day Class III facility. There will be multiple interested and
qualified firms that can carry out this architectural service so calling for a Request for Proposals
is not necessary for this instance. Rather, a list of qualified architectural firms can be agreed
upon by a screening committee of the JPT and referred to an authorized representative of
Winona County to negotiate a contract for a scope of services that will be developed before
solicitation of the RFQ.
Recommendation: Based upon the recommendation of the JPT and the results of the
negotiations for the scope of service, retain a qualified architect with a successful history of
credentialed and specialized projects of jail work to develop an architectural program to better
identify the more specific facility components, functions, and square footage needs for any
facility that is to be considered. This will allow for an “Operational Program” to be developed
and allow for greater information concerning the potential construction and operating costs for a
facility. Since time is of the essence in addressing the replacement of the jail, the scope of work
and contract language for this activity should be one step of a larger contract to provide all
architectural services for the project moving forward.
Recommendation: Include exploration by the architect regarding out of county housing options
utilizing surrounding county jail capacity to reduce the footprint and staffing of Option 4.
Determine if it is economically viable to use other counties jail capacity to significantly reduce
the costs of the facility recommended in Option 4.
Recommendation: With the services provided by the qualified architect, develop “Facility
Concepts” based upon the square footages determined, the possible configurations in site
options, the adjacencies and relationships between functions and offices, the surrounding
architecture, and the agreed-upon operational practices that will be in place in the new facility.
This should result in draft floor plans, elevations, exterior configurations, capital investment, and
ongoing operational cost estimates. This will provide some visual aids into what the facility will
look like, once built. The development effort should also consider future growth options and
flexibility in the design. Also, steps in the project should be defined to allow for the least
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disruption to current jail and court operations. Growth or expansion of specific facility
components, such as adding a Work Release Center or wing to the design, a facility to house
juveniles and inmates in need of mental health care, or an offering of adding beds in the future in
the least expensive fashion, should be parts of this proposed scope of work.
Recommendation: That the facility concept should review and confirm and justify, the use or
discontinued use of the existing jail physical plant, including the tunnel connecting the LEC to
the Courthouse.
Recommendation: Once the concept is ready for analysis, the JPT should be authorized to
review and recommend to the County Board, the preferred and developed elements of the
concept to move forward to design documents. The County Board would then authorize the
project to move to facility design.
Recommendation: Begin now, the financial planning and action plan needed to carry out a major
capital investment project of this nature.
Recommendation: Engage in a strong and well-developed community outreach effort to keep
the citizens and taxpayers of Winona County informed and engaged in the process.
Recommendation: Maintain and continue to support, sustain, and develop new programs that
reduce recidivism and operating costs in the criminal justice system.
Recommendation: Encourage utilizing the use of Best Practices and Evidenced-Based Practices
in all matters related to the execution of policies and procedures within the Winona County
Justice System agencies.
Recommendation: With other nearby counties and jurisdictions, lead and collaborate on a
regional panel to explore and study the regional need for juvenile detention and/or secure
treatment center.
Recommendation: With other nearby counties and jurisdictions, lead and collaborate on a
regional panel to explore and study the regional needs for a secure substance/chemical
detoxification unit, or secure treatment center.
Recommendation: With other nearby counties and jurisdictions, lead and collaborate on a
regional panel to explore and study the regional needs for a secure mental health crisis
intervention and aftercare unit, and/or secure treatment center. This has urgency with the recent
policy shift at the Minnesota Department of Human Services.
Recommendation: Review and analyze the potential impact that privatizing or outsourcing some
of the programs or services that may be part of this project with the potential impact on the cost
and service delivery system.
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MN DOC notice of sunset dated September 7, 2018
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Appendix B
Statutory Authority and Requirements Regarding a County Jail
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2018 Minnesota Statutes
373.05 COUNTY BUILDINGS.
Each county shall provide at the county seat, and keep in good repair, a suitable
courthouse, supplied with fireproof vaults, a suitable and sufficient jail, and other necessary
buildings.
History:
(643) RL s 412; 1984 c 629 s 1
387.11 COUNTY JAIL.
The sheriff shall have the charge and custody of the county jail and receive and safely
keep therein all persons lawfully committed thereto and not release any person therefrom
unless discharged by due course of law.
History:
(914) RL s 556
631.461 IMPRISONMENT; COUNTY JAIL; ALTERNATIVES.
(a) When a sentence for an offense includes imprisonment in a county jail, the court
may sentence the offender to imprisonment in a workhouse or correctional or work farm if
there is one in the county where the offender is tried or where the offense was committed. If
not, the court may sentence the offender to imprisonment in a workhouse or correctional or
work farm in any county in this state. However, the county board of the county where the
offender is tried shall have some agreement for the receipt, maintenance, and confinement of
inmates with the county where the offender has been sentenced to imprisonment. The place
of imprisonment must be specified in the sentence. Inmates may be removed from one place
of confinement to another as provided by statute.
(b) If a court orders or a sheriff permits an offender to serve any portion of the
offender's sentence on electronic surveillance, the court or sheriff may require that the
offender be kept in custody, or that the offender's probation agent directly supervise the
offender until electronic surveillance is activated.
(c) It is the responsibility of the offender placed on electronic surveillance to ensure that
the offender's residence is properly equipped and the offender's telecommunications system
is properly configured to support electronic surveillance prior to being released from custody
or the direct supervision of a probation agent. An offender who fails to comply with this
paragraph may be found in violation of the offender's conditions of release after a revocation
hearing.
History:

(9934) RL s 4775; 1933 c 329; 1963 c 130 s 1; 1963 c 753 art 2 s 8; 1985 c 265 art 11 s
1; 2015 c 65 art 5 s 10
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241.0222 CONTRACTS WITH NEWLY CONSTRUCTED JAIL FACILITIES THAT
PROVIDE ACCESS TO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAMS.
Notwithstanding section 16C.05, subdivision 2, the commissioner may enter into
contracts, up to five years in duration, with a county or group of counties to house inmates
committed to the custody of the commissioner in newly constructed county or regional jail
facilities that provide inmates access to chemical dependency treatment programs licensed by
the Department of Human Services. A contract entered into under this section may contain
an option to renew the contract for a term of up to five years.

373.05 COUNTY BUILDINGS.
Each county shall provide at the county seat, and keep in good repair, a suitable courthouse,
supplied with fireproof vaults, a suitable and sufficient jail, and other necessary buildings.
387.11 COUNTY JAIL.
The sheriff shall have the charge and custody of the county jail and receive and safely
keep therein all persons lawfully committed thereto and not release any person therefrom
unless discharged by due course of law.

641.01 JAIL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE; PRISONER PLACEMENT.
The county board of each county is authorized to construct, purchase, or lease, regulate
and maintain, at the expense of the county, a jail for the safekeeping of prisoners, and also,
adjoining and connected to it, a residence for the use of the sheriff.

Any peace officer placing a prisoner in the jail shall report immediately to the officer's
superior officer concerning the fact of that placement. No prisoner shall be detained without
a jailer or custodian present in the jail, awake and alert at all times, capable of responding to
the reasonable needs of the prisoner.
641.14 JAILS; SEPARATION OF PRISONERS.
The sheriff of each county is responsible for the operation and condition of the jail. If
construction of the jail permits, the sheriff may permit multiple occupancy but the sheriff
shall maintain strict separation of prisoners to the extent that separation is consistent with
prisoners' security, safety, health, and welfare. The sheriff shall not keep in the same room or
section of the jail:

(1) a minor under 18 years old and a prisoner who is 18 years old or older, unless:
(i) the minor has been committed to the commissioner of corrections under
section 609.105;
(ii) the minor has been referred for adult prosecution and the prosecuting authority has
filed a notice of intent to prosecute the matter for which the minor is being held under
section 260B.125; or
(iii) the minor is 16 or 17 years old and has been indicted for murder in the first degree;
(2) a female prisoner and a male prisoner; and
(3) a minor under 18 years old and an extended jurisdiction juvenile 18 years old or
older who is alleged to have violated the conditions of the stay of execution.
641.155 DISCHARGE PLANS; OFFENDERS WITH SERIOUS AND PERSISTENT
MENTAL ILLNESS.
The commissioner of corrections shall develop a model discharge planning process for
every offender with a serious and persistent mental illness, as defined in section 245.462,
subdivision 20, paragraph (c), who has been convicted and sentenced to serve three or more
months and is being released from a county jail or county regional jail.

An offender with a serious and persistent mental illness, as defined in section 245.462,
subdivision 20, paragraph (c), who has been convicted and sentenced to serve three or more
months and is being released from a county jail or county regional jail shall be referred to the
appropriate staff in the county human services department at least 60 days before being
released. The county human services department may carry out provisions of the model
discharge planning process such as:
(1) providing assistance in filling out an application for medical assistance or
MinnesotaCare;
(2) making a referral for case management as outlined under section 245.467,
subdivision 4;
(3) providing assistance in obtaining a state photo identification;
(4) securing a timely appointment with a psychiatrist or other appropriate community
mental health providers; and
(5) providing prescriptions for a 30-day supply of all necessary medications.
641.21 JAIL; ADVICE ON CONSTRUCTION.
When any county board determines to purchase, lease or erect a new jail, or to repair an
existing one at an expense of more than $15,000, it shall pass a resolution to that effect, and
transmit a copy thereof to the commissioner of corrections, who, within 30 days thereafter,
shall transmit to that county board the advice and suggestions in reference to the purchase,
lease or construction thereof as the commissioner deems proper.
641.22 PLANS AND ESTIMATES SUBMITTED.

After the receipt of the commissioner of correction's advice and suggestions, the board
shall procure plans and estimates of the cost of the new jail or repairs, and submit the same to
the commissioner for suggestions and for approval, so far as relates to the management,
operation, and physical condition of the proposed building, and the security, safety, health,
treatment, and discipline of persons detained or confined therein. Suggestions and approval
shall be in writing and filed with the county auditor before any contract for purchase, lease,
erection, or repairs shall be binding, or any warrant is drawn for payment for labor or
materials therefor.
641.24 LEASING.
The county may, by resolution of the county board, enter into a lease agreement with
any statutory or home rule charter city situated within the county, or a county housing and
redevelopment authority established pursuant to chapter 469 or any special law whereby the
city or county housing and redevelopment authority will construct a jail or other law
enforcement facilities for the county sheriff, deputy sheriffs, and other employees of the
sheriff and other law enforcement agencies, in accordance with plans prepared by or at the
request of the county board and, when required, approved by the commissioner of
corrections and will finance it by the issuance of revenue bonds, and the county may lease
the site and improvements for a term and upon rentals sufficient to produce revenue for the
prompt payment of the bonds and all interest accruing thereon and, upon completion of
payment, will acquire title thereto. The real and personal property acquired for the jail shall
constitute a project and the lease agreement shall constitute a revenue agreement as
contemplated in chapter 469, and all proceedings shall be taken by the city or county housing
and redevelopment authority and the county in the manner and with the force and effect
provided in chapter 469; provided that:

(1) no tax shall be imposed upon or in lieu of a tax upon the property;
(2) the approval of the project by the commissioner of commerce shall not be required;
(3) the Department of Corrections shall be furnished and shall record such information
concerning each project as it may prescribe;
(4) the rentals required to be paid under the lease agreement shall not exceed in any year
one-tenth of one percent of the estimated market value of property within the county, as last
finally equalized before the execution of the agreement;
(5) the county board shall provide for the payment of all rentals due during the term of
the lease, in the manner required in section 641.264, subdivision 2;
(6) no mortgage on the property shall be granted for the security of the bonds, but
compliance with clause (5) hereof may be enforced as a nondiscretionary duty of the county
board; and
(7) the county board may sublease any part of the jail property for purposes consistent
with the maintenance and operation of a county jail or other law enforcement facility.
641.26 CONDEMNATION OF JAILS.
When the jail of any county is insecure or otherwise unfit for use, the judge of the
district court therein, on the recommendation of the grand jury or of the judge's own motion,

may issue a written order condemning it; or, when the commissioner of corrections shall
adjudge any county jail insecure or otherwise unfit for use, the commissioner may, with
consent of the judge of the district court, issue a written order condemning it. After
condemnation that jail shall not be used for the detention of any prisoner until the order of
condemnation is rescinded.
641.25 DISTRICT JAILS; HOW DESIGNATED.
The commissioner of corrections, with the consent of the county board, may designate
any suitable jail in the state as a district jail, to be used for the detention of prisoners from
other counties in addition to those of its own. If the jail or its management becomes unfit for
that purpose, the commissioner may rescind its designation. Whenever there is no sufficient
jail in any county, the examining judge, or upon the judge's own motion, upon application of
the sheriff, may order any person charged with a criminal offense committed to a sufficient
jail in some other county. If there is a district jail in the judicial district, the charged person
shall be sent to it, or to any other nearer district jail designated by the judge. The sheriff of
the county containing the district jail, on presentation of the order, shall receive, keep in
custody, and deliver the charged person up upon the order of the court or a judge.
641.262 ESTABLISHMENT OF REGIONAL JAILS BY CONTIGUOUS COUNTIES.

Subdivision 1.Action by county board.
Two or more counties, each contiguous at one or more points with one or more of the
other counties, may cooperate to establish, operate, and maintain a regional jail in the manner
provided in sections 641.261 to 641.266. A county may join with other counties in the
establishment, operation, and maintenance of a regional jail by majority vote of its county
board. A county board so voting shall also appropriate its approximate proportionate share of
the initial expenses of the proposed county regional jail, which proportion is estimated in the
manner provided in section 641.264, subdivision 2, and which is paid over upon receiving
notice from the regional jail board as provided in section 641.263, subdivision 1.
§
Subd. 2.Regional jail board; membership, term, compensation.
The county board of each cooperating county shall appoint two members to a board to
be known as the regional jail board. Members appointed to the board shall be county
commissioners. One of the members first appointed to the regional jail board shall be
appointed for a term expiring on June 30 next following appointment, the other for a term
expiring one year later. After the appointment of the first members, one succeeding member
shall be appointed each year for a two-year period beginning on July 1. Each appointee shall
hold office until a successor is appointed and has qualified. Vacancies are filled by the
appointing power. The members of the regional jail board serve without compensation but
shall be reimbursed for all necessary expenses incurred by them in performance of their
official duties. This reimbursement is payable by the county from which the member is
appointed, until the regional jail fund is established. When the regional jail fund is
established, reimbursement shall be made from that fund. Reimbursement authorized by this

subdivision is in addition to any reimbursement received by a regional jail board member
who is also a member of a county board.
Subd. 3.Board meetings.
As soon as possible after the appointment of the members of the regional jail board by
the cooperating counties, the regional jail board shall hold a joint meeting and shall elect a
chair, vice-chair, and secretary. The county board of the county first appointing members to
the regional jail board shall call the first meeting of the board and shall designate the place of
meeting. The regional jail board shall meet at least annually thereafter at a place designated
by the regional jail board and may meet at such other times and places as it considers
necessary.
641.261 REGIONAL JAILS.
Subdivision 1.Purpose of act.
The purpose of sections 641.261 to 641.266 is to enable counties to cooperate to provide
adequate jail facilities with suitable work programs and rehabilitation and treatment services
for persons whose commitment to a county jail is authorized by law.
§
Subd. 2.Persons who may be committed.
The regional jail shall serve as a place of commitment for persons whose commitment to
a county jail is authorized by law by a court having jurisdiction within the cooperating
counties, subject to admission rules and charges for care as the regional jail board may
prescribe. The regional jail board may also accept the commitment of persons whose
commitment to a county jail is authorized by law by a court having jurisdiction outside the
cooperating counties, subject to admission rules and charges for care as the regional jail
board may prescribe.
Subd. 3.Commissioner of corrections; powers, duties.
The commissioner of corrections shall promulgate, in the manner provided by law, rules
relating to standards for county regional jails in the following matters:
(1) minimum aggregate population base upon which a county regional jail may be
practically operated;
(2) site and buildings necessary for an adequate regional jail, considering such factors as
inmate security, health, and work opportunities;
(3) qualifications of staff, and ratio of staff to inmate population;
(4) programs of work, rehabilitation, and treatment. When a county regional jail does
not comply with the standards so promulgated, a judge of the district court or the
commissioner of corrections may institute condemnation proceedings in the manner provided
in Minnesota Statutes 1961, section 641.26.
Subd. 4.Lengthy imprisonment.

Upon certification by the commissioner of corrections to those courts described in
subdivision 2 that a regional jail has complied with the provisions of subdivision 3, all
persons sentenced to imprisonment in a county jail by such courts for more than seven days,
except those sentenced under section 631.425, or subject to detention in a county jail pending
trial or other disposition of their cases for periods in excess of 14 days must be committed to
or detained in a regional jail in the manner provided in subdivision 2.
641.263 POWERS, DUTIES OF BOARD.

Subdivision 1.Initial financing.
When the regional jail board is satisfied that each cooperating county has appropriated
its share of the initial expenses of the regional jail, it shall so certify to the county board of
each cooperating county. The county board of each cooperating county then shall order its
county treasurer to pay over the authorized initial expense funds to the regional jail fund in
the manner provided in section 641.264, subdivision 3.
Subd. 2.Acquisition of site, buildings.
The regional jail board may lease suitable premises or acquire by gift, purchase, or
condemnation proceedings instituted in the name of the counties a suitable site, and erect on
the site buildings suitable for a regional jail. Condemnation proceedings shall be conducted
in the manner provided in chapter 117. No premises shall be leased, site acquired, or building
erected without the approval of the county board of each cooperating county and the
commissioner of corrections. The regional jail board may by resolution enter into a lease
agreement with any statutory or home rule charter city situated within any of the counties, in
the same manner and with the same force and effect as a county acting under the provisions
of section 641.24; provided that any such lease agreement, and any amendment thereto, shall
be approved by the county board of each cooperating county before it is executed.
§
Subd. 3.Operation of jail; superintendent.
The regional jail board shall operate, control, manage, and maintain the jail, and set
charges for the care of inmates. The regional jail board shall appoint a regional jail
superintendent who serves at the pleasure of the board and receives compensation set by the
board. The superintendent is the chief executive officer of the regional jail, and has the
powers of a sheriff and such other powers and duties relating to the operation, management,
and maintenance of the jail as the regional jail board may prescribe and as are prescribed by
law. The superintendent, with the approval of the board, or as provided in subdivision 4,
shall appoint additional employees necessary to operate and maintain the jail. The employees
of a regional jail, including the superintendent, are public employees for the purposes of
Minnesota Statutes 1961, chapter 353.
Subd. 4.Employees merit system.
A regional jail merit system may be established under the provisions of this subdivision
and Minnesota Statutes 1961, chapter 44. Consistent with standards promulgated by the
commissioner of corrections for qualifications of regional jail employees, the cooperating

counties, by vote of each county board, may establish, modify, or abandon a merit system for
the employment, promotion, discipline, and dismissal of all regional jail employees except
the superintendent. Questions relating to the establishment, modification, or abandonment of
the merit system shall not be submitted to the voters for their approval. The following words
and phrases defined in Minnesota Statutes 1961, section 44.01, have the meanings given in
this subdivision for the purposes of a regional jail merit system:
(1) "appointing authority" means the regional jail superintendent;
(2) "board" means the "personnel board" consisting of the chair, vice-chair, and
secretary of the regional jail board;
(3) "council" means the county boards of the cooperating counties.
Subd. 5.Multiple occupancy cells.
If construction of the jail permits, the board may, by resolution, authorize multiple
occupancy, but the superintendent must maintain strict separation of prisoners to the extent
that separation is necessary to ensure prisoners' security, safety, health, and welfare.
641.265 ADMISSION; WITHDRAWAL OF COUNTIES.
§

Subdivision 1.Admission.
A county which could cooperate in a regional jail system under the provisions of
section 641.262, subdivision 1, but has not cooperated in its formation, may acquire an
interest in the regional jail if the county board of each of the cooperating counties decides, by
majority vote, to admit the county. With the approval of the county board of each
cooperating county, the regional jail board shall fix the terms and conditions upon which an
additional county may acquire an interest in the regional jail. A county acquiring such an
interest has all of the rights, privileges, duties, and obligations provided by
sections 641.261 to 641.266, provided that as a condition for admission the county may be
required to pay initially or annually a sum sufficient to reimburse to the other cooperating
counties part or all of the additional county's proportionate share of amounts theretofore paid
by the other counties with respect to capital cost, debt service, or lease rentals, based on the
relative populations of the respective counties according to the last federal or state census
preceding admission.
Subd. 2.Withdrawal.
A county board may withdraw from cooperation in a regional jail system in accordance
with the terms of a joint powers agreement. With the approval of the county board of each
cooperating county, the regional jail board shall fix the sum, if any, to be paid to the county
withdrawing, to reimburse it for capital cost, debt service, or lease rental payments made by
the county prior to withdrawal, in excess of its proportionate share of benefits from the
regional jail prior to withdrawal, and the time and manner of making the payments. The
payments shall be deemed additional payments of capital cost, debt service, or lease rentals

to be made proportionately by the remaining counties and, when received, shall be deposited
in and paid from the regional jail fund; provided that:
(1) payments shall not be made from any amounts in the regional jail fund which are
needed for maintenance and operation expenses or lease rentals currently due and payable;
and
(2) the withdrawing county shall remain obligated for the payment of its proportionate
share of any lease rentals due and payable after its withdrawal, in the event and up to the
amount of any lease payment not made when due by one or more of the other cooperating
counties.
641.266 REPORTS.
The regional jail board shall annually, and at such other times as required by the county
board of a cooperating county, make a complete report regarding the cost of operation of the
jail, its inmate population, and its work, treatment, and rehabilitation programs. The regional
jail board shall furnish such other information as the county boards or the commissioner of
corrections may require.
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Appendix C
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council (CJCC) Structure

CJCC Council: The CJCC Council is a policy-making council which meets on a monthly basis
to consider and make recommendations based upon the work of the Council’s committees and
workgroups.
Standing Committees: The CJCC has five standing committees that meet on a monthly basis to
discuss issues related to that committee’s charge. The work of each committee is reported to and
acted upon (as needed) by the CJCC Council. The committees and committee charges are as
follows:




Courts: The Courts Committee will search for strategies and procedures that will enable
the courts to function more effectively and at reasonable cost to the taxpayer while
upholding due process and the rule of law.
Community Outreach & Diversity: To educate the public about initiatives, programs and
services supported by the CJCC; to build an atmosphere of respect and inclusion toward
the criminal justice system regardless of culture or background; to identify community
concerns that are related to the responsibilities of the CJCC and to prepare a detailed,
proactive public relations plan to address those concerns.



Crime Prevention: To encourage the prevention of crime through coordinated and
concentrated efforts, and through programs and functions that encourage citizen
involvement and participation, to preserve safe environments and communities for the
citizens of Winona County.



Jail & Jail Alternatives: The Committee will recommend alternatives to incarceration for
the criminal justice system to consider. The Committee will research, evaluate and
recommend programming designed to facilitate change in the individual and thus prevent
future involvement in the criminal justice process.



Juvenile Justice: To encourage an effective juvenile justice system that promotes the
well-being of youth while holding youth accountable for their actions and promoting public
safety

Workgroups: Each standing committee has (or has had) workgroups, comprised of relevant
stakeholders regarding that issue, who meet on an as-needed basis to recommend
changes/improvements to the governing standing committee.
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OVERVIEW:
WINONA COUNTY
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Presentation to the County Board
Winona County Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
February 28, 2017
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Case Example
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Case Study
•

Police were called to 123 Main Street by a concerned neighbor
who believed people were doing drugs in a garage and leaving
a small child unsupervised in the house.

•

Police arrived and found John Smith and Jane Smith in the
garage. They observed drug paraphernalia and could smell the
odor of methamphetamine coming from the garage. The male
party was acting strangely and not answering questions
appropriately. After a search both people were arrested for
felony controlled substance possession and transported to jail.

•

The police checked the residence and found a 3-year old male
child unsupervised. The house was a mess and they did not
locate any food for the child. The police were unable to find
any relatives to care for the child so child protective services
were called to place the child in emergency foster care.
11

Jane Smith Criminal Case
• Criminal history check showed petty offenses in Florida
• Booked into jail and held for court the next day
• At 1st appearance, public defender was appointed; Jane
granted 5K unconditional bail or ROR (release on
recognizance) after being placed on drug patch

• She could not afford drug patch so remained in jail
• Due to lack of room in jail, was transported to Houston
County and transported back/forth for court

12

Jane Smith Criminal Case
• Through the child protection case (discussed later), Jane
eventually was released from jail after two months to
undergo CD treatment; issues with coordination of Rule
25, dropped health insurance due to incarceration and
lack of treatment bed openings

• Jane lost her job at a local convenience store due to her
incarceration

• Jane later pled guilty to the criminal charges and was
placed on probation
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John Smith Criminal Case
• Criminal history check showed Smith was on probation

for past controlled substance crimes and had an extensive
criminal history.

• At jail, John was not answering questions appropriately,

was becoming aggressive towards officers and appeared
to be suffering from an unknown type of psychosis.

• Because of this, jail staff requested that he been seen at
the Emergency Room and cleared medically.

• ER was unable to keep John or find a suitable psych bed

for him, so they medicated him to calm him down and
released him into the custody of the jail where he would
be safe.
15

John Smith Criminal Case
• During medical screening portion of the booking process,
jail staff learned that John had schizophrenia and a
history of self-medication and drug abuse.

• Due to John’s medical and mental health issues he was

housed by himself and placed on frequent observation.

• John was seen by jail nurse next morning; after

consultation with jail doctor, medicine was ordered.

• John refused to take this medication. He also refused to
complete an application for a public defender.

16

John Smith Criminal Case
• At 1st appearances, John refused to answer the judge’s
questions; was speaking gibberish.

• Judge ordered a Rule 20 competency evaluation;
appointed public defender for John.

• John returned to jail and observed by jail staff closely. He
continued to refuse his medication and his behavior
deteriorated. Jail staff requested that Community
Services conduct a pre-petition screen on John to
determine whether he was in need of involuntary civil
commitment.

17

John Smith Criminal Case
• As a result of the screening, a civil commitment petition

was filed and John was appointed another attorney. He
remained in jail pending both criminal and civil
proceedings. He was unsuitable for the annex and space
was needed in the main jail for others, so he was
transported to Houston County.

• Two weeks later, the judge ordered that John be civilly
committed. He returned to the jail to wait for a
treatment bed to become available.

• John remained in jail for an additional four weeks until a
bed became available at Anoka Regional Treatment
Facility. He was transported back/forth for criminal and
civil proceedings by WCSO.
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Winona County Inmate Medical Costs (2009-2016)
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Child Protection Case
• Both parents were appointed attorneys for the CHIPS
case; a Guardian ad Litem was also appointed; a child
protection worker was assigned.

• The child was placed in a foster care home; his parents

were allowed supervised visits at Family and Children’s
Center, provided they could afford the GPS ankle bracelet
monitoring fee to go on the visit. Neither could. Besides
that, both were being held in other counties.

• Through the child protection case plan, Jane was released
from jail and allowed to enter treatment. The treatment
facility was in St. Cloud so her visits with her child were
very limited.

22

Child Protection Case
• Jane was released from treatment after 45 days to a

halfway house and did well for a month, before relapsing
when some of her drug-using friends convinced her to use
with them.

• Jane returned to treatment, but by this time the 6 month

point of the CHIPs case had passed and since John was
still at Anoka and Jane had recently relapsed, the judge
ordered that reunification efforts with the child be ceased
and that a Permanency Petition be filed.

• The County Attorney filed a permanency petition seeking
that John and Jane’s parental rights to their child be
terminated.

23

Winona Co. CHIPS Filings (2012-2016)
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Out of Home Placement Costs for Youth
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Resources Used for Case Example “Cases”

Jane’s Criminal Case
• Arresting Officers
• Jail Personnel
• County Attorney
• Transport Officers
• Public Defender
• Judge/Court Staff
• Probation

John’s Criminal Case
• Arresting Officers
• Jail Personnel
• Local Hospital
• County Attorney (x2)
• Community Services Staff
• Transport Officers
• Treatment Facility
• Public Defender
• Court Apptd. Atty (Civil)
• Judge/Court Staff
CHIPS Case
• County Attorney
• Community Services Staff
• Transport Officers
• Treatment Facility
• Court Apptd. Atty (x2)
• Judge/Court Staff
• Guardian ad Litem
26

Winona’s
Super-Utilizers
Ryan Moen
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What is a “Super-Utilizer” and Why
Does it Matter?
•
•
•
•
•

In our case, super-utilizers are most frequent visitors of Winona
County Jail from 12/01/2013 – 11/30/16
The County Board adopted a resolution to join the “White House Data
Driven Justice Initiative” which brought together local criminal justice
stakeholders from across the country to generate ideas for improving
productivity in improving local criminal justice systems.
Focusing on these individuals really works!
New York jail identified 473 people admitted to jail 18 times or more
totaling 10,000 admissions, and 21% had SMI 99.4% had substance
abuse disorders
Camden, NJ was able to integrate multiple services to target superutilizers reducing health care costs over 50%, decrease ER visits, and
improve patient health and overall QOL.
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Who are Winona County Jail’s SuperUtilizers?
Race of Super Utilizers
Black, 2,
10%

Gender of Super Utilizers
Females, 6,
30%
Males, 14,
70%

White, 18,
90%

Black

White

Females

Males
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Reasons for Booking
Reasons for Jail Stays Following Initial Booking
Other
10%

Probable Cause- New
Arrest/Charge
26%

Drug Court
Related
19%

Probation Violation
26%

Failure to Appear
19%

Probable Cause

PV

FTA

Drug Court
Related

Other
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Reasons for Booking
Lifetime Serious Charges
Other
19%

Substance Related
Charges
34%

Theft/ Burglary/ Fraud
Related Charges
28%

Substance Related
Charges

Domestic Related
Charges

Theft/ Burglary/ Fraud
Related Charges

Domestic Related
Charges
19%
Other
31

Further Findings and
What it Means
Green Area = 12/1/13-11/30/16
Total Bed Days
Bookings
Length of Stay
Time Until Next Booking
Total Case Files
Felony Charges
Serious Charges
Total Charges
Substance Abuse Charges
Domestic Charges
Theft Related Charges

Total:
3726
208
3726
304
52
377
555
129
73
105

Average:
186
10.4
17.5
75.1
15.2
2.6
18.9
27.8
6.5
3.7
5.3

Most Severe:
406
12
40.7
42
54
7
56
87
18
21
26

•

Each individual was created a spreadsheet to total their serious charges on MN
Public Access

•

These charges were broken down into relation to substance abuse, domestic, or
theft like charges.

•

All of their information was combined to generate totals, averages, and trends
32
Winona County Super-Utilizers represent.

The Underlying Trend of Super-Utilizers
•

The Super Utilizers (12/01/2013 – 11/30/16) who had a substancerelated first offense have spent an average of 10.43 years, so far,
using resources of the criminal justice system. Super Utilizers
with a first offense that was unrelated to substance abuse have
spent and average of 7.13 years in the system, thus far—a
difference of about 32%.

•

The data indicate that a Super-Utilizer whose first offense was
substance-related will spend 10.43 years, and counting, in the
system without identifiable progress. How much could the
county save by intervening early and assuring treatment at the
first opportunity, thereby avoiding the costs associated with
another Super-Utilizer?
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Cost Savings for Frequent Users
•

The super-utilizers add expense to the county. Without intervention,
the of resources allocated to the jail and their services will continue
to be depleted. Without data-driven effective solutions, Winona
County loses.

•

Being able to divert people on a local level will effectively cut down
the costs of resources through Winona County’s criminal justice
costs by housing, transportation, jail staff labor, lawyer costs, court
costs, insurance costs, emergency room costs, and a long list of
other areas to benefit taxpayer pockets.

•

Diversion programs do more than benefit the individual’s well being,
but they contribute to the criminal justice system and community

Zarkin, Gary A. (2015). Lifetime benefits and costs of diverting substance-abusing offenders
from state prison. Crime & Delinquency, 61(6), 829-850.
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Benefit-Cost Analysis Report: Adult Criminal Justice. (2017). Results First: Management and Budget.
Retrieved February 24, 2017.
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What did we learn from our
Super-Utilizer Study?

• Individuals who had a substance related first charge

spent 3.29 more years involved in the criminal justice
system than those with other first time charges

• Majority of the charges these individual’s had were
substance related

• In three years, 20 people spent 3,726 days in Winona
County Jail custody

• 74% of their re-bookings were unrelated to new charges
36

Programs and Processes to Decrease
and/or Avoid Jail Usage

37

Factors that Drive Inmate Population
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Programs/Processes to Reduce Reliance Upon Jail

Community

Probation

Re-entry Coordination

Dispositional Court

Jail

First Appearance

Initial Detention

911/Local Law
Enforcement

Community

Review of Criminal Justice System
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Example Programs/Processes
Which Can Affect Jail Population
• 911 Call:
• Mobile Crisis Unit
• Crisis Intervention Team
• Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD)diversion to services
• Arrest/Initial Detention Decision:
• Warn and release
• Citation in lieu of arrest
• Delegated release authority
• Prosecution Decision:
• Decision not to prosecute
• Diversion
• Substance Abuse Courts
• Mental Health Courts
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Example Programs/Processes
Which Can Affect Jail Population
• First Appearance:
• Release on Recognizance (promise to appear)
• Conditional release (impose conditions)
• Secured bail (surety or cash)
• Dismiss case
• Accept plea and impose sanction
• Pretrial Service Program
• Universal risk assessment for (1) public
safety and (2) future court appearance
• Supervised release-monitoring of
conditions
• Diversion
41

Example Programs/Processes
Which Can Affect Jail Population
• Continued Incarceration:
• Additional MI/CD (mental illness/chemical
dependency) screening
• Jail-based services
• Review of release conditions
• Re-entry coordination
• Adjudication:
• Dismissal/Not guilty
• Other disposition
• Diversion
• Substance Abuse Courts
• Mental Health Courts
• Re-entry Coordination
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Example Programs/Processes
Which Can Affect Jail Population
• Sentencing:
• Allow release pending sentencing
• Release for time served
• Probation
• Re-entry Coordination
• Sentencing Modification:
• Graduated sanctions for misconduct
• Modification of conditions
• Re-entry coordination
• Use of non-jail responses to non-compliance
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The Promise of Investing in
Proven Programs and Services
•

Cognitive-behavioral programs

•

•

The return on each dollar spent on cognitivebehavioral programming is $2.54 - $11.48.

•

Conversely, for each dollar spent on punishment
oriented interventions, the returns are .50 to .75.

•

Punishment oriented interventions are expensive
and generally have no return on investment. More
importantly they do not reduce recidivism

Cognitive-behavioral programs are proven again and
again work for all Criminal Justice Involved
populations.
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Programs and Staff Needs
•

Criminal Justice Data Specialist

•

Data driven decision making is paramount

•
•

Track what works, and what needs to be re-evaluated
Regular analysis of objective data to inform decision making

• Monitor progress of programs and participants
•

•

Risk and Needs Assessments: Intake workers

•

Systematic, early screening, referral and appropriate
interventions

•

Assess Criminogenic Needs, and work to rehabilitate thoughts
AND behaviors

Evidence Based Programs

•

Fidelity to the model: Cognitive Skills focus like Core Correctional
Practices, Motivational Interviewing
45

Invest in Sustainable Efforts

46
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Appendix J

NUMBER
#18-76-01A

Bulletin

Provisional Discharge of Direct Care
and Treatment Patients - Addendum

DATE
December 28, 2018

OF INTEREST TO
County Directors
Human Services Supervisors
and Staff

TOPIC
Provisional discharge of patients civilly committed as Mentally Ill after
being found incompetent to stand trial in felony and gross misdemeanor
cases.

District Court Judges
County Attorneys
Chief Public Defenders
Direct Care & Treatment –
Executive Directors and Site
Supervisors

ACTION/DUE DATE
Effective upon publication

EXPIRATION DATE

PURPOSE
This bulletin provides additional information and context related to
Bulletin #18-76-01. That bulletin announced a change in how DHS Direct
Care and Treatment facilities will provisionally discharge patients civilly
committed as Mentally Ill after being found incompetent to stand trial
in felony and gross misdemeanor cases. This bulletin provides
information that may be helpful to counties and courts as they plan for
how to address the change in provisional discharges. The bulletin also
announces webinars and resources to help in that planning.

December 28, 2020

CONTACT
Marshall E. Smith
Health Systems Chief Executive Officer
651-431-7505

SIGNED
MARSHALL E. SMITH
Health Systems Chief Executive Officer
Direct Care and Treatment

TERMINOLOGY NOTICE
The terminology used to describe people we serve has changed over
time. The Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) supports the
use of "People First" language.
Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238
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I. Background
On December 18, 2018, the Department of Human Services (DHS) issued Bulletin #18-76-01. That bulletin
announced a DHS change to the point at which it provisionally discharges people civilly committed as Mentally Ill
after being found incompetent to stand trial in felony and gross misdemeanor cases (“civilly committed
defendants”). DHS will provisionally discharge civilly committed defendants when they no longer need inpatient
care, as it does for other civilly committed persons. Sometimes this may occur before a criminal court has found
the person competent to stand trial.
This Bulletin (#18-76-01A) explains why this change is necessary, what impact is expected, and provides
resources to county social services, county attorneys, and court personnel to assist in this transition.

A. Context: New scope of DHS role in Competency Restoration
1. DHS will continue to provide competency restoration education services to patients
during inpatient mental health treatment
DHS will not stop providing competency education to civilly committed defendants in inpatient
care at DHS programs. DHS will provide this service until there is a clinical determination that
the individual no longer needs inpatient mental health treatment and is provisionally
discharged.

2. Most people will have competency fully restored at the time of discharge from DHS
facilities
From November 2017 to May 2018, DHS worked on a pilot project to increase the number of
civilly committed individuals DHS was able to serve. Under the project, DHS sought to
provisionally discharge civilly committed defendants when medically appropriate, rather than
based on competency status. During that time, 75 percent of individuals provisionally
discharged were deemed competent at the point of provisional discharge. These numbers show
that most civilly committed defendants will be competent to stand trial when provisional
discharge occurs. In fact, many counties will likely not be impacted by this change in any given
year.
Moreover, the pilot successfully increased the number of patients admitted by 26 percent.
Since the pilot ended in July, DHS has been following the new provisional discharge policy for all
cases. To help plan for the change in practice, DHS will provide information specific to each
county. While counties and DHS have always worked closely together to prepare for provisional
discharge, that collaboration will be particularly critical when preparing appropriate services for
civilly committed defendants.

Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238
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B. Context: Rationale for DHS change in Competency Restoration
1. Maximize availability of DHS mental health treatment beds for those who need
mental health treatment
The sheer number of people being retained for competency restoration past the point of clinical
stability limits DHS’ ability to meet the needs of all patients being committed to DHS for mental
health treatment. DHS started competency restoration with a 25 bed program in 2006. Today,
an average of 120 civilly committed defendants are in inpatient care at DHS each day in three
different locations.
When a civilly committed defendant who no longer needs inpatient care is retained in a DHS
facility, that bed is not available for someone else also committed to DHS for treatment. In 2013,
the Legislature required DHS to prioritize admission of individuals in jail who were civilly
committed after being found incompetent. That law created tremendous pressure on
admissions to DHS facilities. Sheriffs have attempted to drop off patients at facilities without
bed space and courts have tried to hold DHS in contempt when no beds were available.
DHS provides mental health treatment that is not available elsewhere in Minnesota. Without
access to the limited beds DHS operates, people with acute mental health needs are stuck in
jails or in community hospitals where their treatment needs cannot be met. The beds at DHS
inpatient mental health programs – Anoka Metro Regional Treatment Center, Minnesota
Security Hospital and Community Behavioral Health Hospitals – are a scarce resource that must
be available to those patients across Minnesota most in need of this specialized care. Instead,
beds have been used for people needing only competency restoration education services and no
longer needing inpatient care.
Through the pilot of the new approach described in the bulletin, DHS was able to admit 26
percent more patients into DHS facilities. This means these individuals were able to get care
uniquely available in DHS programs rather than going without primary mental health treatment
while waiting in jail or the community. Competency education can be provided to individuals
who have been provisionally discharged in other settings without impacting the availability of
these specialized mental health care facilities.

2. No Legal Requirement for DHS to provide competency restoration education
services
There is no legal obligation for DHS to provide competency restoration education.
Importantly, the law also does not authorize DHS to hold such individuals in lieu of jail during
criminal proceedings absent a need for treatment in a DHS inpatient facility. Minnesota statutes
authorize DHS to treat patients civilly committed for mental health treatment and give
discretion to the head of the treatment facility over provisional discharge. DHS is working to
avoid retaining patients in locked facilities when inpatient care is no longer necessary. This over
retention may violate the rights of patients to no longer be held in a locked facility in connection
with their civil commitment.

Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238
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C. Resources available to support counties, law enforcement and court
personnel
1. What are Competency Restoration services?
Competency restoration is not mental health treatment – it is an educational service.
Competency restoration focuses on ensuring the individual can demonstrate that they:
•

Know their legal rights

•

Understand the charges in their case, and penalties

•

Help their lawyer in their defense in a calm and rational manner

•

Understand the definitions of different legal words

•

Understand the facts in their case

•

Maintain appropriate behaviors in the courtroom

Instruction focuses on identifying the people who are in the courtroom and their roles, such as
the prosecutors and defense attorneys. It also includes lessons on charges – the different levels
of charges and the individual’s understanding of the charges against them. The process of trials,
testimony and evidence and plea bargaining are part of the curriculum. Individuals are
instructed about their legal rights as well as how to aid in their own defense. The curriculum
includes tests to help evaluate whether the patient understands the concepts and how they
apply to their particular circumstance.

2. Preparation to provide competency restoration education services outside of
inpatient settings
There is not a required level of training or expertise to provide competency restoration
education. All that is required is training in the example curriculum that DHS has developed. The
people doing competency restoration education do not need to be mental health professionals.
As stated above, DHS will continue to provide these competency restoration educational
services to people committed to DHS for mental health treatment, up to the point that the
person no longer meets clinical criteria for inpatient mental health treatment and is
provisionally discharged. Most people will have competency fully restored at the point they are
discharged from DHS facilities. For those who do not, competency restoration services will need
to continue in the community or law enforcement setting. Resources are provided below to help
county and court personnel plan to provide these services.

3. Resources available to help counties, law enforcement and court personnel with the
transition in DHS’ role in competency restoration
•

DHS wants to support and assist counties, law enforcement and court personnel in adjusting
to the change in competency restoration. Our experienced staff are willing to join any
meetings, including regional meetings of county social services directors or similar meetings.

Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238
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These meetings could be opportunities to provide more information and strategize on how
we can help. Please contact Lisa Vanderveen-Nagel at (507) 933-5011.
•

DHS will be offering webinars on this change in policy. Please look for notifications in the
next couple weeks.

•

DHS has developed competency restoration curriculum at the links below. If you want help
or have questions regarding the curriculum, contract Lisa Vanderveen-Nagel at (507) 9335011.
https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-7822-ENG (teaching guide)
https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-7822B-ENG (workbook)

•

If you have questions or need help regarding specific cases, please contact:
o

For Forensic Mental Health questions:
Lisa Vanderveen-Nagel, Program Director, (507) 933-5011

o

For Anoka-Metro Regional Treatment Center questions:
Jayme Lopuch, Director of Social Work, (651) 431-5047

Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238
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Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Advisory
This information is available in accessible formats for people with disabilities by calling (651) 431-2600 (voice) or
by using your preferred relay service. For other information on disability rights and protections, contact the
agency’s ADA coordinator.

Minnesota Department of Human Services · PO Box 64238 · St. Paul, MN 55164-0238

Minnesota Department of Human Services
Elmer L. Andersen Building
Commissioner Emily Piper
Post Office Box 64998
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0998
December 28, 2018
TO:

District Court Judges
Court Administrators
County Attorneys
Chief Public Defenders
Sheriffs
County Administrators
County Human Services Directors

RE: Bulletin Addendum
Dear Stakeholders:
Earlier this month, DHS issued a bulletin regarding changes to competency restoration services at our Direct
Care and Treatment facilities. Our intent was to provide clarity about how we have changed our processes – a
change which began with a pilot over several months starting in 2017 and then was implemented statewide in
July. Following the issuance of the bulletin we heard from some of you that you were caught off guard by the
announcement and were concerned about the ramifications for your work and for the well-being of the people
we all serve.
We want to make sure that you understand our reasons for making changes and know that resources are
available to train others who decide to supplement our inpatient competency restoration education after people
are discharged from inpatient mental health treatment.
Today we have issued a bulletin addendum that contains additional information and a commitment to provide
these resources to you as we move forward. In addition to updated curriculum we have already shared, we will
support and assist counties, law enforcement and court personnel in adjusting to the change in competency
restoration. Our experienced staff are willing to join any meetings, including regional meetings of county social
services directors or similar meetings. DHS will also be offering webinars on this change in policy. Please look for
notifications in the next couple of weeks.
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Community Summit Jail Survey Q&A
October 25, 2018
Why is the jail important?
•

Keeps Winona safe from bad people and keeps decent people employed.

•

The jail is important because it is inevitable that people will be housed there. Everyone
(staff and inmates included) should be in a safe, clean, up to date facility.

•

The jail is an integral part of our community.

•

To keep criminals off the street and the community safe.

•

For Winona County Safety.

•

For public safety.

•

Keep the public safe and help keep police from doing harm to themselves.

•

Keeps our community safe and secure. Helps to get detainees regulated on needed

•

Houses persons going through criminal justice system, means to impose consequences,

medication, programs, and mental health.
people convicted of lesser crimes.
Were you aware that the current Winona County jail will close in September 2021?
•

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•
•
•

Yes, why doesn't Winona city budget for the jail up keeping?
Yes
Read about it in local papers.

•

Yes

•

Yes

What questions do you have about the jail?
•

Why has it taken so long to get a new one? What happens if we don't have a big jail by
2021? Talk to us about transport costs.

•

None

•

Why and how did this process get to "Sunset Authorization"?

•

Not a question- statement- Inmates aren't there to be comfortable, understand our jail
employees need a safe facility to work in, but I personally don't think we should make it
too comfortable for inmates.

•

If you would build a new jail, would you allow over 90 days and juveniles?

•

Will it cost us more as taxpayers to have a new jail or no jail at all? What are the costs
of either?

•

Will the new jail, if built, have storage for weapons of owners who have them declared
a danger to themselves and others?

•

How many (what percent) of the inmates use the various programs that are available?
If we were to build a new jail facility, how certain are we that the DOC will not be
changing the codes again in that will cause us to shut down the jail? If we build to an
existing code, the DOC should not be able to close our jail.

•

When can we start building?

•

How many persons does jail typically have? (on average)

•

Can you talk about some of the potential safety hazards you have for the workers by
inmates? Are these programs that you have not been able to have in the current jail
because of the way it is currently configured?

•

What does Winona County have for work at the jail? What will the cost be if we have to
build a new facility? Is there a possibility of a useful transformation of the current
facility? (i.e. Mental health facility)
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Winona County, Minnesota
Jail Bonds Planning
Option 1

Option 2

Court Staging
Only
$2,074,000
$41,480
$26,444
$2,140,000

72 Hour Hold
$8,784,000
$65,880
$110,624
$8,960,000

20
3.00%
$144,000

20
3.00%
$602,000

20
3.00%
$1,300,000

25
3.10%
$1,123,000

20
3.00%
$1,498,000

25
3.10%
$1,294,000

LEVY IMPACT ANALYSIS
2019 Property Tax Levy
Levy Increase

$19,439,418
0.7%

$19,439,418
3.1%

$19,439,418
6.7%

$19,439,418
5.8%

$19,439,418
7.7%

$19,439,418
6.7%

TAX IMPACT ANALYSIS
2018/2019 Tax Capacity
Current Tax Rate
Added Tax Rate Amount
New Tax Rate

$25,750,000
39.00%
0.6%
39.6%

$25,750,000
39.00%
2.3%
41.3%

$25,750,000
39.00%
5.0%
44.0%

$25,750,000
39.00%
4.4%
43.4%

$25,750,000
39.00%
5.8%
44.8%

$25,750,000
39.00%
5.0%
44.0%

$4
$13
$28

$17
$55
$117

$36
$119
$252

$31
$103
$218

$42
$137
$291

$36
$118
$251

$8
$52
$108

$35
$216
$450

$76
$467
$972

$65
$403
$840

$87
$538
$1,120

$75
$465
$967

$14
$35
$70

$58
$146
$292

$126
$316
$631

$109
$273
$545

$145
$364
$727

$126
$314
$628

$0.28

$1.17

$2.52

$2.18

$2.91

$2.51

$0.14
$5,000

$0.58

$1.26

$1.09

$1.45

$1.26

Project Cost
Estimated Cost of Issuance
Estimated Underwriter's Discount
Estimated Par Amount (Rounded to $5K)
Repayment Term (Years)
Interest Rate
Annual Payment (Rounded to $1K)

Residential Market Value
$100,000
$250,000
$500,000
Commercial Market Value
$100,000
$500,000
$1,000,000
Apartment Market Value
$200,000
$500,000
$1,000,000
Ag Non-Homestead (# of Acres)*
1
Ag Homestead (# of Acres)*
1
*Based on Value per Acre of:

Option 3
90-Day Hold
(Includes acquisition of adjacent property,
demolition and paving.)
$19,032,000
$19,032,000
$76,128
$76,128
$238,852
$238,852
$19,345,000
$19,345,000

Option 4
Class 3 - 1 Year Facility
(Includes acquisition of adjacent property,
demolition and paving.)
$21,928,000
$21,928,000
$87,712
$87,712
$275,196
$275,196
$22,290,000
$22,290,000

Agricultural Homestead Notes:
1. Value of house, garage and one acre (HGA) is not included. Tax impact for HGA can be determined in the Residential Market Value table.
2. For 2019, Ag Homestead class rate is 0.5% for the first $1.9 million of market value and 1.0% for any amount above $1.9 million. The amounts shown above assume market value is less
than $1.9 million.

1/22/2019
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OFFICE OF THE WINONA COUNTY ATTORNEY

KARIN L. SONNEMAN – COUNTY ATTORNEY

ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEYS

COURTHOUSE

SUSAN E. COOPER

171 WEST THIRD STREET

STEPHANIE E. NUTTALL

PHONE 507-457-6310

KEVIN P. O'LAUGHLIN

WINONA, MN 55987-3166

CHRISTINA M. GALEWSKI

FAX 507-454-9375

REBECCA R. CHURCH

WCAttorney@co.winona.mn.us

PRESTON A. SELLECK
PAUL R. ELLISON

VICTIM SERVICES COORDINATOR
CLAIRE M. EXLEY

PHONE 507-457-6586

Victim-Witness@co.winona.mn.us

February 6, 2019
OPINION MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

PRISONER TRANSPORT RESPONSIBILITIES AND BEST PRACTICES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
There is not a readily ascertainable bright-line guide of best practices for prisoner transport in the State of
Minnesota. Generally, there are statutes that clearly set out the responsibility for the care and security of
county prisoners with the county sheriff. There are also statutes that clearly set out the county where the
criminal offense occurred as the county responsible financially for the costs incurred by that prisoner.
Outside of those very general principles, the committee and county will likely be best served by consulting
with Minnesota counties that currently function with no county jail to gather practical lessons learned from
their experience and by reviewing incidents that have been brought out in the national spotlight as a result of
allegations of misconduct in the transportation of prisoners.
ANALYSIS
The Care and Custody of Prisoners are the Responsibility of the County Sheriff
1. The county jail is an area where Minnesota Statute explicitly places responsibility with the county
sheriff. In Minnesota, sheriffs are tasked with the “charge and custody” of the county jail and are given
the duty to “safely keep therein all persons lawfully committed and not release any person therefrom”
until discharged by law. Minnesota Statute § 387.11. There are two Attorney General Opinions from
1959 and 1966 that analyze this statute. Because of the age of the opinions, they are only available at
law schools and large county libraries in the state, so the details leading to those opinions are not readily
available. However, a synopsis of the opinions is accessible electronically.
a. The first opinion sets out that a sheriff may delegate the performance of ministerial duties,
including those involving the jail, to deputies and other officers, however in doing so does not
shift his own responsibility to those individuals. Op.Atty.Gen., 390a-17, Nov. 2, 1959. Breifly, a
1

ministerial duty is something that does not require any type of discretion or judgment in
performing the act. For example, locking the door to a cell after removing a prisoner according
to the jail policy is a ministerial duty. The second opinion chips away at the exclusivity of the
sheriff’s responsibility in some areas of the jail. That opinion states that the county board is
authorized to contract with an independent contractor for laundry and other services provided to
prisoners within the county jail and if so, the sheriff would no longer be responsible for these.
Op.Atty.Gen., 390b-2, Nov. 7, 1966. What we can infer from these principles is that the
establishment of a general policy for transport of prisoners is a non-ministerial duty that will
remain the responsibility of the sheriff under the statutory provision to safely maintain the
custody of prisoners and assure they are not released until authorized by law.
2. Prisoner transport is, therefore, a judgement call at the outset. The questions raised by the committee are
all good questions to explore in the exercise of that judgement, however, there are no bright-line answers
to give to the committee. A representative of the Minnesota Sheriff’s Association was contacted and
responded that “most transports are done by armed deputies around the state.” This however came in a
blanket statement and it is not clear how much data has actually been drawn out in reaching this
conclusion.
a. There are some important lessons that can be learned regarding prisoner transport on a national
level. Within the past few days a prisoner pending murder charges in Bell County, Texas
escaped during transport. According to media reports, the prisoner was being transported by a
private prisoner transport company whose employees decided to stop at a McDonald’s one
morning. While getting their breakfast, the prisoner escaped. Fortunately, the prisoner was
found nine hours later with the support of “multiple” law enforcement agencies. The incident
occurred February 3, 2019 so not much detail is available, but it would be reasonable expect that
someone would look into the actions of the private transport company. (Enclosures A and B)
b. There is a current Department of Justice criminal investigation into abuse allegations made
against a private company called “Prisoner Transportation Services” from conduct occurring in
2016 and before. A non-profit named the Marshall Project has produced an account of their
research conducted nation-wide into the private transport industry. The publication (Enclosure
C) includes accounts of prisoner escapes, sexual assault perpetrated on female prisoners,
unsanitary and unsafe travel conditions (See also Enclosure D) and inadequate medical care
leading to injuries including death in some cases. The result of the research conducted by this
group was a finding of “a pattern of prisoner abuse and neglect in an industry that operates with
almost no oversight.” (Enclosure DDD, page 3 of 12)
c. The Texas incident in February 2019 as well as the incidents investigated by the Marshall Project
come in spite of Federal legislation regulating the private industry of interstate violent prisoner
transport. 34 U.S.C.A. § 60101, et al. (published Dec 21, 2000, current as of September 1, 2017).
This federal act, commonly known as the Interstate Transportation of Dangerous Criminals Act
of 2000 or Jeanna’s Act, was passed in response to a North Dakota case from the early 1990’s. A
prisoner was convicted in North Dakota of the murder of an 11-year old girl and sexual
molestation of two other young females. He was given a life sentence and sent to a maximum
security prison in another state using a private prisoner transport company. He escaped and the
private transport employees didn’t report the escape to law enforcement until nine hours had
passed. The prisoner was eventually found, but not until around three months after the escape.
Highway to Hell: The Privatized Prison Transport Industry and the Long Road to Reform, 120
WVLR 203, 216 (West Virginia Law Review Fall 2017)
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d. One of the congressional findings in that 2000 act is that most governmental entities may prefer
to use and will continue to use fully trained law enforcement officers when transporting violent
prisoners. 34 U.S.C.A. § 60101(5). This finding came from a federal subcommittee which,
according to the records, put in over two years of research into the issue on a national scale. 146
Cong. Rec H12032-01, H12033 (House of Representative 2000). So it would probably be safe to
rely on this to infer that a common practice for transporting violent offenders would be by using
fully licensed and armed law enforcement officers.
If Winona County Accepts a Prisoner, Winona County is Financially Responsible for the Transport of
Prisoner to Another County
3. Minnesota law sets out which county is fiscally responsible for prisoner who need to be taken to other
counties for confinement. The County in which the offense was committed is responsible for the
“expenses of supporting the inmate.” Minnesota Statute § 631.46; County of Benton v. County of
Stearns, 503 N.W.2d 519 (Minn App 1993) (review denied Sept 21, 1993); see also Minnesota Statute §
641.13 “When a prisoner is ordered confined in any county other than that in which the offense was
committed, the other county shall keep the prisoner at the expense of the county sending the prisoner”
(emphasis added).
a. According to the Minnesota Sheriff’s Association, the standard practice for Minnesota counties
without jail facilities is for the sheriff of the arresting county to transport the prisoner to the
county with the jail. Common process would be an inmate is brought to the sheriff department in
the arresting county, booked, and then brought to the facility in another county by the sheriff.
This practice would be consistent with the fiscal responsibility for the prisoner being placed with
the county by statute. This practice again was provided anecdotally without further data. Dodge
County is the nearest county to Winona that endures no county jail facility. Correspondence with
county officials in Dodge including specific questions relating to cost, transport arrangements
and lessons learned/best practices may provide some practical insight.
b. Minnesota Courts have had to address is the issue of costs for the incarceration of persons held in
another county. The issue arose in the area of the city of St. Cloud, Minnesota, which sprawls
into three different counties – Benson, Sherburne and Stearns. In the early 90’s, Benton and
Sherburne Counties held prisoners convicted of misdemeanors and gross misdemeanors from the
district court located in Stearns County. The Sheriffs of Benton and Sherburne submitted an
invoice to the Stearns County sheriff for the cost of incarceration from inmates held in the Benton
and Sherburne jails who were sentenced in the Stearns County District Court. County of Benton
v. County of Stearns, 503 N.W.2d 519, 521. Benton and Sherburne County then sued Stearns
County when Stearns refused to pay the invoices, arguing to the court that because they were
sentenced in Stearns County District Court, Stearns County should be responsible for their costs.
Sterns County countered by pointing to the fact that the offenses for which the prisoners were in
jail occurred within the geographical limits of Benton and Sherburne. There were some
additional statutes analyzed by the court that apply to cities located in more than one county,
however at the end of the day, the court relied emphatically on Minnesota Statutes 631.46 and
641.13 in deciding that county where the offense was committed is the county financially
responsible for the costs of the prisoner. County of Benton v. County of Stearns, 503 N.W.2d
519 at 523.
c. Minnesota courts haven’t separately determined which agency would be responsible for the
actual physical transport of a prisoner. However, based on the Minnesota statutes and the cases
available if Winona County put the Winona Police Department in a position where their officers
3

had to drive a prisoner from the city of Winona to the Houston County Jail in Caledonia, Winona
County could reasonably expect to receive a bill from the city for the transport services provided.

d. New York state courts have interpreted their state law to require transport of prisoners to be
performed by the sheriff. Town of Poughkeepsie v. Dutchess County, 492 N.Y.S.2d 1009, 1012
(NY 1985). At issue in that case was a town that had traditionally transported the prisoners they
took into custody at the county jail to the courthouse. The town decided to eliminate this practice
and sent a letter to the county sheriff to that effect. The sheriff argued it was not their
responsibility to transport the town’s prisoner. Dutchess County, 492 N.Y.S.2d 1009, 1011. The
court ruled in favor of the town holding that the county sheriff shall begin transport of the
prisoners and that the county shall reimburse the town for prior transport expenses incurred.
Dutchess County, 492 N.Y.S.2d 1009, 1012. In doing so, the court interpreted two separate
states statutes that permitted the court to “direct the sheriff to produce” a prisoner at court.
Consolidated Laws of New York §§ 510.50, 550.10, subd 2(a). The court read these statutes to
mean that “the New York State Legislature intended that a County Sheriff be primarily
responsible for the transport of committed prisoners from jail to court and, if necessary, back
again.” Dutchess County, 492 N.Y.S.2d 1009, 1012. The Attorney General of that state has
additionally issued an opinion that the responsibility for transport of prisoners and other detainees
and cannot transfer that responsibility to a private firm. Op.Atty.Gen. (Inf.) 244 (1980).
i. To be clear, the above cases, Attorney General Opinions and statutes are from another
jurisdiction, so their authority in Minnesota would be persuasive, not necessarily binding.
Minnesota does not have a statute that employs the same language as the New York
statutes which explicitly permit a judge to order the sheriff to produce a prisoner for court.
However, Minnesota law does set out the general and expansive duty of the county sheriff
to “attend upon the terms of the district court.” Minnesota Statute § 387.03. A very
reasonable argument could be made that the production of prisoners held in the county jail
to court hearings falls under this broad stroke of statutory responsibility.
4. All statutes, ordinances, and case law are current as of the date of this memorandum. The scope of this
memo is limited to the facts and questions as presented. Any change to these may create separate issues
that should be analyzed independent or in conjunction with the above as an addendum to this
memorandum.

Karin L. Sonneman
Winona County Attorney
Enclosure A – MPR Article, Feb 3, 2019 (3 pages)
Enclosure B – WAPO Article, Feb 4, 2019 (4 pages)
Enclosure C – Marshall Project Report (12 pages)
Enclosure D – WAPO Article, April 24, 2018 (2 pages)
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OPINION MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

JAIL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS – BOND REFERENDUM

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Jail construction projects in Minnesota are exempt from the requirement that a bond referendum must be
held for the purpose of issuing general obligation bonds for a capital project, if a municipality authorizes
obligations issued under a capital improvement plan under Minn. Stat. § 373.40.
ANALYSIS
1. Minnesota Statutes Chapter 475 covers bonds issued by municipalities. Minn. Stat. § 475.52 subd. 2
defines municipality to include counties. Minn. Stat. § 475.58 subd. 1 lists exceptions to the requirement
that obligations be issued upon approval of a majority of the electors voting on the question. As
applicable to the current situation, “an election shall not be required to authorize obligations issued under
a capital improvement plan under section 373.40.” Minn. Stat. § 475.58 subd. 1(8).
2. Capital improvement is defined as “acquisition or betterment of public lands, buildings, or other
improvements within the county for the purpose of a county courthouse, administrative building, health
or social service facility, correctional facility, jail, law enforcement center…An improvement must have
an expected useful life of five years or more to qualify.” Minn. Stat. § 373.40 subd. 1(b). A jail
construction project would qualify as a betterment or an improvement. There are specific requirements
for what must be included in a capital improvement plan. Minn. Stat. § 373.40 subd. 3.
a. Bonds issued to finance capital improvements under an approved capital improvement plan must
be approved by a vote of at least three-fifths of the members of the county board. Minn. Stat. §
373.40 subd. 2(a).
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b. Before issuance of the bonds, the county must publish notice of its intention to issue the bonds
and the date and time of a hearing to obtain public comment on the matter. Minn. Stat. § 373.40
subd. 2(b). An election must be held if a petition requesting a vote on the issuance is signed by
voters equal to five percent of the votes cast in the county in the last county general election and
is filed with the county auditor within 30 days after the public hearing. Minn. Stat. § 373.40 subd.
2(c). Based on a review of the secretary of state’s website, such a petition would require
approximately 1,070 signatures.
3. A second potential exception to the requirement that a bond referendum be held is Minn. Stat. § 641.23.
“Before any contract is made for the erection of a county jail, sheriff's residence, or both, the county
board shall either levy a sufficient tax to provide the necessary funds, or issue county bonds…provided
that no election is required if the amount of all bonds issued for this purpose and interest on them which
are due and payable in any year does not exceed an amount equal to 0.09671 percent of estimated market
value of taxable property within the county...” Minn. Stat. § 641.23. This memorandum contains no
analysis of the cost of repairs to the jail in relation to the value of the taxable property in Winona
County.
a. A concern with using 641.23 to avoid the bond requirement is that the statute does not
specifically refer to repairs. The use of the language “before any contract is made for the erection
of” may indicate that 641.23 only applies to the construction of a new jail. Minn. Stat. § 641.21
and Minn. Stat. § 641.22 contain requirements that a county board submit certain information to
the commissioner of corrections when a county board determines to erect a new jail or repair an
existing jail. Notably, 641.21 and 641.22 specifically include references to repairs, while 641.23
does not. Any concern would be alleviated if the decision is made to construct a new jail.
4. All statutes, ordinances, and case law are current as of the date of this memorandum. The scope of this
memo is limited to the facts and questions as presented. Any change to these may create separate issues
that should be analyzed independent or in conjunction with the above as an addendum to this
memorandum.

Karin L. Sonneman
Winona County Attorney
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